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INTRODUCTION 

The present study is a brief survey and evaluation 

of the works of 'Abd al-Salam Nadvi on Islamic studies. He 

v;as one of the desciples of 'Alla'mah SJ^ibli, who had 

predicted about him that one day he would occupy the chair 

of Professor of Nadvah. The prediction came true and the 

esteemed personality of Maul"ana 'Abd al-Sal'am remained in 

the chair for fifty years and served the academic world. 

With a high degree of dedication he and his friend 

Maulafna" Sayyed Sulaim"an Nadvi carried forward the task of 

completing the work of 'Allamah Shibli. Infact all this 

stands witness to his own literary ability in the compila

tion which gave a new dimension to the work. 

The first chapter of this study is ••"lated to a 

brief sketch of his life. There is hardly any account 

available regarding his early life, his family and its 

conditions. So in this chapter I have taken help from the 

writing of different authors who lived and worked in close 

association with 'Abd al-Sal'am. 

In the second chapter there is a brief survey and 

summary of the books of 'Abd al-Salam which are related to 

Islamic studies. Though Islamic studies is a wide ranging 

subject the Maulana" has written on almost all the aspects 

of this subject in the form of books and articles. I have 

tried to briefly describe the different facts of his major 

works. 

The third chapter includes those books of the 

Maulana which are mainly the translation work from the 

Arabic and Persian literature. Through his translation 

Urdu literature became richer in more than one way. On 
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the one hand, this enriched the Isl"amic literature in Urdu 

language. While on the other hand, this provided nourish

ment to the Urdu language. All of his translation works 

have been selected from the Arabic literature with the 

exception of Ibn Yamin which is the translation of a 

Persian book. He was wel-versed in Arabic and Persian 

languages and therefore he almost transmitted the original 

spirit of the works in Urdu translations. 

The fourth chapter introduces briefly those books 

of the Maula'n'a which are not directly related to Isla'mic 

studies. This was considered necessary as a part of this 

study so that the readers in English may be made aware of 

the vast literary ability and the full scope of his 

contribution. 



CHAPTER - I 

M^ULftNA 'ABD AL-SALAM NADVI 

Early Life : 

The family in which 'Abd al-Sal'am was born was a 

middle zamindari house hold, where success was measured 

only in terms of extravaganza. The educational background 

of the family of the Maul'in'a was not that sound and so the 

events of his early life are not authentically known. 

The ancestors of the Maulana were the Rajput 

clients, though it cannot be said clearly that when and 

where they embraced Isl'am. From the family tradition this 

family belonged to Koi*lari village in Azamgarh district 

and later shifted to the village Ibr'ahimpur. Those days 

Ibrahimpur was under the Rajput dominance, so it was not 

very easy to servive for this new-Muslim family. Therefore 

a young man of this newly converted family left the 

village in search of a safe and new place saying good bye 

to his family. Thus the young man settled in a muslim 

village known as Ala'al-Din Patti. Maulana 'Abd al-Salam 

Nadvi was the scion of this family. 

Dr.Shabab al-Din has given his ancestory like this . 

Muhammad Siddiq 
• I 1 

Muhammd Yusuf 
'I - T 

Muhammad Ibrahim 
' I 

Muhammad Nasir al-Din 
' I 

Ahmad 

1. Dr.Shabab a l -D in , "Maulana ^bq a l - sa l am Nadvi; jjayjjt 
Auj: jCarnajne, Unpublished t h e s i s , Deptr '"of Urdu, "AMIT, 
Xl igalrli",' 1988, p . 3 



Abu Turab 
r- • _ I 

Al-Ha i Bakhsh Shailih Badhu 

Din Mnhammad 

Muhammad Hanif 

•̂ Abd a l - L a t i f 
I • . -

Mnhammad Sulaiman 
I 

Abd al-Salam 

. J Abu al-Ahrar Tahir Akhlaq Ahmad 

The young man soon carved out a place for himself 

in the new village through his confidence and labour. He 

started earning his livelihood and bought a piece of land 

for farming and also married. 

In those days Azamgarh and its nearly villages were 

the centre of the trade of indigo and sugar. So this 

family also took part in this trade. In later generations 

this trade brought greater prosperity and many other good 

qualities. The family rose to the status of chaudhry 

which was a position of dignity in the village. 

Hayat-Allah a descendant of this family was the 

maternal grand father of Maulan'a 'Abd al-Salam. He was 

very simple and pious man. Inayat-Allah and Hedayat-

Allah were his maternal uncle. His maternal ancestry 

belonged to the village Jairajpur, Azamgarh. They were 

also from the new Muslim p=gput family . 

He was born on Friday 16th February 1883 AD/1300 AH 

in the village Ala' al-Din Patti district Azamgarh . His 

1. Ibid. p.4 

2. Maulana 'Abd al-Salam Nadvi ki Yad mein, Prof. K.A. 
Ja'isi. Shibli Degree College, Azatngarhi 1958, December,p. 1 



grand father was Shaikh Badhu and Rahiman was his 

grand mother. Din Muhammad was his father and his 
— ' 2 

mother's name was Nabihan . 

Shaikh Badhu was generous and of good character. 

Because of zamindari and trade they were quite well off. 

The birth of grand son made him quite happy and a great 

feast was arranged. The Maulana himself wrote about this 

event in great deal. 

"I was the most lovable child of my grand 

father rather than to my father and 

mother. My father was the only son of my 

grand father and along with him there were 

seven daughters. Incidently my father had 

three daughters prior to my birth. 

Therefore the whole family wac greatly 

pleased, more particularly my parents to 

see the birth of a male child. 

Fortunately my family was highly affluent 

and we had a good and established indigo 

and sugar trade. My grand father was a 

man of generous character, so he spent 

money rather too generously and 

distributed clothes and cash among the 

poors. Also a grand feast was arranged 
3 

for the entire village." 

The Maulana always remembered the earlier days of 

his life and frequently pointed out about this event in 

his different ' books, even when his fame and popularity 

reached its zenith. He himself wrote. 

1. Maulana ^bd al-Salam'Nadvi; Hayat Aur Karname. Op.Cit. 
p.4. 

2. Ibid. p.4. 
3. Maabahir Ahl-Ilm ki Motisin Kitaben, Muha-^mad ' Imran Khan 

Nadvi, Dar al-*ulum Nadvat al-'ulana Lucknow, 1946, 
p.110. 



"I have been the most lovable child of my 

parents and the most lucky too. ... And if 

Allah wished with His immense mercy then 

Insh"! Allah in the life hereafter also I 

would have good fortune." 

However during his childhood the demise of his 

grand father on 22nd Ramda'n 1305 AH/1888 AD was a great 

shock to him. Even when he grew up to become a renouJ'Ŷ ed 

literary figure/, he remembered this sad event and 

described, in a very effective way, the funeral procession 
2 

of his grand father to the grave-yard . 

As it was explained earlier that the family of *Abd 

al-Sal'am was not educationally rich and his grand father 

was illeterate, though the trade and zamindari had made 

them materially rich. His father had acquired some 

traditional learning of Persian literature and also had 

some knowledge of Hindi and simple Arithmatic. However, 

his uncle NiTr Muhammad had a good education and had learnt 

Arabic literature and routinely studied aljadit̂ i. He had 

also written many religious articles and these articles 
3 

are still available in manuscript form at his house . So 

it will not be wrong to say that because of his uncle his 

family got the light of education. There was not even a 

madrasah in the village. However, in the vicinity of the 

village Ala'-al-Din Patti, the education was common in the 

established Madrasah Even the father of the Maula"n"a had 

received his education away from his village. Evidently 

this was a problem that how his beloved son would go away 

1. Ibid. p . m . 

2. Ibid p . m . 

3. Maulana 'Abd al-Salam Nadvi; IJayat Aur Karname, Op.Cit. 
pp. 7,8. 



from home for education. So a teacher Sayyed 'Imdad 'Ali 

was engaged to teach him. The Maulana himself wrote, 

"My father had arranged the education for me 

at home though he himself went at least two 

miles a day to yet th^ same. A Persian teacher 

was arranged who was given two rupees monthly 

with food. So many students from the village 

and nearby villages came to study and used 

to pay 12 to 25 paise per month I 

learnt Persian and elementary books from a 

teacher who was called Miâ n Saheb. As the 

tradition I read Amad Namah ( r^^>^\ ) , 

?afawatal-Mag"adir ( j^Ui^^o,^ ) / Karima 

( r t ^ ^ ) ' Allah KhudSi ( ^ ^ . ^ . ^ f ) , 

Bo Stan ( Q)\Z-.^A ) / Gulistan ( Ct^Ul^-^ ) 

and AkJila"q-Mol;isini ( (̂ <i!_—̂ C>\X-̂  ) from 
- - 2 

Mian Saheb" . 

Abd al-Salam was married at a.n early age and for him this 

marriage proved to be a boon. His father-in-law Maul'ana 

'Abd-Allah Chand Parvi was a great religious teacher and 

certified 'Alim' and desciple of Maulana 'Abd al-Hai of 
3 

Firangi Mahal. He had opened a madrasah and t̂ -̂ ught there . 

Abd al-Salam himself availed this opportunity and studied 

under him. He wrote about this, 

"I lived at my in-law's house for two years 

and there I learnt several important books of 

Persian like Anwar Suhaili 

Sikandar Namah { /̂ >»1-̂ Â>̂ ^ ), Bahar 

DanisJi ( o^>>'r'-) , Mina Bizar ( ^^^J^-^ )/ 

Shabnam ( i?V^^ ), Sliadab ( •^.r^lrt ); 

1. Sayyed *Imdad Ali belonged to village Kh'anqah in Azamgarh. 

2. Magliahir Ahl-Ilm, Op.Cit. pp.112, 113. 

3. Maulahi*Abd al-Salam Nadvi; ^ayat aur Karname, Op.Cit. 
. p.9. 



Diwan-i QbanK (J^C^^jf^) , D iwan- i H e l a l K ciA;̂ <jt»U»>) 
..1 

e t c , 

According to the tradition of that time when 

Persian education was completed he felt inclined towards 

Arabic education. At that time Kanpur was the centre of 

Arabic Studies and there were two well known institutions, 

i.e. Faid al-Aam and Jami'at al-'ulum. Fortunately a 

brother-in-law of the Maula'n'a was studying in the Mission 

College of Kanpur. The Maul'an'a did not try to seek 

admission in any college. Instead he used to learn from a 

teacher of the Mission College at his home. He also took 

the help of many students of Faid al.-Aam and Jamiat 

al-ulum. The Maulana himself writes, 

"I did not take admission in any Madrasah in 

Kanpur but studied under Maulvi Bakhshish 
2 . . . 

Ahmad who was the teacher in Kanpur Mission 

College and was living with Maulvi MahbTIb 

al-Rahman. From him I learnt and studied 

such as Mizan( (^J^iT ) / Zubdah( i^^J ) , 

Panj-Ganj( / ^ ^ , ^' ?erf Mir( ^^^-ff-^y^ )/ 

NaljV Mir( ^/^j>^ ' ) / Qala-AquK ci>J Jt*" ) , 

guqjbra( (l^^x^ ) , Kubra( C^/j^) / MTzan-i 

Mantiq( c^-^^!/^ ) ' Sijarb TahjJiib 

( c •^j/fC^'^^^ ) etc. from him and from some 

certified students of Faid al-Xam and Jami'at 

al-'ulUm. The book which I read, I read it 

completely or memorised." 

1. Mashahir Ahl-Ilm, Op. Cit. p.114. 

2. Maulvi BalsJjshish Ahmad; his real name was Maulvi Atimad 
Lcharvi. He belonged to Lahra of Azamgarh & died in 
1949/1368. 

3. Ibid, pp.114, 115. 



After that Maulvi Mahbub al-Rahman shifted to Agra 

and took admission in St. John's College, ^bd al-Salam 

also accompanied him. In Agra there was a small marlrasah 

in the Grand Mosque. He did not take admission there. He 

used to go rather to the house of Maulvi Ramdan, who was a 

teacher in the Madrasah. He studied many books from him. 

The Maula"na says, 

"I studied Ka'fiyah( r ^ ^ "> > Sjjari? Jam? 

^ C ^ ^ 5 ^ '̂ Qû ^̂ î ( <J^jy>^ ) etc. from 

Maulvi Muhammadal-Ramdan. " 

In that period the famous book al-Faruque ( Cjjfjl^) ) of 

Alla-nah Shibli was published. The Maul'ana studied it with 

great interest, followed by Res'ala-l^ibli ( 

which influenced him quite deeply. 

After passing his B.A, Maulvi Mahbub al-Rahman left 

for Aligarh. However as the Maula'na did not have any 

background of English language he could not accompany him. 

Due .to his educational ambition he went to Gliazipur. 

There he did not take admission in any Madrasah but 

studied from the teachers of the Madrasah Chasjima-e-

Rahmat. Regarding his education at Ghazipur he writes, 

"Respected Maulvi Shibli, who is presently a 

Faqih (Jurist) at Da"r al-'ulum' Nadvah, at 

that time, was a teacher at Cliashma-e-

Rahmat. I studied from him Qutbi ( (j^ ) , 

Mir Qutbi( (J^^y^ )» Sharl; Waqayah( r;P>^J^) , 

Nur al-Anwa'r( ^)^}h) )» Hadyah Saeediyah 

( rt>i^r:.^^i Mulli gasan( ^j^^Aj^) etc. 

and read every book completely. I found him 

best among all the teachers. But even this 

1. Ibid. p.115. 



time I was not admitted in the Madrasah . 

Along with him I had the teacher L̂ al Muhammad 

who belonged to my district. I studied 

from him and attended all the lessons being 

taught by him of Mir Zahid( ^^-^/^ )•" 

The curiosity which was developed in him by the books of 

SJiibli stimulated him to go to the Library of Maulvi 'Abd 
- 3 

al-'Ahad Shamsĥ ad and read many books of Persian and 
Urdu:, literature. 

Around this time the epidemic of plague broke out. 

It was terrific scene and in no time it was spread and 

carried away many. Everyone horrified in the town. The 

Maul'ana' also was effected by this unfortunate happening 

and because of this he left for his home. He managed, 

however, to obtain many books froiu the personal library of 

one of his relatives. Because of his study of a vast 

literature he was enabled to appreciate the deeper and 

wider dimensions of rational literature. Describing this 

formative period at home he writes, 

"I bring the books from a personal library of 

my relatives which mainly contain Logic and 

1. Maulvi Lai Muhammad was born in _Rasulpur in Azamgarh. 
He studied Figh, Usul-i fiqh, gaditji, logic, philosophy, 
arithmatic by Maulana "Abd al-Hai Firangi Mahal. He was 
appointed as a teacher in rhashma-e-Rahmat at Ghazipur. 

2. Ibid. p.115. 

3. Maulvi 'Abd al-'Ahad Shamshad was a famous poet of 
Ghazipur and Manager of the Madrasah Chashma-e-Rahmat. 
He collected the books on Persian and Urdu in his 
Library. 



Philosophy like SLfaar̂;̂  NtjtalL̂  ( 

Mulla Jalal 9amd-Allah( <!l\*>/c5>i/v>) Mir Zahid 

( -^^^/t^ ) a""̂  Umu"r-e A.mmah( r^^^y^ ) • ^ 

OfifHunlly studied those books which had 

Short notes of Maulana 'Abd al-Hai of 

Firangi Mahal. This helped me greatly and I 

understood them quite easily. About the 

same period I studied also Tafsir-i Kabir 

( Ji^^J^) of Imam Razi who explains 

clearly even the most difficult problems. 

These books influenced me deeply and led to 

almost an obsession of reasoning and 

debates. I appreciated any thing which was 

based on argument showing the cause and 

effect."-'" 

It is interesting to note that still upto this time 

the Maulan'a did not take admission in any Madrasah . Yet 

in order to receive education he travelled long distances 

as is evidently clear from his description. He had a 

great thirst for education and indeed God Almighty had 

bestowed upon him a witty mind. He not only studied but 

even memorised a great deal. 

After two years when the plague was suppressed and 

its fear was overcome he . began to think to resume his 

education. Fortunately at that time Dar al-'ulTIm Nadvat 

al-'ulam^ was headed by Allamah Shibli and managed by 

Maulana Hafiz-Allah and they both were associated to his 

native place. He, therefore, made a contact with Maula^na 

Hafiz-Allah through correspondence and arrived Lucknow 

finally in 1906. He was admitted to class V. Residing at 

1. Masjiahir Ahl-'Ilm, Op. Cit. pp.117, 118. 
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Nadvah he studied different kinds of books which further 

sharpened his mind. He described in these words, 

"Tliough after the arrival of Shibli the 

pattern of education saw many changes, yet 

the books prescribed from V to VIII standard 

were adequate to my literary skill. The 

following books Sharlj t̂ ikmat al-^in t.̂ ^̂ cĴ )̂ , 

Siiarb gikmat al-Isl3ra"q( Ol^^!))'^'^) , Taudeeh-

Talveel:i( L^'S^")' jama's ah ( ^-^^Ir ), 

Sab*ah Mu'allaqah ( ,.!Jiî ĵÂ  ) » Mutanabbi 

( cji^ )i Naqd al-srfer( ^jji)^^^), Dal ail 

al-'AijazC ^Xj-'^iS^^^'i etc, equated well 

with my literary taste. So I studied all of 

them with keen interest... I used to bring 

books like gliarh Maq'a§id( >/^[i^^^), Sjjar̂ ? 

Mawaqif ( ^S^^y^ ) > SJjarti Tajrid( ^^JOy^ ) 

etc. and studied them. Among the Urdu books 

Maula'na Shibli's 'Ilm al-Kalam( ^b/^^f^ ) 

and Al-Kalam( C^^) ) were already 

published. I studied them with penetrating 

and keen interest."^^ 

Apart from all these the curious eye of Allamah Shibli 

always searched for brilliant students and he paid great 

attention towards them. Despite his busy schedule he used 

to care a lot for such students and discussed with them. 

Thus he had a group of bright students around him. The 

Maula'na" was fortunate enough to have him as his mentor and 

guide, Allamah Shibli had a wide collection of books and 

magazines, which he used to distribute among the students 

and directed them to translate and review them. Along 

with this a title used to be given for discussion, speech 

1. Ibid, pp.118,, 119. 
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Allamah Shibli wrote a letter to Mehdi Ifadi in 

October 1906 and predicted,_ 

"We have a boy here in Nadvah called ' Abd 

al-Salam,_who is very brilliant and intelli

gent,^ shall perhaps '̂ '->serve to chair the 

vacant position in Nadvah." 

Again in December 1906 he wrote in a second letter, 

"'Abd al-Salam is very brilliant. He can 

become an author and so shall be. He does 

not know English,, but he is studying that 
2 

n̂d N̂ riva is to shape and shine this diamond." 

Perhaps this was the reason that the Maula'n^ got Editor

ship of al-Nadvah shortly afterwards. He became 

Sub-editor from March 1910 to July 1911. In that period 

his articles were often p\iblished in al-Nadvah. Besides 

the Sub-editor of al-Nadvah he was also appointed as a 

teacher of Arabic literature at Nadvat al-'ulama. In 

addition to this Allamah §jiibli also made him to write 

many literary and academic works from time to time. 

1. Makatib Shibli, Vol.11,. Dar al-Musannefin,_ Azamgarh,. 
1971,. p.208. 

2. Ibid. p.209. 
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'̂ ABD AL-SALAM NADVI IN THE STAFF OF 

SEERAT AL-NABI'S PROJECT 

From the very beginning Sjiibli nourished the idea 

of compiling Seerat al-Nabi. Although he started the work 

in 1903 but due to lack of resources he could not carry 

on. When Sultan Jaha"n Begum of Bhopal agreed to pay 

Rs.200 per month,_ he resumed the work in May 1912. In the 

project 'Abd al-Salam was appointed as an assistant for 

Arabic references. When Shibli shifted his centre to 

Bombay, 'Abd al-Sala'm accompanied him in journey . He 

also accompanied SJiibli when a branch of Seerat al-Nabi 

was shifted to Hyderabad on the invitation of Nawab ' Imad 

al-Mulk. 

Sliibli also used .to seek help from him through 

letters when he was not with Shibli^ such as Shibli 

enquired, 

"You make a critical scrutiny of the reports 

regarding prominent jev 

following the migration. 

regarding prominent jews who were slained 
„2 

At one time Shibli also enquired his help in respect of 

Holy Quran. But Abd al-Salam'could not understand the 

objective of Shibli. Then Shibli wrote a letter to Maulvi 

MasTJd 'Ali Nadvi that why 'Abd al-Salam should be innocent 
3 . _ 

m my work. After this Shibli wrote a letter to Masud 
'Ali, in which he suggested to 'Abd al-Salam, 

1. Makatib Shibli, Vol.1, Dar al-Musannefin, Azamgarh, 
1971,_p.l50. 

2. Ibid. Vol.1, p.150 

3. Ibid. Vol.11, p.121. 
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"You should start reading the Quran from the 

beginning and pick up all the conventional 

and technical terms suchf as Sala"t, Zak"at / 

Ruku', Sajdah, Munaf iq, Mom in etc./ that how 

many times these technical terms have been 

used in Quran in the Conventional sense." 

Even after this suggestion Abd al-Salam continued to face 

problem. Then §hibli, feeling by now a little irritation, 

wrote to him again and suggested, 

"Why you h,̂ vp become so innocent* Tf you would 

yourself write some book on Quran then which 

topic you would choose? You start from the 

same topic of your own choice and from time 

to time I will also instruct you. Some 

guidelines are as follows, (i) Descipline in 

language (ii) Historical arrangement of 

Quran (iii) Importance of Makkan and Madani 

Surah."^ 

It showed vividly that Shibli was preparing him 

gradually for the compilation of S5^rat al-Nabi. Had he 

not provided such training to his pupils, his dream would 

not have been fulfilled. After the death of Shibli his 

students accomplished his life-long desire to the perfec

tion. According to Maula'na Saeed Ansari the third volume 

of Seerat al-Nabi regarding the miracles was compiled by 
3 

'Abd al-Salam. Besides, he also compiled the material 

about the moral excellences and etiquettes which, after 

some modification,_ was 

ethics of Seerat al-Nabi. 

some modification, was incorporated in the volume on 
4 

1. Ibid. Vol.11, p.123. 
2. Ibid. Vol.11, pp.150-151. 
3. AdTb, Shibli Number, Jami*ah Urdu, Aligarh, 1960,_ Septem

ber, p. 33. _ 
4. Seerat al-Nabi, Vol.VI, Dar al-Musannefin, Azamgarh,1966, 

p.34. 
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'ABD AL-SALAM IN AL-HILAL 

After the resignation of Sayyed Sulaiman Nadvi from 

al-Hilal Abu al-Kalam wanted 'Abd al-Salam to join it. 

Because Abu al-Kalam lived with him and know his calibre. 

On the other hand due to the dispute of Nadvah's strike 

'Abd al-Sal¥m himself was interested in joining al-Hil'al. 

But*^Allamah Shibli did not agree because; 

(A) The name of the author was not published and no 

body would know the work and worth of 'Abd al-Salam. 

(B) He was helping in Scerat al-Nabi. 

(C) Shibli also wanted to publish a Magazine (al-Maarif) 

under 'Abd al-Salam's editorship. 

Abu al-Kalam took permission for Abd al-Salam from 

Sjiibli through letter. Allamah Shibli gave permission to 
- 3 . -

'Abd al-Salam to join al-Hilal. Then he joined al-Hilal 
4 

from July 1914 as Sub-editor on Rs.lOO 

'Abd al-Salam had written many articles in al-Hilal 

which appeared without his name in accordance with the 

policy of al-Hil"al. Today it is very difficult to 

identify his articles. After verification we came to know 

about his two articles. One under the title "Philosophy", 

Abu al-Kala'm himself published it in al-Hil'al with an 

appreciation note . The second is entitled "al-Harb fi -

al-Islam" ( r-»̂ _̂ )))«J "^^^^ )• Sayyed Sulaiman Nadvi 

said about this in an interview to a monthly Magazine. 

1. For detailed see Tahdhib al-Akhlaq, Aligarh, 1983,_ 
February, p.21,_ 22. 

2. Makatib Shibli/ Vol.I, Op.Cit. p.298. 
3. Ibid. Vol.11 p.153. 
4. Ibid. Vol.1, p.259. 
5. Maulaha 'Abd al-Salam Nadvi ki Yad mein, Op.Cit.p.30. 
6. Mahanama Mustaqbil, Karachi,^ 1949, October, p.8. 
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Perhaps it was for this reason that Allamah Shibli often 

advised 'Abd al-Sal'am to ensure his name as the author. 

In one letter Shibli advised to 'Abd al-Sala"m, 

"You should ask for getting authorship from 

Abu al-Kalam." 

— -J . 2 
Prof. Kabir Ahmad Jaisi \vrrites that he wrote 

a number of articles in al-Hilal and al-Bala"gh but 

without his name, which would have been enough to 
3 

renown him . This researcher himself enquire about 

his articles from Prof. Ja'isi but he expressed his 

inability in pointing out the titles of 'Abd 

al-Salam's articles. 

After the death of Shibli he came and join 

Da'r al~Musannefin on 15th December 1914 and served 

there till he breathed his last. 

1. Makatib Shibli, Vol.11, Op. Cit. p.155,. 

2. Prof. Kabir Ahmad Jaisi is a teacher in the 
Department of Islamic Studies, Aligarh Muslim 
University, Aligarh. 

3. Aajkal, Prof. K.A. Ja'isi, New Delhi, 1956, 
December, p.37. 
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'̂ ABD AL-SALAM AND THE STRIKE OF NADVAH 

In 1905 Shibli took the charge of Nadvah's adminis

tration. He introduced many changes in the administration 

and educational system of Nadvah. He introduced English, 

Hindi and Sanskrit as a compulsory subject. But a group 

of 'ulama opposed to english teaching and a group-

conflict surfaced within the management. So Shibli 

resigned from the post of al-Nadvah's editor and ' Abd 

al-Karim succeeded him, who in his first issue of 

al-Nadvah published an article on the importance of Jih"ad. 

At that time the Britishers had a wrong understanding of 

the word Jih'ad, So the people of Nadvah felt rather 

insecure. They made 'Abd al-Karim to resign and sentthis 

information to the Deputy Commissioner. At the same time 

many of them raised their voice against Shibli,launching a 

piopaganda-compaign which led to several disturbanceb in 

Nadvah. Many articles were published against him. One 

article published in zamindar (news paper) written by ̂ Abd 

al-Hakim Dasnui which provoked Abd al-Salam. He wrote a 

letter to *Abd al-Hakim Dasnui from Bombay on 11th May 

1913,_ 

"I read your article in zamindar I was 

surprised but pleased as well. I am happy 

that you are the first person to favour 

Shibli. But at the same time I was 

surprised as you have made the Maullna 

responsible also for having taken the matter 

to the Government. However, the fact is 

that the letter written to Deputy Commis

sioner in that connection, was sent by an 

organisation, on which Maul'ana 'Abd al-Hai, 

Maulana Ihtesham 'Ali and 'Allamah Shibli had 

signed. Therefore it is not justifiable that 
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only Shibli should be held responsible." 

From this letter of ' Abd al-Salam the conflict of 

Nadvah was snow-balled and the people were divided into 

several camps. When Shibli resigned from the post of 

al-Nadvah's editor, 'Abd al-Salam wrote a letter to 

Maul'an'a 'Abd al-Majid Daryabadi on 15th July 1913,_ 

"Whatever has happened in Nadvah, perhaps you 

are the witness to it all. This is not the 

time to be ̂  silent spectator. We should 

raise our voice to the Government and for 

that you should organise a function to 
2 

condemn the present management." 

He also wrote a letter to Maulvi Masud ̂ Ali Nadvi on 25th 

July l'^13 at Lucknow which was stolen and used in a 

conspiracy. 

After the resigning of Shibli the educational 

system was greatly disturbed. The students demanded the 

management to take care of this deteriorating condition. 

But the management instead of solving the problem, imposed 

restrictions and threatened to expel them from the insti

tution. Consequently on 7th March 1914 a general strike 

was called on and a memorandum was published in the name 

of community leaders. This memorandum had a great impact 

on the alumni of Nadvah. They organised a general protest 

and Maulana Masud All Nadvi made it a nation-wide 

movement. When the agitation of the students affected the 

!• I received this letter from Prof. K.A. Ja'isi from his 
personal album. 

2. Letter from Prof. Kabir Ahmad Jaisi. 
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entire nation, then the letter of ' Abd al-Sal'am, which had 

been stolen by the office,, was published in order to show 

that Shibli was the main conspirtor behind the strike of 

Nadvah. Sayyed Sulaiman Nadvi had published this letter 

in Hava't-i-SJaibli. 

"This is not the time to be silent, as far as 

possible you should express your point of 

view. We are ready to call for a strike. 

This letter shall not be disclosed, this is 

order of the Maulana (Shibli)." 

Apart from this, Âlla'mah wrote an article, "who is 

responsible for the strike" on 6th April 1914. ^ In this 

letter 'Abd al-Sala'm mentions that this letter has been 

written on my "instigation". This is absolutely false. I 

did not see the original letter. After all, I think,_ it 

is enough to say that if at all this letter is written on 

my direction or if at all I consider it still as right 

then I will not consider myself within the boundary of 

Isl"am."^ 

'Abd al-Salam began to be severly criticised when 

it became a common knowledge that he had written that 

letter and he associated the name of Shiibli to make the 

movement stronger. No doubt the action of the Maulana 

was quite unwise and unexpected. But it is also 

significant on the other hand that the original letter of 

'Abd al-Salam was never presented to the management of 

1. Bayat-i Shibli, Sayyed Sulaiman Nadvi, Dar 
al-Musannefin, Azamgarh, 1983, p. 657. 

2. Mcqalait-i Shibli, Vol.VIII, D"ar al-Musannefin, 
Azamgarh,, 1938, pp.128, 129. 
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Nadvah. Thus it is also possible that some words or 

phrases like "this is the order of Maul^n'a" might have 

been added or deleted in his letter, not to speak of any 

deliberate and distorted interpretation. 'Abd al-Salam 

himself writes, 

"Inspite of my original letter they presented 

only its copy to the management. Therefore, 

the question of some temperation in my 

letter can not be ruled out. I remembered 

the contents of the letter but not the 

actual words. I doubt if at all I never 

wrote the sentence "this is the order of 

M̂ nl̂ na ". For me to present any forged 

letter in the court or to temper with any 

letter and then present it to the court both 

are equally condemnable. IT this letter 

reaches to addressee then there would be no 

strike, but it did not reach there and 

strike was called on In fact the 

main responsibility lies with the man who 

brought the letter to "laulan"! Khalil 

al-Rahman. The man was not having at all 

any good intentions except to defame 

Shibli.""*-

The extremity of the condition can well be judged 

by the letter of Maula"na' Hasrat Mohani, which was written 

on 29th April 1914 in al-Hilal, 

"I am not associated to any group, so without "* 

any fear I pronounce that there is nothing 

1. Al-Hilal, Calcutta, 1914 June, p.530. 
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wrong in the letter of 'Abd al-Sala^m except 

what he relates to Shiibli regarding strike. 

Those who consider his writing as blame

worthy or mischievious, they should prove 

firstly if the strike is reasonable or not. 

I say that a weaker section has the right to 

strike against a stronger group. The call 

for strike by 'Abd al-Salam is then perfectly 

right. But unfortunately as a result of 

continuous objections he accepted his mistake 

which is not in reality a mistake." 

Al-Hilal also criticised 'Abd al-Sal¥m and described it as 

a shameful act. Though this objection of al-Hilal had 

embarassed 'Abd al-Salam but as the situation was 

unfavourable, he chose to remain silent. However, when 

the situation cooled down, he wrote a letter to Abu 

al-Kala^m, the Editor of al-Hilal. In this letter he 

invited a debate on the legality of strike in the light of 

Shariah that whether strike is legal or not for the 
2 - -

'"'uslims. Then the Maulana started to compile material in 

favour of strike. He also consulted 'Abd al-Majid 

Daryabadi about the English material regarding the issue 

of strike such as the number of educational strike in 

Europe and the opinions of eminent European scholars on 
3 4 

strike. Though Shibli advised him not to write but he 

did not care. He completed the Jatwa (legal opinions), 

which was published in al-Hilal on 29th July 1914,_ 1st 

August 1914, 13th August 1914,. 29th August 1914 and 9th 

September 1914. 

1. Al-Hilal, Calcutta, 1914, April, p.406. 

2. For detailed see al-Hilal, 1914,. June pp. 529, 530. 

3. Khutu^Number, Nuqush, Lahore Vol.1, 1962 p.488. 

4. MakFtib Shibli, Vol.11,. Op.Cit., . 103. 
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Maulana Shabbir Uthmani refuted its relevance in 

al-Hilal in 19th August 1914. But it was totally over

shadowed by the voluminous writings of Abd al-Salam. 

Those who opposed strike gave three arguiients that the; 

(A) Strike is not legal but only a consequence of 

the modern time. 

(A) It is against the Shari^ah. 

(C) Modern civilization favours strike only in 

political and business spheres. 

'̂ Abd al-Sala"m refuted all the three points and proved the 

legality of strike in the light of Quran and gadith. 

According to him, 

"(i) To launch a strike by the weaker section 

against the stronger group is not punishable. 

So during the strike to vacate the hostels 

and to stop taking food is illegal. 

(ii) Strike is not the product of Europe but 

this is the natural product of the time,_ and 

the history is reflected with that. 

(iii) Strike should be launched within the 

democratic ambit as was done by the Prophet 

(PBUH) against the people who stayed back 

from i i h"? d . 

(iv) If strike is declared frequently, its 

effect is bound to be very damaging. 

(v) Strike is not only the result of 

infringement of the rights. But it may also 

•be the result of a wrong punishment. 

(vi) Strike may be called by both,, political 

as well as religious group. 

1. Al-Hil"al,. Calcutta, 1914, 29th July, p.136. 
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(vii) For strike equality is not necessary. 

(viii) Strike should be strong in its effect. 

(ix) Islam does not accept any rights of 

teachers, so they do not have any effect on 

strike. 

(x) Islam confirms the rights of the students 

on their teachers. 

(xi) Even if the rights were granted to 

teachers, yet they do not destroy their 

rights. 

(xii) Complaints of the teachers can not be 

announced publicly. 

(xiii) After assessment the conclusion can be 

drawn logically that the rights of the 

teachers,, their greatness and respect do not 

negate the right to strike." 

In the last sections of his f atwa Abd al-Salam 

highlighted the points as to what are the responsibili

ties of the authorities during the strike and how the 

effect and objective of a strike can be measured and how 

the complains of strikers should be solved? While arguing 

this issue he cited the case of Hadrat that it was 

complained about him that he did not perform salat in the 

right way and did not go with the Mujahidin and did not do 

justice. ^bd al-Salam pointed out the steps of Hadrat 

'Umar regarding the case. In the light of this case *Abd 

al-Sala"m concluded, 

"(i) Before initiating investigation the 

person concerned should be dismissed from his 

post against whome the complaint has been 

1. Al-HilH,. Calcutta, 1914,. 29 July, p.137, 13 August, 
p. 186. 
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lodged as was done by Hadrat 'umar. 

(ii) The investigation should be done exclu

sively by the outsiders as Hadrat 'Umar 

appointed certain persons from Madinah for 

investigation. 

(iii) Investigation should be done publicly. 

In the above case also the appointed persons 

had made their enquiries from every mosque. 

(iv) Investigation should be completed during 

the strike. 

(v) Those who try to express their grievance 

through strike must not be punished in any 
..1 way. 

At that time the compaign was on its peak and many 

prominent individuals were trying to defuse the conflict. 

While these efforts carry on Allama)-; Shibli died on 18th 

November 1914. The incident had affected him to such an 

extent that he never turned his back on this issue and did 

not write a single word on this. Even when Sayyed Sulaiman 

Nadvi described this even in "Ijayat-i Shibli" . ' Abd 

al-Salam maintained his silence and did not say anything in 

appreciation or in criticism. 

1. Al-Hilal,. Calcutta, 1914, 9 September, p.272 
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*ABD AL-SALAM IN DAR AL-MUSANNEFIN : 

From the very early days at Nadvah,. Shibli had set 

his mind for the establishment of an academy of writers 

(Dar al-Musannefin). But due to the dispute at Nadvah,. the 

idea could not materialise. In the beginning he wanted to 

establish it at Nadvah. For this he consulted his friends 

and most of them agreed but *Abd al-Sal'am opposed and 

suggested through a letter to MaulTna Masud Ali Nadvi from 

Calcutta,_ 

"I did not like Dar al-Musannefin to have any 

link with Nadvah because we shall loss this 

academy in case we associate it with Nadvah." 

As the matter v/as under Consideration the younger brother 

of Shibli Maulvi Muhammad Ish'aq died, so he went, in 

August,_ to Azamgarh. But then due to some family pressures 

he resigned from Nadvah and stayed there. Thus at his own 

bungalow inaugurated Dar al-Musannefin. After the passing 

away of *̂ Allamah Shibli on 18th November 1914 Sayyed 

Sulaiman Nadvi set up an organization TKIJwan al-Safa. ' Abd 
- . 2 

al-Salam was also a member of this organization . When 

'Abd al-Salam was informed about the death of Shibli and 

TK̂ wa"n al-SafaT. he replied on 25th November 1914 to Sayyed 

Sulaiman Nadvi,_ 

"I have accepted you as the successor of the 

late Maul^na. Please consider me as a loyal 

helper as MaulaJiT (Shibli) consider me. I am 

1. Maulana Abd al-Salam Nadvi; gayat aur Karname, Op. Cit. 
p. 47. 

2. Hayat-i Sulaiman, Shah Muieen al-Din Ahmad Nadvi, Da"r 
al-MusannefTn, Azantgarh,. 1973. p.96. 
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ready to work as much as possible under your 

guidance and supervision- Please publish in 

news-paper about the death,, funeral ceremony,, 

time and his last wordins in the shape of an 

article." 

There is more than one opinion regading the date of 

Âbd al-Sala'm's returning from Calcutta and joining Dar 

al-Musannef in. Prof. K.A. Ja'isi said he was already 

associated with Dar al-Musannef in when he returned on 15th 

d 
3 

2 ( r . 
December 1914 . Contrary to Shah Muioen al-Din Nadvi had 
written in Haya't-i Sulaiman that he joined on 15th Mayl915' 

But the statement of Prof. Jaisi seems nearer the truth 

because Shibli died on 18th November 1914 and al-Hil'al was 

banned and its office was sealed in November 1914 by the 

Bengal Government. However,. ' Abd al-Sala'm was not involved 

or restricted in this connection in any way at Calcutta. 

It was no more necessary for him to stay in Calcutta till 

15th May 1915 as claimed by Shah Muie'en al-Din Ahmad Nadvi. 

'Abd al-Salam contributed his valuable services 

without any selfish motives till his last breath. His only 

ambition was to fulfill the dream of his teacher and 

mentor. Perhaps this is the reason tht he never tried to 

step beyond the literaryd circle and remained confined to 

the premises of Dar al-Musannefin. 

1 I got this letter from Dar al-MusannefjLn,. Azamgarh. This 
letter is preserved in DaTr al-Musannef in. 

2. Aajkal,. Prof. K.A. Jaisi, Delhi,. 1956,. December, p. 37 

3. gaya't-i •Sulaima'n. Op. Cit. p. 100. 
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DEATH OF 'ABD AL-SALAM : 

Generally he was in good health except that from 

time to time he experienced some sort of fits in his 

temperament. That is, he appeared sometimes quite open 

hearted,, optimistic and gleeful. On the contrary sometimes 

he was quite narrow hearted,, pessimistic and serious. 

These moods often came to him intermittently. Sayyed Sabah 

al-Din ' Abd al-Rahm"an Nadvi wrote about this,. 

"About two months before his death also he was 

very pessimistic and gloomy but afterwards 

suddenly he became quite cheerful. He used 

to walk,, eat and distribute presents. He 

used to say in his- later years that he was as 

fit as he had been in his younger age," 

A little before his death he wished to meet Maulana 

Abu al-Kala"m and decided to go to Delhi. But before he 

could take a start, he died in the mid night of 3rd and 4th 

October 1956. At the time of his death Shah Moi'een al-Din 

Ahmad was present there. According to him. 

"He was fine and had no complaint. He had 

performed his daily routine and also visited 

the market on 3rd October 1956. At the 

midnight 2.30 a.m. ... he experienced a 

massive heart attack. He asked me to help 

him as he was loosing his control ... I took 

him intp my room and laid him down on my bed 

.... Soon after that he took three or four 
2 

long breaths and died." 

1. Maula'na 'Abd al-Salam Nadvi ki Yad Mein. Op.Cit p. 61 

2. Ibid. p. 24. 
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In the morning a large crowd of bereaved friends,, 

devoted supporters and the students of Shibli College 

gathered in the premise of CJa'r al-Musannefin. Prof. K.A. 

Ja'isi, at that time was a student of Shibli College, who 

learnt the skill of reading and writing from him. He 

attended the last rites and gives vivid expression to the 

funeral preparations, 

"The Maulaha asleep for forever,_ and was 

covered with a white sheet. An old employee 

of the library was reciting Holy Quran. It 

was a pathetic scene and I was feeling deeply 

sorrowful. I lifted the sheet and saw his 

face for a while and then went out. I could 

hardly keep my patience and that too in the 

hope that this would please his soul. Then 

we prepared to give him the funeral bath. 

Maulvi Mujib-Allah, Qadi and I lifted and 

laid him on the bathing bench. Though 

initially I was giving him bath,, but I could 

no longer stand this sorrowful view and come 

out The people later came out with his 

funeral and he was laid to rest beside the 
C 2 

grave of Allamah S h i b l i . " 

How widely h i s demise was mourned can we l l be 

es t imated from the numerous condolence messages r e c e i v e d 

and e d i t o r i a l s of magazines pub l i shed . Maul"ana Saeed Ahmad 

Akbarabadi mourned h i s death in h i s e d i t o r i a l in t h e s e 

words. 

1. I could not got h i s name. He was working s e r v i c e i n t h e 
Post Office of S h i b l i Manzil . 

2. Adib..'Abd al-Salam Number,. Jam'iah Urdu, A l i g a r h , , 1961. 
December, p . 2 4 . 
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"We have witnessed a tragic event in the 

demise of Maulan'a ' Abd al-Salam last month 

He was not only a famous writer and 

eminent scholar but also a good critic." 

From Bombay Nawa-i Adab carried the following 

expression by Maul"ana Najib Ashraf Nadvi, 

"Alas! the last candle among Shibli's 

companions has also been extinguished on the 

night of 4th October. 'Abd al-Salim was a 

great critic,_ historian,_ writer, poet and 
2 

philosopher." 

'̂ Ali Jawwad Zaidi wrote the following lines, 

"Urdu literatue is undergoing a bad time and 

gradually loosing its colour .... particu

larly Azamgarh's circle has lost much of its 

colour in a very short time. We have not 

yet forgotten the sad demise of Suhail and 
— - 3 

Sulaiman that 'Abd al-Salam also left us." 

Apart from all these condoling expressions many 

poets of the time also wrote their elegies,_ which praised 

his sublime character and intellectual faculties. 

1. Burhan, Saeed Ahmad Akbar'abadi, 1956 Nov. p. 3. 

2. Nawa-i Adab, Anjuman-i-Islam,. Urdu Reserch Institute, 
Bombay, 1956,. October, p.3. 

3. Na/a Daur, Lucknow, 1956, November, p.3. 
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PERSONALITY 

The wiring of the Maulana" regarding strike 

reflects a clear picture of his temperament and thinking. 

He was of a very firy and dynamic nature particularly in 

his younger age. However,, after the death of Shibli he 

showed greater poise. 

On him there are only four articles which have been 

written by Shah Mô ieen al-oTn Ahmad Nadvi,. Sayyed Sabah 

al-Din ' Abd al-Rahm'an, Prof. K.A. jS'isi and *̂ Ali Hammad. 

Prof. Jaisi introduced him as a poet which was published 

in Aajkal 1956 December. There are only two series have 

been written by Prof. Ja'isi; "Abd al-Salam Nadvi ki .Yad_ 

Mein( (ĵ ^̂ c/f̂ AvV/'s "-r') and\bd al-Salam Number( ^^r>)XJf^) 

in Adib 1961 December. 

These four scholars have written on the outlook and 

appearance of the Maulana". Sayyed Sabah al-Din 'Abd 

al-Rahman wrote,_ 

"He had average height._ hevily built body,_ 

active,_ brownish skin colour,, yellowish 

small eyes v/ith an innocent outlook. The 

only thing on the face was the moustaches 

which was straight on both sides. He was 

also himself of the same nature never 

accepting to knell down." 

He wore cotton clothes,, white shirt,, waiscoat and 

trousers as long as he was within the boundry of oTr 

al-Musannefin. He used to wear sherwani and Turkish cap 

during winter as well as summer season outside the Dar 

1. Maulan'a 'Abd al-Salam nadvi ki Yad Mpin, OpPit p. 35. 
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al-Musannefin . Sh'ah Moieen al-Din Ahmad Nadvi says that 

he liked very bright colours for clothes in summer and 

wore "Chheent" (dotted clothes) and Kashmiri fabrics. In 

winter he used to cover himself with a woolen sheet. if 

some-body objected to these bright colours he disregarded 
2 

it as bad taste. 

His whole life can be divided into two parts. One 

part is related to his optimistic nature and other part is 

related to pessimistic nature. Sh'ah Moieen al-Din Ahmad 

described, 

"In the pessimistic phase he was simply in a 

helpless and hopeless condition,, highly 

demoralised,_ sad and drooping. While in the 

optimistic period he was always energetic,. 
3 

happy and dynamic." 

As far as the daily routine of the Maul'ana,. his biographers 

have written many interesting details. Shah Moieen al-Din 

Ahmad writes,. 

"He used to walk 3-4 miles daily in the 

crowded area instead of the open but this 

habit was effected during the pessimistic 

moods and it was compensated during 

his days of optimism.... He had no 

confidence in servants. So he deposited his 
4 

money himself as also his letters." 

1. Adib/ "Abd al-Salam Number",. Op. Cit. p.6. 

2. Maul ana Shd al-galTni N^dvi kl Yad Mpin, Op.Cit. p.23, 

3. Itid. p.20. 

4. Ibid. p.23. 
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Sayyed Sab'ah al-Din Abd al-Rahnian gives an account 

of 24 hours chores and habits. He writes that after 

taking break-fast he used to go library and engaged 

himself in scholarly works. He used to write only two 

pages daily. He even left incomplete sentence after 

finishing second page . After this he used to roam within 

the boundry of Dar al-Musannef in and talked with grass 

cutters about agriculture and city news. After lunch and 

afternoon 3.al!i±,. he used to go to the library and solved 

the problems which disturbed his mind. After the ̂ .aJLat of 

'Asx the members of D'a'r al-Musannef in assembled together 

to take tea and to discuss current academic matters in the 

presence of Sayyed Sulaiman Nadvi but 'Abd al-Sal'am did 

not take kpart in this discussion. After tea he used to 

visit the market. He was very popular among the shop-
2 

keepers and children . 

Prof. K.A. Ja'isi described him as a man of indepen

dent nature. The ideas and thinking of 'Abd al-Sala^m 

often went against the policy of Da'r al-Musannef in. So 

many of his books are still unpublished. Prof. Jaisi said 

that one such book is J}.alij-J_.aJLrJEluriiiLD( (s^^^i/^S^^^ )j I 

saw the manuscript of this book. It was sent to Maula'na 

'Abd al-Majid Dary'ab'adi for his opinion. Likewise the 

same case was with his other book Janikh-JAkhlaq-i lalami,. 

Vol.ir { 3y\^\(^fS^\^') . Regarding this book he wrote a 

letter to Sadar Yar jang,. Naw'ab Habib al-Rahm'an Khan 
- .3 ' ' ' ~ 

Sherwani . This letter clearly indicates that he had 

written most of it and it was about to be completed in 

1940. In another letter to Abu al-Kalam 11th June 1956 

'Abd al-Salam wrote that he had revised the manuscripts of 

-Siiar a1-Aiffib( K^^^fP ) . . TarTkh fl1-TflnqTd( j:^^'ti^),. and 

1. Ibid, p-38-
2. Ibid/ p.45. 
3. For detailed see Conference Gazette, Aligarh 1973, 15 

October, p.8-
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Jj rj kJ3:t Akji lag-i-Islami, Vol.TI (j*̂  ĵ -̂ > J»J^I^') • 

He was very simple and pious but having a high 

intellectual perception. In matters of rights and duties 

he never breached them or deceived anyone. Another 

quality was his contentedness and freedom. Sayyed 

Sulaina"n Nadvi and Maulvi Ma^ud Ali Nadvi were just like 

his elder brothers and his teachers during their days of 

hardship,, his content and liberty continued as it was. 

Both of them became quite famous and their salaries also 

increased from time to time. But contrary to this the 

Maularia" had a simple life and never cared about his name 

or his salary. He did not care even when Sh'ah Moieen 

al-oTn Ahmad was appointed as Secretary of Dar 

al-Musannefin after Sayyed Sulaiman Nadvi left for 
i .2 

Pakistan. According to Abu All ,_ who wrote in, 

"He never have any objection to Shah Moieen 

al-Din Ahmad's secretaryship and served with 

full energy and sincerety and loyalty as a 

subordinate of Shah Moieen al-Din Ahmad 

Nadvi."^ 

Shah Moieen al-Din Ahmad Nadvi himself described his 

characteristics in these words, 

"He lived with his small salary . He was 

unattentive to his name or fame or glory. It 

was as if he was unaware of either himself 

and his intellectual ability. His achieve

ments did not make him haughty. He always 
4 

disliked his eulogisation." 

1. Letter from Prof. K.A.Ja'isi from his personal_album. 
2. Abu Ali was a proof reader in Dar al-MusannefIn,Azamgarh 

during the days of*Abd al-Salam, 
3. Tahdhib al-Akhlaq, Aligarh, 1987.. Feb. ,_ p. 22. 
4. Maulan'a ̂ bd al-Salam Nadvi \\ Yad'Mein ." np.ri t. jp 17-l « 
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Prof. K.A. Ja'isi also described many of his qualities, 

"Among the virtuous characteristics of the 

Maulan'a is that he never lived for worldly 

things. He considered this world as a 

children's garden. He did not bother about 

the verdicts of the time. For him the life 

was a pious duty which he fulfilled till 

his last breath." 

Regarding the books and articles of 'Abd al-Sal'am, 

Shah Moie'en al-Din Ahmad was quite critical. He wrote 

that 'Abd al-Salam was no doubt a genious and as such in 

one reading he could reach the root of the book and select 

the relevant materials. _ Therefore most of his writings 

are the product of perusal of one book only and not of a 

wide ranging research. But Prof. Ja'isi rejected this 

criticism. He says that those who blamed him are not able 

to write even the tenth part of Sher al-Hind( A^]/^^ ) • 

And if one reads the other books like Uswa-i Sahabah 

( r-^y^ o/^ ^ ^ ^"^ Tarikh-jAkhlaq-i Islami 

{ j1̂ )̂ô XJ'̂ ^̂ **) only then he can evaluate the high 
f ___ 

standards of his books. He further said that Abd al-Salam's 

Uswa-i Sahabah( /Y^*<^y^^ ) is comparable with Seerat 

al-Nabi( (J^^<inr^ ^ °^ Shiibli and Sayyed Sulaim'an Nadvi. 

As it is the best album of the life of the Prophet (PBUH),. 

like-wise the book Uswa-i Sah'ibah( f^\^t)y^\ ) is the 
* * - 3 best album of the life of the Sahabah . 

1. Adib, Abd al-Salam Number,. Op.Cit. p.20. 

2. Maulana ̂ bd al-Salam Nadvi ki Yad Mein. Op.Cit. p.3. 

3. Adib, 'Abd al-Salam Number,. Op. Cit. p.17. 
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This view is further strengthened by some other 

letters of the MaulaVia" to Dr. Sayyed Abd -Allah which 

were published in Nuqush. The Maula'n'a, for the sake of 

reserch,. has asked in these letters for providing 

information. One letter he wrote on 18th February 1946 

and asked - (i) a copy of the epitaph inscribed on the 

tomb of Iqbal and (ii) about his sons and daughters . 

The other letter he wrote on 27th March and asked 
2 

about the Urdu translation of English articles on Iqbal. 

Not only this but he also asked several aspects regarding 

strike,, divorce and alimony (Mehr) from his friends and 

colleagues. Prof. K.A. Ja'isi gave me three letters of the 

Maulana which he wrote to Mauli'n'a ̂ bd al-Majid Daryabadi 

on 10th July 1913,. 25th July 1913 and 14th October 1913 

asking certain information on divorce,, alimony and booty. 

In the last Prof. Ja'isi said that during his (Abd 

al-Salam) last days he had started writing articles on the 

verses of Arsh Malseya"ni and some introductory part had 

been completed. Prof. Ja'isi further added some of his 

notes on the poetry of Arsh Malscyani and published, also, 

as a part of the Maul"an"a's article . 'Abd al-Sal^m had 

not only a deep appreciation of good poetry but himself 

was also a good poe 

poetry and pen name, 

was also a good poet. Abd al-Salam wrote regarding his 

"Along with my education in Kanpur,. Agra and 

Ghazipur, I started to compose poetry and 
— 4 

opted for the poetical name "Shamim". 

1. Nuqush, Makatib Number, Idara al-Farogh Urdu, Lahore, 
1957, p. 772. ~-

2. Ibid, p. 773. 

3. Niga"r, Lucknow, . 1960 May,. pp. 32-35,. 35-41(K. A. Ja'isi) . 

4. Mashahir Ahl-Ilm. Op. Cit. p.116. 
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Prof. Ja'isi further said that at the time of his 

funeral bath a piece of paper was found from his dress,, on 

which he has written some verses. Unfortunately that 

piece of paper was later lost, otherwise it would have 

been memoried as his last verse. 
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CH\PTKR - IT 

'ABD A L - S M A M ' S WORKS ON ISI.AMIC SIUDIES 

7.1 : USWA-I SAHABAH VOL. I 

Uswa-i-Sahabah is written by Maula'nai 'Abd al-Salam 

Nadvi and published by Dar al-Muijannef in,. Azamgarh in 

1922. The book deals with the faith,, religious practices,, 

moral attitudes and the way of life of the companions of 

the Prophet (PBUH) (The ^aliabah and the Sah"abiyat). The 

author endeavours to show that their life was the best 

example of the kind of life enjoined by Quran and Sunnah. 

In the preface the Maul^na writes that the main and 

obligatory duty of all men is the purification of their 

hearts and souls in accordance with 'the will of Allah. 

The Prophet "Adan and other Prophets came for this work and 

contributed in the development of human society and 

culture. At last the Prophet Muliammad (PBUH) came and 

gave it the final shape. The author shows how Muljammad 

(PBUH) completed this extensive and comprehensive work 

that can be seen in the lives of the §ahabah. There was 

not a single person,, in the beginning,, who followed the 

instructions of the Prophet (PBUH). But it is his ability 

that within a short span of time there were hundreds and 

then thousands of the Sahlbah who followed him. At the 
• • 

time of his death the Sahabah were already scattered in 

most parts of the civilized world. 

The Maula'na describes that we have scant 

information about the lives of the Prophet Nuh and the 

Prophet 'Isa but we have detailed account of the lives of 

the SaHabah. The author points out that although there 

are many books on the lives of the SaHabah such as al-Ist'gb 

( V^'-^VI ). U?d al-qbabah( y^liJj>^| ).. Î 'abah 
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( ^ {^\ i\^\ ) , H^ajL sir̂ laKidj.jTAb( oy^^^*'^^ '- -T^^^^at 

a 1-finf f a z ( i*UJ lĉ (JXi> ) .. TaJpa^iit^alr A^i Wja ( U^J| Cii.Oj* ) and 

two famous books of Tabari. Yet today it is necessary to 

present their glorious life in such a way that people 

would act and reform themselves accordingly. 

In the introduction the Maulana discusses the 

definition of the §ahabah,. their numbers,. their qualities,, 

categories of the SaKabah and their times. He points out 

that muhaddetjln,. iu^aha (Jurists) and scholars hold 

varying opinions regarding the definition of the Sahabah i.e. 

those who,, (i) lived with the Prophet (PBUH) for a time 

(ii) participated at least in one sha.zav7ah (iii) narrated 

^hadlth (iv) adopted the practices of the Prophet (PBUH) 

(v) saw or met him after accepting Isl'am in their adult 

life (vi) saw or met him after accepting Isl'am at any uime 

i.e. even in childhood. 

The author says that the majority of the Muslims 

accept the sixth definition as most correct. Next comes 

the first definition which is held as more correct by the 

fuqaha . 

The Maulan'a writes that there is no book which 

gives the exact nû aber of the Sahabah. Once Muhammad (PBUH) 

had ordered the counting of the Sahabah and at that time 

they were 1500. But there are differences of opinion 

among the Sahabah regarding the point of time,, when this 

counting was held. Some say that he ordered it during the 

battle of JJhud, while other say it was held during the 

!• Uswa-i ^ahabah,Vol.I,'Abd al-Salam Nadvi , Par al-Musannef m , 
Azamgarh 1922,. p.13. 

2. Ibid. p. 14. 
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battle of al-Ahzab. Still others are of the opinion that 

this counting was held at the time of treaty of Hudaybiyah. 

However all agrees that they were 10,.000 in number at the 

time of victory of Makkah. Imam Shafai"ee has narrated 

that they were 60,000 at the time of Muhammad's (PBUH) 

death. 

About the uprightness of the Sah*abah, it is 

generally held that all the Sahlbah were just. But the 

Maulana says that there is a difference of opinion 

regarding this too,_ as,, some scholars hold that only 

before the civil war (battle of Camel and battle of Siffin) 
2 

between Muslims all were just . Mutazilites are of the 

opinion that the Sahabah who faught against Hadrat 'Ali 

were not just while the supporters of Amir Mu"awiya has the 

opinion that those who faught against Muawiyah were not 

just . Muhaddethin in general believe that Quran has said 

about the excellences of almost all the SaHabah and that 
- " . 4 

all the Sahabah possessed the quality of justice . 

About the categories of the ^aljabah, the Maulana 

states that the Sahabah have been accorded different 

status depending on number of ahadith narrated by them. 

Those Sah"abah whose contribution towards ahadith is 

greater, have been accorded higher status. But Ahl-e 

Sunnat.wal Jam*it have categorised th? Sahabah in accordance 

with the excellences and qualities possessed by them. 

According to them, first in rank come the Khulaf^i Rashidun, 

then the wives of the Prophet (PBUH), the first migrators, 

1. Ibid. p.l8-

2. Ibid. p.18. 

3. Ibid. p.19 

4. Ibid. p.19. 
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the people of^Uqbah,. the people of Badr and so on. At the 

end of this introductory part the author writes that the 

period of the era of the Sahabah started from the first 

day of the Prophethood and came to an end by the close of 

the first century of hijrah. Hadrat Abu Tufail Amir bin 

Wathlah was the last of the Sah"abah who died in 100 A.H. 

The book comprises of eleven chapters. The first 

seven chapters focus on the various aspects of the 

character and lives of the ^ahabah and their relationship 

with the Prophet (PBUH). In these the author has 

discussed at length about their faith,, religious beliefs 

and practices and their respect for the Prophet (PBUH). 

The last four chapters deal with the mutual behaviour and 

attitude of the SaHabah towards each other in social life. 

These chapters focus on their moral excellences and their 

noble conduct in society. 

Chapter-I deals with the factors that led the 

Sah"abah to embracing Islam such as Quranig teachings, the 

character and the personality of the Prophet (PBUH), his 

miracles and finally the victory of Makkah. The author 

writes that the essential qualities of a virtuous man are 

his gentle disposition,, tenderness of heart and his 

susceptibility to goodness. Persons in possession of the 
2 

above qualities are prone to accept all that is righteous. 

It is because the Sah'abah possessed these virtues, that 

they readily accepted the Prophet's message and were 

willing to uphold it even at the cost of their lives. 

1. Ibid. p. 23. 

2. Ibid. p. 24. 
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In chapter-II the Maulaha writes about the courage, 

patience and steadfastness in religion of the SaHabah. 

They did not deviate from the path of Isl'a"m even in the 

most adverse circumstances. The SaKabah who migrated to 

Abyssiniya proved their couraged and steadfastness in the 

court of king Naj"ashi in a question regarding the status 

of the Prophet 'Tsi (Jesus) according to the Quran. They 

tolerated with great patience all the mockery and 

persecution perpetrated against them and even sacrificed 

their lives and property for the sake of their faith in 

Isl¥m. They also forsook their nearer and dearer and even 

took up the sword against them in ghazawat. 

Chapter-Ill focuses on the faith o*" the Sahabah. They 

believed in oneness of Allah, fate (Qismat) and the unseen 

(Ghaib). They left all the atheistic activities and 

opposed all un-Islamic beliefs and superstitious 

traditions, such as beliefs in charms and talisman. 

Chapter-IV presents a good deal of informaltion 

about the religious practices,, particularly related to 

zakah, sala"t, saum (fasting), iiarij and iih'ad (holy war). 

The Maula'na says that the Sahabah did not consider sal'at 

as a source of reward but it is a dividing line between 
_ 2 

Islam and Kufr(infidelity). They used often to give away' 

as sadaqah the things that were held very dear to them. 

He says it is far better if sadaqah had been given 

secretly . Regarding jihad the author writes that it is 

the most difficult obligatory duty enjoined by Isl'am. But 

the Sahabah gave preference to jihad rather than to their 
* ' 4 

wives and property . Thus they were the most loyal 
soldiers of Isl'am. 
1. Ibid. p.36.. 
2. Ibid. p.63. 
3. Ibid. p.75; 
4. Ibid. p.85. 
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In chapter-V the author discusses at length that 

the Sahlbah not only practised according to ^urjn and 

followed the foot-prints of the Prophet (PBUH) but they 

kept themselves aloof from all forbidden things,^ such as 

usury, lottery, immoral activities and even doubtful 

thmgs. 

In chapter-VI the Maul'ani' writes that most of the 

time the Sah"abah were busy in the recitation of .Quran and 

learnt it by heart either wholly or in part. In 

connection with this he narrates that Hadrat 'Umar 

realised the need of the compilation of ^uxan after the 

battle of Yamamah . The Maul ana writes that iasjbih and 

iajiiri are the main symbols of religious life. The 

Sahlbah sacrificed all the luxurious things and pleasures 

of the world and practised virtues for the sake of reward 

in the life hereafter (AkhJran). 

Chapter-VIT deals with the infinite love and 

respect shown by the Sah'abah for the Prophet (PBUH). He 

says that the Sah'abah were very anxious in preserving the 

memorable relics of the Prophet (PBUH). For instance 
4 

Hadrat 'Aishah kept her "jubbah" and Umm Salmah kept her 

"hair" . The Sah'abah devoted their life in the service of 

Muhammad (PBUH) because they considered it a work of 

1. Doubtful things include all things where there is no 
clarification between legal and illegal. 

2. Ibid. p.122. (In the battle of Yam'amah near about 700 
^uffaz were slained. 

3. Tasbih means re£iting Subl^'an-Allah (transcenden belongs 
to Allah), Taljlil means declaration of Allah's Unity by 
reciting La-ila ha il-Allah. 

4. Ibid. p.139. 

5. Ibid. p.140. 
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honour and dignity. Due to her service, Hadrat Salmah (a 

female companion of the Prophet(PBUH) got the title, 

"KhsdijnaJirî  Ra.sui " •"". They accompanied the Prophet (PBUH ) 

in happiness as well as in adversity. The SaHabah not 

only loved Muhammad (PBUH) but also his relatives and even 

his iiauLa and slaves . They were very obedient and 

followed the commandments of the Prophet(PBUH) in 
4 

totality. 

Chapter-VIII gives a vivid account of the moral 

excellences of the Sahabah. Here the Maulana has 

discussed at length the honesty, humbleness, selflessness, 

generosity, hospitality, patience, modesty and straight

forwardness of the Sah"abah. Ho writes that selflessness 

is the extrme level of generosity and the Sahabah were 

full of this quality. They did not take revenge from 
5 

their enemies or .leld any malice against them . The 

author says that as a consequence of the training imparted 

by the Prophet(PBUH) the Sahabah became kind hearted and 

tolerant. 

The TX Chapter deals with the attitude of the 

Sah'abah towards society. The author states that culture 

starts with a kind and tolerant attitude and in its 

absence man degenerates himself to the level of animal. 

He says that the Sah'abah exercised mutual love and 

cooperation even in the most adverse situations. In the 

battle field too, they tried their best to save the lives 

of their fellow §ahabah . They exhibited good relations 

1. Ibid. p. 154. 

2. Maula: The captives,, who embraced Islam,, were distri
buted among Muslims and acquired the status of Maula. 

3. Ibid. p. 165. 

4. Ibid. p. 183. 

5. Ibid. p. 203. 

6. Ibid. p. 260. 
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with their parents, family,, children, neighbours and did 

not treat even their slaves harshly. 

At the end of this chapter the author says that 

there was no discrimination among the Sahabah and they 

regarded each ot}>er as equal as brothers. They did not 

discriminate even against their slaves. For instance 'Abd-

Allah ibn 'Umar gave exactly similar ornaments to his 

daughters and to his slave girl. 

The X Chapter describes the Sahabah dealings in 
2 * — — 

regard to debt,, will,, alimony (Mehr) etc. The Maulana 

writes that the Sahabah were very lenient with borrowers 

and sometimes even exempted them from repayment. On the 

other hand they often repaid debts on behalf of fellow 

Sah'abah.- They gave alimony (Mehr) and all the rights to 

their wives as enjoined by the Prophet (PBUH)-. The author 

states that the Sah'abah exercised justice among their 

wives. For instance,- Maaz bin Jabal,. who had two wives,, 

fixed a day for each of the two. He was so just that he 

even would not drink water or take it for ablution from 

the house of the one whose term was not fixed for the 

day. 

Chapter XT presents a good deal of information 

about the mode of life of the Sah'abah particularly their 

dress, food, house and its decorations and their 

abstinence and simplicity. After comparing the life style 

of the Sahabah of early period and during the period of 

Hadrat 'Umar, the author writes that during the Hadrat 

1. Ibid. p.255. 

2. Mehr (Alimony)- Settlement of money or property on the 
wife,without which a marriage is not legal-

3. Ibid. p.283. 
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'Umar a reign due to ample wealth and contact with 

cultures of other communities they changed their life 

style to some extent. But even then the Sahabah led a 

life of abstinence and simplicity. 

/ 

At the end he writes about their sources of income. 

He says that European Scholars thought that their only 

sources of income was booty , but actually they earned 

money through hard labour, trade and agriculture. 

SOURCES: 

The Maulana h a s t a k e n h e l p from t h e f o l l o w i n g 

sources in the compilation of t h i s b o o k ^ h j J i _ ^ ^ ; ^ r i ( '^^^^y ) . 

Jame T i r m i d h i ( C^W^f^^ )- i ly-§Jiad_ii)n_i|aJ13bBi.^QI^X. 

JJ^_XLL_ jy-._ix_vi ( 4, '^,^, r: y,\rtjy^(^\ A ^ ^ ) • â̂ siit_iijn 
^kd( >^^^>^C:jric^U^ ).. •lalsir.^I^.JCa^jr.. Vol^yiJ 

( y^^i'^^^^y^if^ ^' Muwatta Tmam Malik( c>l>*̂ î l x-l̂ >' ), 

Muwatta Imam Muhammad( ^/'M^lty ), Fath al-Bari. 

.yol.-lIJL_I^( C - ^ J V ^ ' ^ )• i!flMyuJLirBuld.an 

( C y l > t ^ ^ ^ ) ' 4 ^ ^ 3 i i ( ^y^ . ) ' Muqaddimab ibn 

^ M I d u n ( lOfJ^C^Jr^^d- ) . J2i£_QstiU ( ( j ^ * > l ' > )-

Musnad Darmi ( iJjh^^^^ ) • Tsabah( rf^S ) • 

Kashf a l -Zunun( 0);J^>SK1S^ ) , T a i r i d Asma^ a l -Sah ' abah 

( ^\^Ji MS yA ),. M a k a t i b S h i b l i . V o l , I ( ^ ^ ^ v T ^ ^' 

F a t h a l - M a q h i t h ( v i : ^ i : ^ ^ ^ ) . Zafa r a l -Ain?ni( ^^VjKJ.*). 

JLsialfc( « ^ i ^ X - - i ) . Adab a l - M u f a r r a d ( ^^l^j^l ) . 

ygd 9X-gMbah( , v l i i l A ^ I ) ' Nuzhat a l - I b r a ' r ( /^S}^^ ) . 

Wafa^ a l -Wafa . V o l . K /Uv,)^>^> ) e t c . 

1 . I b i d . p . 3 0 2 . 
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2.? : USWA-I gATjĴ BAH, VOL.11 

The second volume of Uswa-i-Sah"abah first appeared 

in 1922. It was further revised and enlarged and 

published in 1936. This volume presents a good deal of 

information about the political, religious, and educa

tional services of the companions of Muhammad (PBUH) (The 

Sahabah and the Sahabiyat). 

In the preface the Maulan"a writes that the Prophet 

(PBUH) was a complete personality who symbolised all the 

good aspects of religion, ethics, politics and divine 

knowledge. Qura"n and gahih Ipadith give vivid accounts 

regarding that. So it was the obligatory duty of the 

Sahabah, being his first followers, to preserve and 

p -opagate his messages and deeds in the true form. 7'-ie 

author says that they did it with great honesty, ĵ hula fa-

i Ra'sbiduh, being successors of the Prophet (PBUH) got 

greater opportunity to perform this duty. So a major part 

of this book deals with their religious, ethical, 

political and educational services. Apart from the 

Khulafa-i Rashidun many other Sahlbah also rendered their 

contribtions in the various role suchd as leaders in 

prayers, teachers, governors, judges, commanders (Amirs), 

muftis. The V'/hole book is divided into three parts, 

corresponding to three major fields of the SaHabah's 

services i.e. educational, political and religious. These 

are further divided into several chapters. 

POLITICAL SERVICES: 

The first part is related to the political services 

of the SaKabah particularly related to the caliphate, 

officials and.commanders, the department of justice, the 
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department of tax and ]^ara"j, the police department, 

public works, rights of ^immTs and slaves and privileges 

of the general public. 

The Maulan'a says that divine caliphate is a 

religious trust, so only a person who had the greatest 

faith in Islam and fear of Allah could fit into this role. 

The Sahabah by their true religious beliefs and high 

ethical character distinguished themselves as the real 

deserving candidates for the chair of caliphate. He 

discusses how the Sah'abah established Kliil'afat and 

preserved it by displaying high level of ethical character 

both as ruler and as subject? 

The Sah'abah laid the foundation of their caliphate and 

amirates on the verses of Qur'an, "to obtain good and to 
2 prophit evil," They did not have any desire to come into 

power for personal benefit. For instance, Hadrat Abu Bakr 

on the very first day of his caliphate delivered a lecture 

underlying mainly the responsibilities of the caliphate in 

which he made it abundantly clear that the caliphate was 
. . 3 

nothing but a divine trust. 

The Maula'n'a has divided the duties of the caliphate 

into three parts; religious, ethical and political. He 

further says that whereas nations conquered the world by 

power but the Sah'abah won the hearts of the people through 
' ' 4 

abstinence, purity and equality . The Sahabah established 
advisory council (Majlis-e Shurah) in which opinion of 

1. Uswa-i ?al;;t'abah, Vol.IT,̂ bq[ al-Salam •Nadŷ .tPar al-Musannef in, 
Azamgarh, 1936, p.2. 

2. Quranic Ayat:\ĝ \̂V.O 

3. Uswa-i î ahabah, Vol.11, Op.Cit. , p.3. 

4. Ibid. p.15. 
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Miuslim notables was sought for better governance, thereby 

setting the stndard of democracy. Hadrat 'Umar expanded 

it further where general Muslims were free to questions. 

The Sah'abah addressed the caliph and amirs sometimes 

harshly without any fear of reprisal, whenever they felt 

that the caliph and amirs had deviated from the path of 
_ 2 

Quran and sunnah . 

The Maulana discusses regarding the appointments of 

the amirs and officials. In the beginning there were only 

a few officials but when Hadrat Abu Bakr and Hadrat 'Umar 

conquered new areas their numbers increased rapidly. 

Though the salary differed from post to post, it was 

enough for all the officials . Hadrat 'Umar used to hold 

open general meetings and heard the complaints of the 
, 4 

people . 

The author says that Hadrat 'Umar was the first man 

who established a judicial department independently and 

appointed q'adis . Hadrat 'Umar instructed all qa'(jis , 

"Consider everyone as equal, do not give any 

preference 

from bribe, 

preference to your relatives and keep away 
,.5 

Hadrat 'Umar emphasised the use of analogical deduc

tion (qiya's ) and interpretation ( i jtehld) in those cases 

where clear instructions were not available. Before him 

the cases were resolved on the basis of Qura'n, sunnah and 

1. Ibid. p.35. 

2. Ibid. p.45. 

3. Ibic. p.64. 

4. Ibid* p.68. 

5. Ibid. p.69. 
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traditions of the Sahabah (At; âr-i gahabah) only. 

In the • Maulâ na's opinion the number of legal 

petitions is an indicator of the moral standard of the 

people. Wherever there is scarcity of judicial cases the 

people are of high character and vice-versa. The scarcity 

of such cases during the period of {̂ ulafa-i Ra^idun 

clearly proves the moral standard of people at that time. 

The Maula"n'a writes that Hadrat 'Umar established an 

independent institution of Khar'aj and a register was 

maintained for treasury (Bait al-MiTl) . Before Hadrat 

'Umar the acquired land used to be distrifbuted among the 

Muh'a jrin (Migrators) only but he thought that if that 

practice continued in this manner what would be left for 

the coming generation and for the widows and orphans? He 

therefore adopted the now policy that the conquered lands 

were left to their original owners who had to pay a tax 

from their income. . He ordered the collection of 
- - 2 . . 

jaziyah, lihara] and 'usjir in a liberal way. On the other 

hand the poor, handicapped and old people were exempted 

from these taxes. 

The author gives a detailed account about the 

public works such as erection of buildings, mosques, 

forts, sarai, wells, canals, roads, hospitals, public bath 

rooms (ham'am) etc. He further describes that many cities 

were inhabited by the Sahabah such as Basrah, Kufah, 

Mosul, Fustat, Jazirah, Qairawan etc. Hadrat 'Umar made 

1. Ibid. p.74. 

2. 'Ushr means land tax taken from other communities. 

3. Ibia. pp.96-100. 
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special arrangements for scholarships and other require

ments of the orphans from the state treasury. 

Hadrat 'Umar, the Maul'an'a says, formed the police 

department, erected jails and introduced some new punish

ments such as exile. Amir Mua^wiyah introduced the 

practice of recording the names of the doubtful and 

suspected persons. He took more interest in the expansion 

of police department and appointed 4000 men in police and 

500 men for safeguarding mosques. 

According to the Maula'na the security of the people 

is their primary and basic right. During the Sah'abah' s 

time the rights of Muslims and ^immis were the same. 

j^immis were free to process their religion and decide 

their cases according to their own law. The Sah'abah v/ere 

very lenient in collecting the tax. The author quotes 

from Imam Yusuf's book Kit'ab al-^nar'aj, 

"When djjimmis saw the fair dealing of Islamic 

government then they 

supporters of the latter 

government then they became helpers and 
„2 

In the Maulan"a's opinion a slave was a man who was 

captured in war and distributed along with booty among the 

Muslims. He writes that the Prophet (PBUH) ordered the 

Sah'abah not to separate the slaves from their close 

relatives i.e. mother should not be separated from son and 

brother from brother. He also writes that the Mukatab 

slaves i.e. if a slave could pay a fixed amount on which 

the slave and his master agreed he could become free. The 

1. Ibid. p.103. 

2. Ibid. p.129. 
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author quotes Mir Ismail who wrote in his BulUgji al-Maram 

( /j^l^yr ) that the Sahabah freed as 'iîny as 

39237 slaves. An Umm al-wa].ad became free after te deat 

of is master. Along with these privileges, t^ulaf a-i-

Ra"shidun treated him at par with Muslims and they were 
~" 3 

considered as members of the Muslim Community • 

RELIGIOUS SERVICES: 

The second part is related to the religious 

services of the Sahabah. The Maul'an'a gives under various 

sub-headings a detailed account of the Sah'abah's efforts 

towards the propagation and spread of Isla'm. 

The author presents a good deal of information 

about the preaching of Islam by Muhammad (PBUH) and the 

Sah"abah. He enumerates tĥ ^ reasons and factors which led 

the people to accept Isl"am. The views of European 

Scholars are also mentioned in this regard. The Maulana 

states that Hadrat Abu Bakr was the first man who embraced 

Isl'am and by his influence many others became Muslims. 

After the victory of Makkah, the influence of Isl'am spread 

far and wide. So all those who feared the infidels 

(Kuffars) who started to come into the Islamic fold and 
4 

take an active part m the propagation of Islam. After 

the battle of Qadisiyah 4000 soldiers accepted Islam. 

On the other hand many of the tribes were 

influenced by the moral attitudes and gentle nature of the 

Sah'abah. As regards the views of the European Scholars 

(Orientalists) that Islam spread by force, the author 

says, no doubt many people accepted Islam after being 

1. Ibid. p.142. 
2. Umm al-Walad is a slave girl who gave birth to his 

master's child. 
3. Ibid. p.148. 
4. Ibid. p.166. 
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conquered, but it was only when they thought it would be 

beneficial for them then they accepted Islam. 

The Maul'ana provides a detailed account about the 

faith and practices of the Sahabah such as salat, zakah, 

ha j j / ̂ a_um( fasting ), nikalj and 1;al"aq (marriage and divorce) 

and also the detail of their collection and compilation of 

Qura"n. He says that they were steadfast in their faith. 

Hadrat Abu Bakr faught against those who claimed Prophet-

hood and refused to pay zakah, i.e. what is known as 

"Ridda Wars" in Islamic history. He also ordered to 

collect the Quran and compiled it in a book form. Hadrat 

Uthma^n, in his reign, prepared many copies of Quran in the 

Quraishite dialect and distributed to the provinces 

governed by Muslim Amirsj when there arose differences 
2 

regarding the pronunciation of Quranic verses. 

The Maulana states that il;itesab in the term of 

;ahariah which means evaluation or appraisal of beliefs and 

deeds to assess their conformity to the Isla"mic way of 

life. Then quoting from $a];iih Muslim, he describes 

various degrees or levels of faith ('Ima"n). 

(i) Try to stop the wrong and evil doings with your 

hand (by force). 

(ii) If that is not possible, then stop by your 

tounge i.e. advise the wrong doers not to do so. 

(iii) If that too is not possible then atleast 

realise it at heart. 

The last being the lowest level of fatih. He asserts that 
— 3 

the Sahabah maintained the first two grades of il^tesab . 

1. Ibid. p.174. 

2. Ibid. p.186. 

3. Ibid. p.188. 
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The author provides a good deal of information 

about the Sahabah's efforts towards reform of Jahiliyah 

practices and eradication of ghirk and bid^t . He also 

discusses about the reforms in the means of livelihood, 

that is, to earn money in a lawful way. 

The jiha"d of the Sahlabah is discussed by the 

Maula'n'a in three points; 

i) Sahabah's views regarding jihad. 

ii) Religious and moral activities of the Sahabah in 

the military administration during the Prophet's 

time. 

iii) The contribution of ]<:hulafa-i Ra"shidun to the 

development of military administration. 

Generally, it is thought that the military administration 

had been established by fjadrat 'Umar. But, infact, the 

Prophet(PBUH) himself established permanent army after 
- 3 

migration to Madinah and sent the Sahabah to other 

countries for acquiring military training. The author 

states that not only the Sah"abah but the Sah"5biyat also 
— 4 

took part m gjjazawat and served water, food and medicine . 

He gives a detailed information about their military 

organisation. In addition to this, he says that Amir 

Muawiyah established navy which finally consisted to 500 

ships. He also discusses the various reasons underlying 

the victories of the Sah'abah. 

1. Sbirk means there is two or more than two Allah 

2. Bid^t means anything new in religion. 

3. Ib.̂ d. p.210. 

4. Ibid. p.212. 
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The Maula^na writes that the construction of mosques 

and the conquests went on side by side. Every newly 

populated area was provided with a mosque. They also 

renovated and expanded the old ones. He discusses about 

the mosques built upto the period of Muawiyah but he laid 

more emphasis on those built upto the period of Hadrat 

'Umar. The author gives a list of mosques in which 

Muhammad (PBUH) performed sal"at both in Madinah and other 

cities. Further more he says that the ^^^J^bah used to 

sweep, provide lighting and safe-guard the mosques by 

themselves. 

EDUCATIONAL SERVICES: 

The third part is related to the Sahabah's 

educational and scientific services. The Maulan'a gives a 

vivid account about the arrangement made to impart the 

knov/ledge including Quran, hadi1;J3, taf sir, f iqh and 

t^^jiwwu^. He also highlights their knowledge on 

geneology (ansab), history and their poetry and oratory. 

The work of learning and teaching of Quran had been 

started during the life-time of the Prophet(PBUH). 

Muhammad (PBUH) himself sent Musab bin ' Umair and ibn Umm 

Maktum to Madinah for imparting Quranic teachings after 

the first pledge of Aqabah. After the establishment of 

Islamic State in Madinah, the main work of the Ainirs and 

officials was to teach Quran and sunnah. Hadrat 'Umar 

established many madrasas for teaching Quran, Ijadith and 

laid more emphasis on correct pronunciation. For 

teaching fadith., the §ahabah spread out all over the 

Muslim lands. Madinah was the great centre of baditb 

learning. 
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The Maulan'a says that there is very little tafsir 

of Qurâ n available in l;iadi t_h. But whatever is there forms 

the kernel of taf sir literature. He writes that the 

Sah'abah, being Arabs, understood very well the secrets and 

symbols of Arabic literature. But inspite of all these, 

they sometimes found themselves unable to understand and 

would approach the Prophet(PBUH) for clarification. 

Sometimes Muhammad (PBUH) would himself explain the 

difficult Ayat(verses) of Quran. Some problems were also 

solved in the meeting of the great Sah'abah . 

The author discusses mainly why the Sahabah felt 

the need of hadith narrations and learning and why they 

frequently undertook long journeys in the quest of t;iadith? 

Why they preserved it so cautiously and narrated it so 

correctly? V̂ Jhat was the purpose of badith narration etc.? 

At last he discusses about the classification and critical 

evaluation of Ijaditii. 

He writes that the Sah'abah narrated Ijaditli not for 

any worldly fame and position but for the reward in the 

life hereafter (Akherat) . The Maula"na divides the Sahabah 

into five categories according to their narrations of 

};iadith. 

(i) First group: Those who narrated a thousand or more 

than a thousand ah'adith. 

(ii) Second group: Those who narrated 500 to 1000 

(iii) Third group: Those who narrated 100 to 500 

1. Ibid, pp.282, 283. 
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(iv) Fourth group: Those who narrated 40 to 100 

ahadith. 

(v) Fifth group: Those v;ho narrated 40 aljadith or 
, 1 lesser . 

Next chapter relates to the compilation and 

arrangement of the science of fiqh. The author discusses 

at length the following points: 

(i) How the Sahabah received the knowledge of fiqh by 

the Prophet(PBUH)? 

(ii) How the various classes (Tabaqat) of fugaha 

(jurists) emerged? 

(iii) How they transmitted the knowledge of fiqh to 

tab'iun and how they compiled matters related to 

fiqh? 

(iv) How they formulated the rules of fiqh? 

(v) What were the motives of the Sahabah in their disagree-

ment over problems related to fiqh? 

The Maulana divides the Sahabi fuqaha into three groups:-

(i) Mukathtliirin( (jX.,^-^^*^ ): Those who regularly 

pronounced there views on various new problems relating to 

Islamic shariah. 

(ii) Muqallilin( jy_JXa> ): Those who expressed their 

views regarding only a few problem. 

(iii) Mutawassitin( yJk_^.,-^y^ ): They are those 

Sahabai who stand between Mukathth_irin and Muqalliirn. 

1. Ibid. p.318. 
2. Tabfun are those who saw or met to the Sahabah being 

Muslim. 
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The author quotes All amah ibn Hazm who wrote that 

Abu Bakr Muhammad bin Musa compiled the fata'wa (legal 

opinions) of 'Abd-Allah ibn 'Abbas in twenty volumes. 

Moreover he says that the fatawa of ibn Mas'ud, Zaid ibn 

Th"abit, 'Abd-Allah ibn 'Umar and ibn 'Abbas laid down the 
2 

foundation of modern fiqh. 

Regarding tagawwuf the author describes that during 

the period of the Sahabah there was no terminology related 

^° ta§a\̂ Avuf even though ta^awwuf had its origin in that 

period itself. He says that Ijjjulafa-i Ra'shidiTn were more 

steeped in tagawwuf than other ^ahabah. In Quran, Ahl 

al-Suffah are called fugara. He writes that Abu Hashim of 

Kufah (d.l50 A.H.) was the first person who adopted the 

title of "Sufi". 

The Maulana emphasies that for the Sahabah the 

model life of the Prophet (PBUH) itself was the source of 

all spiritual and moral practices. Such sufi terms as 

m^qam'at and aljwal were yet to be coined in the §ah'abah's 

period, though these maqamat and al:iwal were found in their 
3 " 

spiritual life. The Maulana writes on the authority of 
Abu Bakr Wasti that it was the first caliph, Hadrat Abu 

4 
Bakr, who unraveled the secrets of tagawwuf. 

By the knowledge of geneology, the Maul'an'a says, 

one comes to know about his ancestors. Arabs took pride 

in their geneology and as such it was very important for 

1. Ibid. p.328, 

2. Ibid. p.330, 

3. Ibid. p.399, 

4. Ibid. p.373, 
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them. Their poetry is full of pride over their geneolo-

gical roots. The authors says that Hadrat 'Umar had 

ordered the Sahabah to memorise such poems which give 

vivid accounts of their geneology. Hadrat *Aishah was an 

expert in this field . Further he states that from their 

geneological narrations (Ayyam al-Arab) and poetry, we get 

a good deal of information about their history. 

The Maul'ana describes that the Sahabah were, due to 

their independent nature, eloquent and also orators. 

After the demise of the Prophet (PBUH) the speech of Abu 

Bakr, regarding the selection of caliphate, for instance, 
. .̂ . , 2 In their speech there was 

is quite significant. 

simplicity, frankness, clarity and fluency. 

At the end of this book the Maulan"a discusses the 

changes and transformation in the Arab society brought 

about by the Prophet (PBUH) and visible in the life of the 

Sahabah in every sphere -be it social, relious, moral or 

political. 

The Maulanl took help the following sources in the 

compilation of this book : galjllj BukljariC <^VcftT )' 

$al;iih Muslim( /— f̂̂  ^' •'̂ unan NasaieC O^^i^—^ )' 

Sunan-Abu Daud( ^^'^yLA"*^ '̂ Sunan ibn Majah( »-ft̂r-/r'̂.̂-̂  ) / 

Jame'' Tirmidl3i( C/ĵ ^̂ â .t̂  ) , Musnad ibn Hanabal Vol.1, 

I I , I I I , IV,_ V, VI( ^,.^,^ ^y-XACd^^}-^-^ \' 

Muwatta Imam Malik( (^^^ (•t-l i U j y ) / Muwa^t^ Imam 

Muljammad( .>^ AA^y^ > T^baqa t i bn Sa'd( >J'^ Qy) ^^IZ^ ) , 

Fututj a l - B u l d a n ( ' \xj\ T .y ' ) ' Fa i l ; a l - B a r i ( Oj\J^^ ) # 

1 . I b i d . p . 4 1 5 . 

2 . I b i d . p . 4 3 0 . 
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KJit"ab a l - H J i a r a j ( <5 '̂-<'J ^ . - / i / ' ) , T s a b a h ( ^ U P I )» Adab 

a l - M u f a r r a d ( > i > ! i ^ > l ) ' Usd a l -Qh"abah( ^ > . C J / ^ I ) , 

N u z h a t a l - T b r a r ( ^y^^^ ̂ ">r/^ ), Tabari( CSywi ) , 

M̂i sJTkawat ( 3 ^Xi^- ) , M a q r i ( ^ i , v o l . I I ( (^>J^ ^ ' 

Kanz a l - U m m a t ( <jUiy^ ^ ' ' ^ g d a l - F a r i d ( i, V j l ^ ) / 

K i t a b a l - U m d a h ( ox^i^ l^t'' ) ' K i t a ' b a l - A q h " a n i ( csUU^-^-OT/ 

Hasan a l - M a } ; i a d i r a h ^ ^ l y u ' J e ^ ' ^ ) » K h u l " a s a t a l - W a f a ' 

( Mfffi^P^ ) . M'ujam a l - B u l d a n ( (^ U/jZ/f^ ^ ' 

I t t i q a n ( CV l ^ ^ M , H u j j a t - A l l a h a l - B a l a g f a a ( ^ L.;; ̂  f _^) , 

Fatwa' i b n T a y m i y a h ( ,^y^'(•}\ ^^^J^ ) ' I z a l a t a l - I l l i a f a ' 

( I ' V i j ' ^ J ' / ' ^ ' Muruj a l - Q h a h a b l ^^-^P^&y^ ^ ^ ^ ^ -
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2.3 : USWA-I ^AHABIYAT 

Tn continuation of the works on $ahabah ' Abd 

al-Salam wrote a separate volume on Sah'abiya't (the female 

companions of the Prophet(PBUH)). The book entitled 

Uswa-i gah'abiy'at was published in 1922 by Da"r 

al-Musannef in, Azamgarh. Like Uswa-i Sah'abah this book 

deals with the lives of the great Sah'abiya't and their 

religious, moral, educational and social services. 

In the preface of the book the Maula'na" raises the 

question of Muslim v;omen in respect of exposing them to 

modern education. It had become a hot topic of discussion 

among muslim elite at that time. He ponders whether or not 

a Muslim Woman can after getting modern education, 

saffe guard her Isl'amic values. Perhaps she cannot. It 13 

for this reason that muslim women's acquisition of modern 

day eduction is opposed. He says the early history of 

Isl'a'm presents the best examples of muslim woman. 

In every period of Islam , women have earned 

distinctions through their abilities. The wives of the 

Prophet(PBUH) and the great Sah'abiya't were the embodiment 

of all qualities and their lives served as a best example 

to emulate. Following this model they can also safe-guard 

themselves from all social and cultural vices of the 

present day. 

The Maulana has mainly drawn information regarding 

the Sah'abiya't from his earlier two volumes of Uswa-i 

Sahjlbah. He further added to it some more informations 

and completed this book. The basic objective is to 

present before Muslim Woman the moral code of life that is 

found in the lives of the Sahabiyat. So that they can 
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inculcate these values in their own life. The book, 

therefore, presents, a good deal of information regarding 

Sahabiyat's religious beliefs and practices, their 

respect for the Prophet(PBUH), their moral excellences and 

their services in the field of religion, morality and 

education. 

The Maula'na writes that the Sahabiyat deserved 

preference over Sahabah because it was a Sahabiya 

"K^hadijah" who first entered the fold of Islam and again 

it was a Sahabiya "Summayyah" who first sacrificed her 

life for the cause of IsTam. The author writes that a 

woman's life is totally dependent upon her husband for 

help and support, she can not think of living without her 

husband. And yet the Sahabiya"t showed the courage to 

forsake their infidel husbands for the sake of their faith 

in Allah and the Prophet (PBUH ). "̂  

About their punctuality and devotion to salat, gaum 

(fasting), ha j j, their selfless attitude in paying zak'ah 

and their interest in jehad, the Maul'ana writes. They 

performed Ijajj for themselves and also on behalf of their 

parents. They even urged the Prophet(PBUH) to grant them 
. . . . - 3 

permission for participation m the gjnazawat. 

The Sah"abiyat always used to take blessings from 

the Prophet(PBUH) . They put their children in the lap of 

Muhammad (PBUH) for blessings. For them, the service to 

the Prophet (PBUH) was a work of great honour and dignity. 
4 — Due to her service Salmah (A Sahabiya ) earned the title 

— 5 
of |(hadima-i Rasul. . The author writes about their deep 

1. Usv̂ a-i gababiyat, 'Abd al-Salam Nadvi, bar al-Musannefin, 
Azamgarh, 1922, p.3. 

2. Ib id . p . 4 . 3 . I b i d . p . 1 2 . __ 
4 . Uswa-i gahabah/ v o l . 1 , 'Abd a l -Salam Nadvi, Dar a l -

Musannefm, Azamgarh, 1922, p . 1 5 4 . 
5. Uswa-i Sahabiyat , Op.Ci t . p . 1 9 . 
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fields of their work was the propagation and spread of 

Isl'am which they did secretly during the Makkan period. 

They also played important role in reforming the society 

from corrupt social practices such as alcoholism, lottery, 
2 

quarrels and other way-ward activities of their menfolk. 

In the educational fields also their contributions 

are quite significant. They excelled almost in equal 

degree in such academic fields as Ijadit;]]., taf sir, f iqh 

etc. The author writes that there are many verses of 

Qura"n which were revealed regarding the affairs of women. 

So the taf sir of such verses is particularly related to 

v\'omen and as such narrated by them. Hadrat ' Aishah was a 

great mufassJ r. She explained many ambiguous aspects of 

the Quranic verses. 

Regarding their contribution of t^adiUl the authw^-

states that there are five groups among the Sah*abah 

according to the narration of hadith.. The first category 

consists of those who narrated 1000 and more, second 

category 500 to 1000, third category 100 to 500, fourth 

category 40 to 100 and in fifth category those who 

narrated 40 or less than 40. Hadrat 'Aishah comes in the 

first category and Umm Salmah comes in the third category, 

likewise there were many Sahabiyat who come in the fourth 

and fifth categories,4 

In the field of figh 'Abd al-Salam says that they 

keenly observed every act of the Prophet (PBUH) such as 

ablution (wudu), salat, zakah, bajj and public dealings. 

The Maulaha writes that amaong the three groups of fuqaha 

1. Ibid. p.48 
2. Hid. p.53 
3. Ibid. p.54 
4. Ibid, pp.68, 69, 
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(jurists) Hadrat 'Aishah comes in Mukaththirin and Umm 
• ' — 2 "^ -

Salamah comes in Mutawassitin , Hafsah, Habibah, Maymunah, 
. -7- 3 

Fatmah, Safiyah come in the category of Muqallilm. 

At the end the author writes that this level of 

honour and respect which Is]a"m bestowed upon women is 

unparalleled in history. They further raised this status 

by their religious, social and moral activities. The 

Maula'na says that even even today women can attain to the 

same status by acquiring these qualities. 

1. Mukat̂ litJliĴ i''̂ * Those jurists who often narrated the 
matters regarding fiqh. 

2. Mutawassitin; Those who narrated less than 
Mukaththirin. 

3. Muqallilin: Those who narrated very rarely the matters 
regarding fiqh. 
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2A : gUKAMA-I ISLAM VOL.I 

Generally speaking Muslim philosohers have either 

been considered by Muslim masses as week in faith or 

sometimes even as atheists. Perhaps this is -why that 

least attention had been paid to their philosophy or 

biography. Some historians in the early period who wrote 

about their contemporary philosophers are confined to the 

6th or 7th century AD. A^ongwith them they also wrote 

about Greek and Christian philosophers. 

The Maula'na' says that in Urdu language there are 

some treaties and articles to be found on Khayy'am, Ibn 

Rushd, al-Farabi, Ibn Sina etc. But there is not a single 

book on Muslim philosophers. So it is necssary to write a 

book dealing with t:heir life and their contributions in 

the field of medicine, arithmatics, metaphysics and logic. 

The Maulana says, 

"They were not atheist or weak in their 

faith. Rather they brought Islam nearer to 

philosophy. They tried to harmonize 

philosophy with shariah." 

Further the Maul'an'a writes that in Europe books had 

been written on Muslim philosophers. But mostly these 

discussed only their researches and scientific contribu

tions. Therefore it is all the more necessary to write 

about their services in the field of religion, ethics and 

politics. Having realised this need, the Maulln'a wrote in 

two volumes gukama-i Islam (The philosophers of Islam). 

The first volume deals with the philosophers upto the 5th 

century AD. It v>̂as published by Dar al-Musannef in, 

Azamgarh in 1953. 

!• gû ^̂ an̂ a-i Islaip, Vol,I,*^^M al-Rsilati Nadvi, Har al-Musannef in, 
Azamgarh/ 1953, p.II 
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Tn the introductory part the Maulana discusses the 

origin of the history of Greek Philosophy, propagation and 

diffusion of Aristotle's philosophy, philosophy of I^rFq 

(illumj.nation) and the history of the propagation of Greek 

arts and sciences among Muslims and discusses about the 

three renowned educational centres, i.e. IskandarTyah, 

Jundesapur and Harra"n. Then the Maula'n'a discusses Muslim 

philosophers one by one. 

Yaqub PClndi : He belonged to a royal ^Arab family of 

Kindah tribe and was present during the period of 

al-Mamun, the'Abbasid caliph. According to the Maula'n'a he 

was born before 814 and died after 862. But some European 

scholars said he died in 872 & some said in 874. He was a 

great astrolonger of his time. He learnt the Quran by 

heart, the Arabic grammer, literature and elementary 

arithnatic. Ho, then, studied philosophy, logic, medicine 

and astrology. Al-Kindi mastered the Syriac language from 

which he translated several books. 

He faced many rivals in the royal courts like 

Muhammad and Ahmad, the sons of Mu"sa bin Shakir, who lived 
2 

during the reign of al-Mutawakkil. 

Y^qub Kindi was considered among the great transla

tors of ̂ Abbasid period. He translated many philosophical 

books. Âll'amah ibn Abi Usaibiah in Akhbar al-Ijukama, 

Qifti and ibn-Nadim classified his writings into many 

groups such as philosophical, logical, arithmatical, 

musical, astronomical, astrological, dialectical, medicine 
3 _ 

political etc. . At the end the Maulana refering to Tari^h, 
Falasafat al-Islam of Muhammad Lutfi says, 

1. Ibid. p.85. 
2. Ibid. p.85. 
3. Ibid. p.89. 
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"Taquh Kindi despite being endowed with 

enormous wealth of knowledge, was in the true 

sense of words neither an inventor nor a 

jurist (Mu jtahid) of any independent 
• • . . 1 opinion. 

Hakim Yahya bin Abi Mansur : There is no clarification 

that when he was born but refering to Tatimmah §wan al 

HiV̂ Rtah the Maulana writes that he died in near about 933. 

He was one of the great mathematician and astrologer among 

Muslim scholars. He was appointed as a suprintendent of 
- 2 

the laboratory established by al-Mamun and wrote many 

books, mainly in mathematics. It is with his efforts that 

many astrological ideas were compiled regarding the 

movement of Planets and Stars. 

'Abb'as bin Saeed Jauhary : The Maulana did not write his 

birth and death year. But he writes that 'Abbas bin Sa'eed 

Jauhary embraced Islam in the hand of al-Mamun, the Abbasid 

caliph, so he was called maula of al-Mamun. He was one of 

the mathematician in the laboratory established by 

al-Mamun, well versed in all the desciplins of mathematics. 

He prepared many instruments of the lab. He accepted Islam 
-3 

on the hand of al-Mamun as written m T^b^qa'^ al-A^ibba . 

Musa bin Slhakir : While refering to his early life the 

Maulaina writes that he was a robber and used to rob people 

in journey. However, he abandoned all such activities and 

was given a healthy and literary environment by al-Mamun, 
4 

where he mastered in the field of engineering . His three 

sons Muhammad, Ahmad and Hussain also excelled in all the 

desciplins of mathematics, Hussin got a distinction in some 

1. Ibid. p.92. 
2. Ibid. p.94. 
3. Ibid. p.98. 
4. Ibid. p.103. 
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of the pioneering works on geometry. Ahmad wrote a book on 

•Ilm al-Ijiyal( Vi/^^ > which deals with the movements 

of the parts of the body. The Maulana writes that in this 

field even the Greeks and Iranians were not equal to his 

abilities. The Caliph al-Mamun also took his help in 

different scientific works. 

Muhairmiad bin Musa al~Khwarazmi : The Maula'na says among 

the Muslim philosophers yaqub Kindi was the only one who 

got prominence during al-Mamun's period. In the field of 

mathematics however there were many celebraties, one of 

them was Musa al-Khwarazmi. He was the first who wrote a 

book on al-Jabra. Regarding this Shibli wrote in al-Mamun 

( (-)f^^ ) that he was a great scholar and his books are 
2 

of great worth even today. 

Abu Nasr Farabit : Al-Farabi, the Maula"na writes, was born 

in 259/871 in the city called Farab of Turkistan so he was 

considered as a Turk but he was actually from Iranian 

lineage. He died in 339/950 at the age 80 in Damascus. 

The Maulana confirms that he had a unique ability and had a 

commond over about "seventy tongues". 

Like other philosophers al-Farabi too got inspira

tion from the great Greek philosophers. He was much 

influenced by the philosophy of Aristotle. But he did not 

limit his knowledge to Aristotle's work; instead, he had 

also learnt much from the many prominent teachers of his 
3 _ _ 

time. Mati bin Yunan and Yuhanna bin Hillan taught him 
4 ' _ _ 

philosophy . Refering to ^abaqat al-A^ibba the Maulana 

writes al-Farabi was a man who skilled in many facets of 

life and had 

as also music 

life and had wide knowlede of rational and natural sciences 
5 

1. Ibid. p.103. 2. Ibid. p.107. 
3. Matd. bin Yunan was a ,Christian scholar who wrote books on 

logic and wrote sharlj of the books of Aristotle. The 
scholars of Baghdad and Eastern Muslim countries depend 
upon his book related to logic. 

4. Ibid. p.Ill 5. Ibid. p.112. 
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Al-Far"abi lived a very simple and a poor man's life. 

But in later years he got fame and renown as well as 

numerous desciples. In the court of Saif al-Daulah, king 

of Damascus, he got appreciation and warm welcome. But 

even then he lived simple and ascetic life. He, the 

MaulaTna" says , was a noted personality, because he was 

alike in his principles and practices with an examplary and 

simple life. 

The author tried to show that the philosophy of 

al-FaTrabi has many aspects in hai'mony with Isl"amic faith, 

such as regarding God, Prophethood, miracles, revelation, 

angles, life-hereafter. His theory of prophethood may be 

considered to be one of the iriost significant attempt at the 

reconciliation of philosophy and religion. It had its 

foundation on psychology and metaphysics. Al-FaTrabi, the 

autlior says, admits the validity of miracles in as much as 

they are a mean of proving prophecy . 

Muhammad bin Zakariya Razi ;: Quoting from al-Beruni the 

Maulana says that Muhammad bin Zakariya R'azi was born in 

Ray in 865. The Maulana quotes from f̂ b̂ ga't al-A^-ibba that 

in the beginning of his education he was interested in 

music. However, later on he devoted himself to philosophy 

and medicine. He was the follower of Pythagoras and Thalis 

Multa in the field of philosophy and strongly opposed the 
2 

Aristotalian phislophy . 

Quoting from Fehrist of ibn Nadim the author says 

that he was generous and kind hearted. He did not 

distinguish between elites and poors. He became a famous 

physician and directed hospital at Ray in the times of 

1. Ibid. p.131. 
2. Ibid. p.189. 
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Mansur bin Ishaq ibn Ahmad ibn Asad, governor of Ray from 

902 to 908, Al-Razi dedicated his work entitled al-Tibb al-

Man$uri( G/ #!wJî ->AJ' ) to Mansur bin Ish'aq. 

He was prolific writer and his books include 

subjects like Medicine, Chomistry, logic. Metaphysics 

philosophy etc. The Maulana gives a brief account of his 

forty books . Most of his books are related to medicine. 

Among his books al-Hawi is an encyclopedic work on 

medicine. 

Ibn Miskawayh : The author writes that his date of birth 

is uncertain, but approximately, he was born between 937 to 
2 

942. Margoliuth writes that he was born in 330/941 , 

whereas he died on 9th of Safar 421 or 16th of February 

1030. 

According to the Maullana the period of Banu Buwayh 

was highly condusive to cultural and literacy movement. 

The rulers were not only the patron of learning but they 

often themselves were good scholars. Ibn Miskawayh was one 

of the wel-known philosophers and intellectuals of that 
3 

time. . He belonged to Ray. he had good relations with 

governors and ministers who admired him for his abilities 

and also held an important post of the librarian in the 

library built by 'Add al-Daulah , one of the Buwayhids 

(949-983). 

Ibn Miskawayh wrote books on different fields such 

as medicine, logic, ethics, arithmatic, metaphysics, 

chemistry etc. His wel-known books are as such; Al-Mustaufa 

1. Ibid. p. 230. 

2. A History of Muslim Philosophy, Vol.1; M.M.Sharif, 
AshDk Vihar, Delhi, 1989, p.469. 

3. Hukama-i Islam, Vol.1. Op.Cit. p.225. 
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/ 
( c=t^'^^ )' Uns a 1-Far id ( ^^'o-'^ )' Al-Faucjlx 

al-Akbar( ^^r^J^V^' )' Al-Faadh. al-A?cjhar( ^,/v*^VI-^^ ) ' 

Tahtjhib a:L-Akjllaq( (3̂ l>̂ /̂<.r̂ ->V̂ ' ) etc. In his book 

Al-fauc3J3. al-Asg]iar he discussed three points; (i) Proof of 

the existence of God, (ii) Soul and its states, (iii) 

prophethood . 

Ikliyan al Safa : The Maula'na defines Tkjnwan al-Safa~ as a 

group of intellectuals and scholars flourished in middle of 

the tenth century and wrote a number of short treatises 

(Rasail) on philosophy and faith. Toward this objective 51 
2 

treatises were written on different philosophical aspects . 

These booklets have been collected and published into four 

volumes. 

Reflecting the modern views regarding this group and 

tl'ieir treatises the Maul'an'a writes, 

"Their treatises carry the summaries of the 

discussion of Islamic philosophers and 

scholars .... full of virbosive arguments and 

philosophical exeggerations which are 
3 

basically intended for propaganda." 

The author took up mainly three points regarding this group 

which are as follow; 

(i) Who v̂ ?ere the writers in this group? 

(ii) Of which Muslim sect they belonged? 

(iii) What was the purpose to write the treatises. 

1. Ibid. p.238. 

2. Ibid. p.'287. 

3. Ibid. p.288. 
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The Maulana has mentioned few names of the members 

of Ikhwan al Safa as given by al-Qifty, which are as 

follow; Abul al-Hasan Ali bin Harun, Abu Ahmad 

al-Mahrjani, 'Aufi, Abu Sulaim'an Muhammad bin al-Maqdisi 

etc. Regarding the faith of this group, ̂Abd al-Salam says 

that they had no particular faith neither they were 

associated with any sect nor with any particular relyion . 

But regarding the nature of the enterpretation of religion 

the Maulana says. 

"They belonged to Batiniyyah sect and 

preferred to teach their doctrins only to 
2 

those who were learned and full of wisdom." 

Regarding their ethical values the author has 

credited to them relatively a high place. This group 

represented on assembly of people who hailed from 

different socio-cultural planes and had a wide net-work in 

various Islamic lands to spread their ideas. In general 

the Maul^n^ writes that their ideas were largely based on 

the following four sources: 

(i) The books on arithmatics and naturl science, 

(ii) The heavenly books such as Taurat, Injil and Quran. 

(iii) Astrological and other source-material on Physics 

and Life Science. 
3 

(iv) The books on Metaphysics . 

Shaikh Bu 'All Sina : Giving details of Ibn Sina's 

lineage the Maula'na says that he was born in 370/980 in 

the village of Sarfa and died in 428/1037. According to 

his biography written by his desciple Abu 'Ubaid Jurjani, 

his education began at Bukhara with Holy Quran. Later he 

studied arithmatics, jurisprudence, logic, philosophy, 

1. Ibid. pp.290-291, 2. Ibid. p.295. 

3. Ibid. p.301. 
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medicine and and Metaphysics. 

He was very firm in his faith. His father and 

brother were the followers of Isnia*i.ly sect. In times of 

hardships, during his educational career, he turned to 

mosque, performed salat and pray to Allah to solve the 
2 

complications . His religious firmness can be judged by 

his will, which he dictated to his friend Abu S^e^d bin 

Abi al-Kh_air Su"f i, 

"You must remember AlDlah first and last, you 

must try to see Allah in your memory, you 

must stand firmly in His rememberance, you 

must know that salat is the best action, 

fasting is the best conduct, charity is the 

highest good .... The best action is 

humbleness, lust and greed must not come in 

the straight way of shari^at." 

Ibn Sina spent the major part of his life in the 

ministry of kings. But he never gave up his writings, 

which he had started at the age of twenty one. The 

Maulan"! gives a brief account of his books and treatises. 

Abu Reh'an at BiriTni : The Maulana writes that there is 

not adequate information regarding al-Biruni in the older 

books such as A^jbar al-^ukama( rv.X^!^V^^ )' Mu^am 

aludaba"'. Vol. II ( ^ V ̂ Ĵ ̂<«r̂"* )/ Tabaqat al-Atibba 

{ jL>M<^i-'l^ )/ Tatimmah gw7an al-gikmatah( •.•^jJ/^^f^P^) / 

and Mu]sJita?ar al-Daul( (L}>^!^ *̂ ^^^ Prof. Edward 

Sanjaw provides considerable information about al Biruhi 

in the introduction of Athar al-Baqiyah( TtUh^l ) • 

1. Ibid. p.308. 2. Ibid. p.321. 

3. Ibid. p.322. 4. Ibid. p.352. 
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He was born in 362/973 in Khwarizm and died at the 

age of seventy seven in 44 0/1049 at Gh.azna. He v;as a 

great scholar and historian. Al-Biruni had knowledge on 

diverse subjects. He had great ciritical ability. In 

religious realm he was rationalist. His historical 

writings are not only the narration of events but also a 

critical statement of facts. 

Al-Biruni had close relations with several rulars, 

but this relation was mainly based on his material needs 

as is clar from AtJ3a"r al-Ba"(jiyah The Maulan'S says that he 

was rationalist and did not give importance to any thing 

beyond reason. He was a believer, inclined towards 

Shiahism with a dislike towards 'Arab culture and a 

preference of Iranian culture which he has thorughly 

praised . 

Al-Biruni wrote books on astronomy, astrology, 

arithmatic, medicine etc. He also sometimes has occasion 

to indulge in discussion with Ibn Sina. The author says 

that \-jas a constant witness to the conquering mission of 

Mahmild and has written about it in a beautiful and 

effective way. He was a great traveller. 

Al-Ghazali : Writing on the towering personality of al-

GJiaz'ali the Maulana has presented a lucid account which in 

its historical perspective is quite informative. 

Acclaimed by Posterity as Hujjat al-Islam and Zain 

al-pTn, al-Ghaz'ali was born in 1058 at Tabaran in T^s. 

His father was a poor sufi dervesh and earned through 

spinning and weaving profession. There was one younger 

brother of al-Qhazali who later became a sufi. Due to 

poverty his father could not provide education to them and 

1. Ibid. p.355 
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entrusted them over to one of his friends who would 

arrange for their higher education. Thus GJiazali began 

the study of theology and cannon law. But education, 

then, was more meant for wealth and prestige than for the 

sake of religion and faith. Al-Gh_az'a]i himself says, 

"We did not get education for the sake of 

Allah yet by the will of Allah it happend 

so."-̂  

At the age of about twenty he proceeded to the 

Nijamiyyah Academcy of NisJTapur to study under Abu 

al-Ma'ali at Juwaini also called Imam al-Haramain. Here 

he studied theology, cannon-law, philosophy, logic, 
2 

daalectics, natural sciences and sufism etc, Al-Ghazali 

gave early proof of his excellence of learning. In the 

words of Im'am al-Haramain, 

"Al —G_hazali among my pupils is such a 
3 

fathomless ocean full of precious things." 

It was about this time that be began to lecture and 

started writing books. At Nishapur he also learnt the 

theory and practice of sufism from Abu 'Ali al Fadl al 

Tusi Nizam al Mulk, the great vizir of Saljuq Sovereign 

Malik Sji'ah, was a great patron of scholars and had built 

Madrasas in every town of the kingdom. Nizam al Mulk was 

highly impressed by the fame and profound learning of al-

Ghazali, therefore he appointed him to the chair of 
4 

Theology at Nizamiyyah Academy. 

1. Ibid. p.388. 

2. Ibid. p.389. 

3. Ibid. p.390. 

4. Ibid. p.392. 
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But serving four years at Nizamiyyah and at the 

height of his career, al-Ghazali began to feel sick with 

this way of life which was full of fame, wealth and 

influence, but was devoid of real sincerity and selfless 

dedication. This change of heart soon over took him and 

he began to pine away as all appetite was lost. Finally 

he left the glory of his fame and influence in Baghdad and 

wont to Damascus. For ten years he lived in complete 

anonimity and seclusion devoting himself to contemplation 

and meditation. Probably during this period, he kept 

wondering and also visited the holy towns and various 

shr 1 ncs ., 

The Maul ana quotes from al--Munqidh min al-Dalal 

( C:J)jJ^J^i-X'Jj'X})) by a 1 - G};j_a z"a 1 i and writes spiritual 

prices, 

"Right from my young age of twenty till now 

at the age of over fifty I am inclined to 

investigate the truth and distinguish 

between the true and false, always I kept 

probing the doctrins and secrets of siJfis, 

philosophers^ ascetics , atheists and 

theologians. I never relied upon a 

statement merely on the authority of 
2 

others." 

In order to describe about the philosophy of al-

Ghazali the Maulana says that he divided the philosophers 

into three groups; (i) Materialistic, (ii) Naturalists 

(ill) Theists. Al-Ghazali categorised the philosophy into 

six groups such as logic, arithmatics, natural science, 
3 

metaphysics, ethics and politics . 

1. Ibid. p.392. 2. Ibid.pp.392, 393 

3. Ibid.pp.409, 410. 
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Apart from the more important philosophers as 

mentioned above the Maul/ana gives a brief account of many 

other Muslim philosophers with their life, works and 

philosophy. They are as follow; Hakim Abu al wafa~ 

Bauzjani, Abu al-Qasim 'Ali bin al Hasan al 'Alvi, Ibn 

Haitham, Abu Sulaiman Muhammad bin Tahir bin Bahr"am, Ibn 

Ba Sjiahri Jily, Abu al-Barak¥t Baghdadi, Hakim Abu 

al-Qasim al Husain bin al-Fadl al-Raghib al-Isfahahi etc. 

Sources : 

The a u t h o r r e f e r s t o t h e f o l l o w i n g works i n t h e 

c o m p i l a t i o n of t h i s book: 

Alsjibar al-IJukama( Kaghf a l -^unu"n , 

V o l . 1 / I I ( r J <t C v ^ ^ ' ^ j t ^ ' V ) ) , T a b a q a t al-Umam( / V / ^ t ^ > ) , 

Tabaqa t a l -At^ ibba , V o l . 1 , I I ( r , t ^ ' M ' J l " ^ ^ ^ ^ ) ' F e h r i s t of 

Ibn Nadim( ( t l ^ G j c K t i ^ - ^ / ) / a l - M u j i b f i T a j ^ I s _ ( (̂ A-̂ >̂ ** 

0 . _ ^ ^ ) , Ajilibar a l -Mac^Ir ib( v , ^ ^ ^ ^ r , ( > f ) , Mugaddimah 

ibn Khaldun( 0 '>^C/ ; l / ^>J< ' ) / Ibn K h a l l i k a n , V o l . I , I I 

( t̂ , 1 c-o^CifJ ) ' SJparlj M i l a l wal Na^K c J ^ ' ^ c P ' ^ ^ ^ ' 

Tar ikj i F a l s a f a h a l - I s l a m ( r^JA^^S)} >^^^di'(y.^'* )» Tari ls i l a l -

Uukama ( t[J^^f ^:'), :FUSUS a l - I j ikam ( J^)cr^ ) ' 

M'ujam a l Bu]dan( Ci- '^^y^/^-^ ) ' Zad a l M u s a f e r i n 

( 6 > ; r > U J M ! ) ) , Tatimmah ?wan al-^ikmatahC;::^^^^^]/^^^) / 

M'ujam a l Udaba( . ^\i^^)))A^ ) ' Tahcjhlb a l A l ^ l a q of 

Miskawayh( 0>i^)v' .T>^*^ ' Rasa ' i l I l ^wan a l g a f a . V o l . IV 

( > U ^ j ( < ^ ) / | j W ) ' TariKli F a l s a f a - i I s l a m ( ^vj-^l^i^JL^^^'-'O , 

T a j a r i b al-Umam( f^^}S-x^' ^ ' T a h a f a t - u T a h a f u j a l -

Falasafah( /,j^jii, St/_'^\]p;^^') > A t l j i r a l - B 5 q i y a h ( ^ U i y b > r 

) / Kit"ab a l - H i n d ( >V/iVj-l!:l^) / T a b a q a t a l -

S h a f i ' i y y a h , Vo l . IV( ^ . y ^ li:J|(j!:i>lj^ ) / g h a d h r a t a l - D h a h a b 

( <<^^ZJ\ ^TU^y*^ ) , Munqidh Min a l - p a l l K (3\V^jAt>!>!^) / 

A l - Q b a z a l K (J]j^^ ) ' A l - K i t a b a l - M u t a b a r , V o l . 1 1 

( Y g- . * t « > / | v t > - * ^ ^ ) / . , . ^ a r b - I s I i a r a t ( <.*vjj(j^. |^ A/ ) e t c . 
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2.5 : HUKAMA-I ISLAM VOL, II 

The second volume of ^ukama-i Islam was published 

in 1956. It presents a good deal of information about the 

Muslim philosophers (hukama) who flourished during the 

Mongol, Tatar and Ottoman rule as also about Muslim 

philosohors of India of medieval and modern period. 

The Maulâ na points out that medieval and modern 

periods are generally considored as the periods of decline 

with regard to the development of Muslim Philosophy and 

scholarship. But this is not correct. It is also wrong 

to believe that philosophical works written in these 

periods are not original and these are only commentaries 

of older works. But the author agrees with the wel-known 

German scholar Dr. Bartin whom he quotes, that these 

periods, contrary to the above-mentioned view, have been 

moved productive in the history of Isl"amic philosophy. In 

this period the philosophers not only corrected many 

misunderstadings about Greek Philosophy, but also 

contributed many original ideas. 

In the preface of the book ' Abd al-Salam regrets 

that unfortunately there is no book highlighting the 

contributions of these philosophers, so that the world 

should know about their achievements. Because of the lack 

of any good work students of Islamic studies are generally 

unware of the ideas and original works of these hukama. 

It was this need that prompted the Maulana to write this 

book. 'Abd ai-Salam has divided the development of Muslim 

philosophy in three stages; (i) Mutaqaddimin, (ii) Mutawa-

ssitln, (iii) Muta'akhirin. The first volume dealt with 

the Mutaqaddimin and second volume deals with Mutawassitin 

and Muta'akhirin. 
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*Umar Khayyam (440/1049-526/1132) : 

He was generally known as a Ruhaj_ poet in India and 

Europe. But indeed he was a great philosopher and 

Matliomatlcian. The Maulina writes that 'Umar K_hayyim's 

'metaphysics is quite simple and understandable. In a 

treatise Kaunr^^a_Ta_klJl( .^^^^^^^Oj/) 'Umar Khayyim 

replied the two questions of Abu Nasr Muhammad bin 'Abd 

al-Rahim, a descipje of Tbn Sina, i.e. 

(A) wiiy Allah created the world, particularly the 

mankind. 

(B) Why mankind is bound to obey and worship Allah. 

The reply of 'Umar Kliayyam to the first question is 

that creation of human being is the ultimate cause of 

:-xi stance. And the answer to the second question is •'hat 

mankind is bound to obey because it is formal cause of 

divine wi11. 

'Umar Khayyam further wrote that the answer of 

these questions are based on three basic things:-

(A) Existence of a thing. 

(B) If it exists, then what it is. 

(C) Causality.-'' 

'Umar Khayyam thought that predistination (jabr) is 

nearer to the reality than free will (gadr) . The author 

further writes that his ta§awwuf was philosophical but 
2 within the frame of Islamic teachings. 

1. Ijulama-i Islam^ Vol. II, ^Abd al-Salam Nadvi, Dar al-

Musannefin, Azamgarh, 1956, p.4. 

2. Ibid. p.7. 
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Ibn Bajjah (d.ll38) : 

He was a celebrated Spanish Muslim philosopher, 

commentrator of Aristotle, physician, mathematician, 

astronomer, poet and musician. A wel-known historian Ibn 

Sa'eed wrote that he was much appreciated in the West as 

al-Farabi in the East. He wrote a number of books but 

unfortunately most of them have been lost. Some of books 

on logic and the Hebrew translations of treatises are 
2 

preserved m Public Library of France . 

Ibn Bajj ah made a distinction between the liuman and 

animal actions, i.e. in the animal actions there is no 

thinking while human activities are based on thinking. He 

said that if somebody, for instance, smashes a stone to 

pieces because he has stumbled against it, he is behaving 

withDut a purpose ]ike a child or an animal; but if he does 

this in order that others may not stumble against it, his 

action must be considered manlike, i.e. directed by 
3 

reason . 

Ibn Tufail (1110-1185) : 

He was also a Spanish Muslim philosopher, 

physician, mathematician poet and scientist. He practised 

m.edicine at Granada and finally became the chief royal 

physician to the Muwahliid ruler Abu Yaqub YiTsuf (1163-84) . 

The author says that there is very little information to 

be found about Ibn Tufail in the books of history of 

Spanish Islam by Ibn al-Kjiatib or *Abd al wahid Marakashi's 

book al-Mujib fi al-Talljhis. 

Ibn Tufail had written many books on physics, 

metaphysics and philosophy. But he became famous for his 

1. Ibid. p.25. 
2. Ibid. p.30. 
3. Ibid. p.32. 
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philosophical work "Ijayy bin Yaqagan" ( (^\JILZJ (^ (J ) , {The 

Living One, Son of the Vigilant). This book has been 

translated into a number of languages, i.e. Hebrew, Latin 

and later on other European languages such as Dutch, 

Russian, Spanish, French and English . 

Shihab al-Din Suhrawardi Maqtul (550/1154-587/1192): 

The author writes that till this time he has no 

parallel in tagawwuf and philosophy(gikmat I^auqiyah and 
2 

gikmat Bahthiyah) . He also composed poetry both in 

Arabic and Persian which was based on philosophy, 

ta^awwuf and ^irfan'. Ibn Khallikan noted some of his 

poetry regarding desire (nafs) and said it is on the 
3 

pattern of Tbn Sina . 

Shihab al Suhrawardi,, also known as ^ail^ al-

I^liraq, was in the beginning a follower of Aristotle's 

philosophy. But later on he turned to lead a life of 

piety and abstinence. In this process he realized and 

recognised a new spiritual world. This "complete 

spiritual order" is according to the author known as the 

Philosophy of Ishraq (Illuminations). 

There had been some philosophers, particularly in 

Iran, Greece and India, whose central philosophical themes 

were Dt̂ aug (flair), Mu^hahidah (observation), abstinence 

and MujShidah(self-tortures). The elaboration and 

development of these philosophical themes is the subject 

of Sljaiyi al Isjiraq in his famous book gikmat al-Ishragiyah 

1. Ibid. p.42. 
2. Ibid. p.53. 
3. Ibid. p.61. 
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The MauJaTna divides the Shaikh's works into three 

parts; Logic, Physics and Metaphysics. According to the 

philosophy of Shai}^ al-lsjiraq, the world affairs are 

conducted by spiritual povv'er. This spirituality can be 

seen in material things even. For example in this 

physical world sexual relation is seen as the highest mode 

of human ecstasy, but even in this there are also 

spiritual feelings. This is obvious becase a man does not 

have sexual relations with a beautiful dead lady because 

the body is without soul. 

It is thus only logical to conclude that all 

spiritual and metaphysical entities like miracles, dreems, 

devils, paradise and hell, l;i'ur and giiilman meet in one 

place in their own spiritual world, which is by ^ailib. al-

Igjjraq called 'Alam al-Asbah(the world of spirits). 

Ibn Rushd(1126-1198) : 

Earlier, very little was known about Ibn-Rushd and 

that is his full importance was not realized by many, 

untill the wel-known French scholar Prof. Renan wrote a 

book on Ibn-Rushd. The book was soon translated into 

English in Hyderabad and published in 1912 from 

Sikandrabad Sarkari Matba'. It was further translated into 

Urdu and published from Dar al-Tarjumah Jamiah Utjima'niyah 

in 1929. The Arabic scholars were also inspired from the 

book of Renan. Farh Antun, the editor of al-Jami'ah, wrote 
2 

a book in Arabic under title "Ibn-Rushd and Philosophy." 

Besides French, English, Arabic etc. a lot of book 

about Ibn-Rushd are also available in Urdu. Nawab ' Imad 

al-Mulk, Maulvi Sayyed Hussain Belgrami wrote an article 

1. Ibid. p.87. 
2. Ibid. p.100. 
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on him. After that Shibli also wrote an article in 

al-Nadvah (Magazine). Maulvi Muhammad Yunus Ahsani 

Farangi Mahali wrote a book on Ibn Rushd and it was 

published by Dar al-Musannefin Azamgarh in 1923. 

Ibn Rushd whose real name was Muhammad was a 

scholar of Islamic sceicnes as well as Natural sciences. 

He was a great philosopher of the Muslim West in the 

Middle Ages. The Maulana divides his books into six 

subjects such as philosophy, medicine, fiqh, 'Ilm al-Kalam 

astronomy and 'Ilm-i Nahu(Grammer). He also describes the 

nature of the books and whether the book is available or 
^ 2 

not. 

The author writes that, on the one hand, there is 

no innovation and uniqueness in the works of Ibn Rushd. 

His knowledge of medicine is limited to the books of Galen 

(Jalinus); his philosophy is derived from Aristotle's 

works; in astronomy he is indebted to Almajast; his fiqh 

was the fiqh of contemporary and classical scholars of 

Maliki school. On the other hand his unique contribution 

comes from his level of excellence in the field of 

criticism which only few intellectuals were able to reach 
3 

before or after him. 

Ibn-Rushd has been the greatest commentator of 

Aristotle's philosophy indeed. But unfortunately he did 

not know the Greek language. This caused him at place to 

commit mistakes. For example he was unable to make 

distinction between Pythagorous and Democretus and 
4 

considered both as one and the same person . 

1. Ibid. p.100. 

2. Ibid. pp.133-145. 

3. Ibid. p.151. 

4. Ibid. p.152. 
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The writing of Ibn Rushid is generally dry and empty 

from any literary taste. This is partly due to nature of 

his subjects. He kept in mind three main objectives in 

philosophy; (i) Abridgement and commentary of Greek books, 

particularly the books of Aristotle. (ii) Contradictions 

of Ibn-Sina and al-Fa"rabi in relation to Aristotle, 

(iii) Refulation of Asharites. 

Ibn-Rushd's commentories on Aristotalian works are 

of three types: (i) Simple and basic commentories, (ii) 

Middle commentories, (iii) Abstract. 

The author writes that at that time there were two 

groups among Muslims with regard to logic and philosophy. 

According to the group of jurists (fugaha) and 

traditionalists (Muhaddel^in) the learning of philosophy 

and logic was not permissible as due to them religious 

beliefs become weak. The second group had the view that 

religion itself is a philosophy and ghari^h can be 

rightly explained through the philosophy it expounds. So 

one cannot be separated from the other. However, every 

explicit thing has the other side which is implicit. 

Therefore shari^ah is explicit and philosophy is implicit 

in it. 

Ibn-Rushd knew both of these aspects, i.e. on the 

one hand he was a philosopher and on the other hand he was 

also a mujtahid and fagih. So he tried to harmonize 
— 2 

religion with reason on equal terms. But as a philoso

pher he confined the philosophical interpretation of some 

aspects of shariah only to those who were intellectuals 

and sound in reasoning. 

1. Ib:.d. p. 154. 
2. Ibid.p.202. 
3. Ibid. p.204. 
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The author states that there are two arguments in 

Quran regarding the existance of Allah. According to Ibn 

-Rusjid one is Dalil 'Annatiyah and the other is Dalil 

Ikhtarâ  (contrivance) . The first one Dalil 'Annatiyah is 

based on two things; (i) Every thing of the world is in 

perfect harmony with the needs of the human beings, 

(ii) This perfect harmony between things and human needs 

is not the result of any chance and accident, but it has 

been created and brought into existance by a Being who 

commands His will. 

Dalil Ikhtara is also based on two principles; 

(i) that this world is created, (ii) and that every 

created thing must have a creator. 

So according to this argument those who wanted to 

know about the existence of a creator, they must devote to 

the knowledge of nature of the matter. Because one who 

does not know the essence of the matter will also not be 

able to comprehend the source of the existence of the 

matter . 

The Maulana says that the philosophical ideas and 

views of Ibn-Rushd was popularized by a jf̂ wish scholar 

namely Mechael Scot who introduced Ibn-Rushd's work in 
2 

Europe . 

Ibn-Rushd's ideas were attacked severely by the 

orthodox for his attempt to bring Aristotle and Islam 

together. As a result Amir Abu YiTsuf Yaqub al Mansur 

ordered the burning of all his works except books on 
3 

medicine, arithmatic and asttonomy . It is through the 

orientalists that Ibn-Rushd's philosophy was resorted to 

the Muslim East again from older Latin translations. 

1. Ibid. pp.209-210 

2. Ibid. p.169. 

3. Ibid. p.119 
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Imam Razi (543/1149-606/1209) : 

Imam Fakhr al-Din Abu 'Abd-Allah better known as 

Imam Razi, whose geneological link goes back to Hadrat 

'Umar. He was a mufassir, philosopher, mutakallim and 

faqih at the same time. In the last years of his life, he 

became a sufi and led a life of abstinence. He compiled 

Tafsir-i Kabir towards the end of his life. It is 

therefore in Tafsir-i Kabir that one can find this 

sufistical influence in his philosophical discussions.-'-

The Maulana is of the view that whereas Ibn~ Sina 

and al-Farabi are known for thier support to Aristotle's 

philosophy. Imam Razi's significance lies in his 
2 

criticism of Aristotle's philosophy . According to the 

author Imam Razi adopted the middle-way, i.e. he did not 

reject Aristotalian philosophy to the extent that was 

acceptable^whereas he refuted and denounced which was not 
3 

agreeable . He also tried to reconcile religion with 
reason. He made logic as an independent branch of 

learning. Before him it was considered as an instrument 
— 4 

of learning ('ulum-i 'Aqliyah) . Th 
logic was thus developed by Imam Razi 

— 4 
of learning ('ulum-i 'Aqliyah) . The present form of 

Apart from these famous philosophers the Maulana 

also gives brief accounts of the following philosophers: 

Maimun bin Najib al wasty, who was appointed as an 

astronomer in the observatory (Rasad Kh'anah) of Malik Shah 

Saljuqi in 1075, Abu al-Fath Kaushik also worked in the 

observatory of malik Shah Saljuqi, 'Abd al-Rahm'an Kh'azin 

was mathematician of 11th century , Saif al-Din Amdi (552/ 

1157-631/1234) Sadid al-oln bin Raqiqah (564/1169-

635/1128) etc. 

1. Ibid. p.219. 2. Ibid. p.224, 
3. Ibid. p.228 4. Ibid. p.237 
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Philosophers of Mongol and Tatari period : 

The next part of the book deals with the philoso

phers of Mongol and Tâ tari periods (657/1259 to 923/1517). 

In the beginning the author focuses on the political 

situation between 1259 to 1517, when a considerable part 

of Islamic land had been ruled by Mongols and the rest was 

ruled by Turkish and 'Arabs. Due to the unfavourable 

attitude of Tatars the Muslim intellectuals began to 

migrate and settle in such Islamic countries as Egypt and 

Syria which were the centres of many intelectual 

activities. 

The Turks were generally interested in natural 

sciences such as arithmatics and medicine. In the period 

of Mongols it was Nasir al-Din Tusi who laid the 

foundation of rational sciences and contributed 

considerable works. 'Abd al-Salam chose six philosophers 

of this period and mentions a good deal of information 

about their geneologies, ideas and works. They are as 

follows:-

1. Nasir al-Din Tusi (597/1201 to 672/1274). 

2. Qutb al-Din Shirazi (634/1235 to 710/1310). 

3. Qadi Add al-Din I'jaz (680/1282 to 756/1355). 

4. Qutb al-Din Razi (d~776/1375). 

5. S'ad al-Din Taftazini (722/1322 to 793/1391). 

6. *Ali bin Muhammad al-Sayyad al Stiarif al-Jurjani 

(740/1335 to 816/1413). 

Philosophers of Ottomans period : 

The Maul"ana writes on the authority of Haji Khalifah 

that there were many wel-known philosophers in the Middle 

Ottoman period. Such as Shams al-Din Fanari, Qadi Zadah 

Rumi, Khwajah Zadah/Allamah *Ali QausJijI, ^Allamah ibn Kamal 
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and Fadil ibn Katai. But in the declining days of Ottoman 

when 'Ulama acquired power and influence, they opposed 

sufism as well as philosophy. Because of this resistance 

philosophy could not make much headway. Among all the 

above mentioned philosophers the author chose only Khwajah 

Za"dah (d-893/1488) and discussed him at some length. 

Philosophers of later period : 

In the later period 'Abd al-Salam selected five of 

the philosophers to discuss at some length. They are as 

follows:-

(i) Âllaraah Jalal al-Din Dawwani(d-918/1512): He wrote 

notes on ^arh Mutali^ Sjjarh Tahcajilb and a treatise 

regarding the faith of Pharao of Moses. 

(ii) Ala' al-Din al-Tusi : He wrote Sharh Mawafiq. 

(iii) *Ali bin Muhanunad Qaushji (d-877/1473) : He wrote 

Sharh Tajrid, Risalah Mutiamimadiyah and Risalah 

Fat-hiyyah. 

(iv) Mir Muhammad Baqar Datriad (d-1041/1632) : He wrote 

Qabasat, Sirat-i Mustaqim, 5har'-al Najat. 

(v) Muhammad bin Ibrahim E^irazi (d 1050/1640) : This 

celebrated philosopher is popularly known as "Mulla 

Sudra". His main works are al-Asfar al-Arba*ah. 
• m ^ — . . , — II I . 1 — ,., I - I I , - I . I I • 1 ^ • I -

The first volume of this book deals with existence 

and accidents (wujud and A'rad), second volume 

relates to Physics, third volume is about 

metaphysics and fourth volume deals with nafs 

(Psyche). 
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Philosophers of India : 

According to the author in India scholars and 

intellectuals came from foreign countries. 'Ulama used to 

come in groups in the period of Jam Nizam al-Din of 

Sindh, because he established religious institutions and 

patronized them. Two wel-known scholars Shaikh 'Abd-

Allah and Shaikli 'Aziz-Allah came from Multan and settled 

at Delhi and Sambhal respectively in the period Sikandar 

Lodhi. 

Among the Mughals, Akbar who had introduced 

Din-i Ilahi, patronised philosophers and invited many 

scholars to his court. When Mir Fath-Allah Shirazi 

became a courtier of Akbar, he introduced the rational 
3 — ^ sciences in the curriculum . Mir Zahid Harwi (d 1101/ 

1690) is the most eminent philosopher during the period of 

Shahjahan and Aurangzeb, who excelled in Ma'qulat. He 

was appointed as a muhtasib (checking officer) by 

Aurangzeb. Mulla Hakim Siyalkoti (d 1067/1654) was also a 

philosopher and scholar of rational science in Shahjahan's 
. 4 reign . 

'Abd al-Salam nadvi writes that it was for these 

reason that in almost all the provinces of India 

gradually students started to study the rational sciences 

alongwith religious sciences. But after 1130/1718 the 

patronization of the scholastic philosophers stopped 

because some cruel and tyranical rulers seized the grants 

and estates. However the teaching of rational sciences 

continued. 

1. Nizam al-Din became the Sultan of Sindh in 866/1462. 

2. Fath-Allah Shirlzi was a wel-known philosopher of 
Akbar'8 period. 

3. Ibid. p.318. 

4. Ibid. p.319. 

5. Ibid. p.32 0. 
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In the field of rational sciences two schools i.e.Farangi 

Mahal and Khair-Abad came to be greatly distinguished and 

contributed a lot in the development of rational scinces. 

The author selected six scholars of Farangi Mahal and 

three scholars from the family of Khair-Abiid for 

discussion. At the end he chose seven scholars such as 

Mulla mahmud Jaunpuri (d . 1062/1652), Mulla Muhib-Allah 

Behari (d 1119/1707), Maulvi Ghulam Yahya Bihari (d 1128/ 

1816) etc. 

Soiirces : 

The Maulana took h e l p from t h e f o l l o w i n g s o u r c e s i n 

t h e c o m p i l a t i o n of t h i s book; 

Tatimmah ^^7an a l - g i k m a t a h 

T a b a q a t a l - A t i b b a , V o l . 1 1 ( > ' L ^ ^ j / » . i ^ t : ^ ) , Tabaga t a l -

Umam( /-NjJ ^j^{X^ , TabagaTt a l - S h a f i V y a h , Vol .V, VI 

( '\''^ ^ ; ^ ^ } ^ \ ^ ) ' I b n - A t j j i r , Vol.X i ^o c ^ \ ( ^ \ ) . 

Aklibar al-Hukama( ^ \J^\i^} ) ' Ibn K l j a l l i k a n , V o l . 

I , I I , I I I ( ^,x'^i^ivi^^^iiyj ) ' Q a l a i d a l ^Aqy in 

( (,\r^\y''^' ^ ' S h a d h r a t a l Djiahab, V o l . IV, V ^^i^^^J/^ 

*'cr> ,<^ c- ) , Nafahal Teeb V o l . K ^_^J^\ (^ ) ' 

al-Mu^jib f i Ta l l ih i§ ( <J^"(J-~g^^ ^' a l Dib'aj a l -

Mudjiahhab( *^^-^^^ir»\,^JJ ^' TahFfu t -u T a h a f u t - i a l -

Falasafah ( 2JL^jk^S^c^^^^^< ^ ' F a s l a l - M a g a l 

( c J ^ i J ^ ) ' Badr a l - f a t i ^ ( dWJh^^ ^' 

al-Fawa^id a l - B a h i y a h ( ,^^Ay^S^\y^^ ^' Kashfa l -Zunun 

( ( ^ ^ J v ^ i ^ ) . tmafi^IQ^in V o l . 1 ( 6 ^ 1 > ( j t > ) , 

Mathir a l Umara, V o l . 1 ( ^)^^'^)}J^ ^ ^' T a d l i k i r a h -

' U l a m a - i Hind( * V ' ^ L U ^ / > ' ) ^ t c . 
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2.6: IMAM RAZI 

The book Imam Razi is written by 'Abd al-Salam 

Nadvi and published by Dar al-Musannefin, Azamgarh in 

1950. The book provides a good deal of information about 

the life and works of Imam Razi as well as his vipw--

regarding the important matters of Philosophy,'llm al-Kalam 

and Tafsir. 

In the preface the Maulana writes that, no doubt, 

the beginning of rational science ('Ulum-i 'Aqliyah) came 

in the lime light during the 'Abbasid period. But great 

scholastic philosophers emerged only in 4th & 5th Century 

hijrah and they made considerable contribution in the 

rational field. Most eminent among them are Imam Ghazali 

and Imam Razi. The MaiPana describes that the books which 

had been written on scholastic philosophy upto 4th Century 

hijrah were very difficult, ambiguous and their ideas were 

incoherent and incomplete. Imam Ghaza'li was the first who 

solved the complications and ambiguity in an unambiguous 

and simple way. After him. Imam Razi further developed 

this rational thought in more detailed and comprehensive 

way. 

Imam Razi collected the available scholastic 

philosophy, which had been written earlier, as also its 

problems. He studied them thoroughly and analysed 

critically. The Maulana says, 

"^llamah Shibli compiled the views and 

thoughts of Ghazali regarding philosophy and 

Îlm al-Kalam. Like wise I have compiled the 

views and ideas of Imam Razi." 

1. ImSm Rgzi, 'Abd al-Salam Nadvi, oKr al-Musanefin, 
Azamgarh, 1950, pp.1/ 2. 
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No doubt Imam Razi wrote books on every field but 

his main contribution was related to philosophy and *Ilm 

al-Kalam. So, the Maulana states in this book the main 

emphasis is on his contribution in philosophy and Ilm 

al-Kalam. Imam Razi's rationalistic thoughts are also 

found in almost all his books but the foremost among them 

regarding faith (̂ aqa'id) and ̂ Ilm al-Kalam is Tafsir-i Kabir. 

His voluminous commentary Tafsir-i Kabir is very helpful 

for those who want to study Quran on philosophical level. 

His full name is Fakhr al-Din Muhammad Abu 'Abd-

Allah. he was called by the name ^haiy^^ al-Islam in 

Hirat, but he is better known as Imam Ra'zi. His father 

was a' great scholastic philosopher, sufi and mul;iadditil who 

compiled a book on Îlm al-Kalam under title "Q^ayah al-

Maram" ( r'tĴ  Cl^ ^ into two volumes. He was a preacher 

and popularly known as jjhatib, hence Im¥m Razi was also 

called Ibn al-Khatib. 

Imam Razi studied fiqh by al-Sumnahi and philoso

phy by al-Majd al-Jiily. After finishing studies both 

literary and religious in Ray he went to Khwarazm where he 

got engaged in relentless controversies with Mutazilites. 

So he was forced to leave the Country. He himself said. 

"I visited Transoxiana, Bukhara, Samarqand 

and India." 

Imain R^zi was so poor that his compatriots in Bukhara 

helped him when he fell ill. But later on he became very 

rich, he married his two sons to the daughters of an 

immensely rich doctor and after the doctor's death he 

became the owner of that property. The Maulana says that 

1. Ibid. p.6. 
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Imam Razi was respected by 'ulama", religious people and 

common people equally. Shihab al-Din Ghauri, Sultan of 

Ghazna, honoured him as well as Sultan Ghiyath_ al-Din 

Ghauri allowed him to open a school for the general public 

within the royal palace. he was also greatly respected 

by 'Ala' al-Din Khwarazm Shah Muhammad bin Takagji at 

Khurasâ n. Imam Razi had an important position in the 
2 court of Muhammad bin Takash. 

The Maul'an'a writes that there are different 

opinions regarding the death date and burial place of Im'am 

Razi. About his tostatment the author states that when 

Imam Razi was on his death-bed, he dictated his 

"testament" to his disciple Ibrahim bin Abi Bakr 

al-Isfah'ani. The text of this testament has been 

preserved in fabaqat al-A-̂ ibba( >l-i)\jV.-'.lrJ» ), Tabagat 

al-5hafi"yah( _^IdJK?^tl^A' ) and others^. Further the 

Maulana says that he got these words to be written in his 

"testament" , 

" I have had experience of all the 

methods of Kalam and of all the paths of 

philosophy, but I have not found in them 

either satisfaction or comfort to equal that 
- 4 which I have found in Quran." 

Imam Razi was a man good fortune and acquired the 

blessings of Allah both in worldly as well as in spiritual 

fields. *Allamah Subki wrote he was considered among 

Ahl-i Tasawwuf . The Maul'an'a writes about his personal 

life that he had immense wealth but never indulged in 

luxurious life. He engaged himself in scholarly works . 

1. Ibid. p.8. 2. Ibid. p.14. 
3. Ibid. p.18 4. Ibid. pp.20-24. 
5. Ibid. p.27. 6. Ibid. p.29 
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Imam Razi was a man of average height, broad chest, long 

beared and of loud voice. 

The MaulaTnâ  writes that the writing of ImiTm Razi 

deal almost with every aspect of Muslim intellectual life 

and include all the sciences of his time such as logic, 

arithmatic, metaphysics, natural and estoric sciences. 

Besides these writings he composed a large number of works 

on the purely religious sciences of exegesis (tafsir) and 

Islamic jurisprudence (fiqh)., He also composed poetry in 

Arabic and Persian. His Arabic poetry is preserved in 

'yabaqat al-A-^ibba. The Maula"na counts Imam Razi's eighty 

books giving only the names of these books and in certain 

cases also the language of the books. The author discussed 

in greater details some of his books. For example Tafsir-

j Kabir. 

Tafsir-1 Kabir : The book Mafatil? al-Qhayb( c_;^^J^b^) 

is popularly known as Tafsir-j Kabir. It is in XII volumes. 

The book is the most important theological commentary of 

Quran. Im"am Razi makes this also an occasion to expose his 

encyclopaedic knowledge in that he intermingles history, 

geography, astronomy, astrology with the commentary of 

Quranic text wherever possible. 

Discussions on the Works of Imam Razi 

from different angles 

(i) Imam Razi took help from all the available 

sources and tried to reconcile religious and rational 

philosophy. For example in philosophical writings he took 

help from the works of Ibn-Sina and al-Fa'rabi. In literary 

field he concerned himself more with al-Kaglish'af ( »J>(AO) ) • 

1. Ibid. p.30. 
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(ii) The main contribution of his writing is that 

they created a new era of Muslim learning. It is evident 

from the virritings of later scholars. 

(iii) The popularity of the works of Imam Razi is 

also clear froTi the fact that the people generally were in 

no need of reading older books any more. 

(iv) Imam Razi narrated the ambiguous and difficult 

matters of Tim al-Kalam and philosophy in a very simple way. 

(v) The Maul"ana writes about the number of pages he 

wrote in a day, which is far more than the normal average 

of a writer. 

(vi) Due to polemical controversies and adverse 

conditions Imam Razi had to struggle often for his academic 

pursuits. He used to write his problems at the end of 

every surah of Tafsir-i Kabir. For example after the 

tafsir of surah Yunus, he wrote that I am very sad and 
2 

broken hearted due to the death of my son Muhammad . 

(vii) Imam Razi's works are comprehensive and 

research-oriented. he discussed the issues in detail and 

compiled the arguments in one place. 

The author writes that thp> role of Imam Razi in the 

intellectual life of Islam was to support the orthodox 

policy and suppress rationalistic philosophy of Greek 

origin. Ibn-Sina and al-Fa'rabi are known for their support 

to Aristotle's philosophy while Imam Razi's significance 

lies in the critical evaluation of Aristotle's philosophy. 

Shahrzori wrote, 

1. Ibid. p.57. 2. Ibid. p.59. 
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"Imam Razi was an expert in arguments (qala 

and qeela) and no body equalled him during 

his time." 

The Maula'na further writes that the refutation of 

Aristotle's work was started from the very beginning. 

Sjiaikh_ Shihab al-Din Maqtul (d.,556/1161 ) founded Falsafa-i 

I^raq(philosophy enlightment) which was entirely against 

Aristotle's thought. In the same way Ima'm Razi refuted 

almost all Aristotle's philosophy and opened the way of 
2 

refutation of later writers. 

The author states that it is not clear that why did 

Imam Razi refute the philosophy? *Allamah Sh.ibli wrote in 

his book *Ilm-i Kalam that he refuted those philosophical 
- 3 -

issues which were against Islam. Imam Ghazali refuted 

generally the matters related to metaphysics in the light 

of Islam. But Ima'm Razi had the different view from other 

critics of philosophy and logic. He adopted the middle way 

i.e. he criticised the many points of Greek philosophy 
4 

v/hereas he also accepted, certain others. 

The Maulana highlights the peculiarities of the 

writings of Im¥m Razi that before him some books on philo

sophy were either too lengty or were top short. But Im'am 

Razi explained it very clearly and wrote it in the form of 

a commentary. He, firstly, arranged all arguments 

regarding an issue separtely, then he either supported it 

or refuted. His pet words which he used while he wanted to 

refute the philosophers were that such and such things are 

against the fuqaha and scholars. Thus Imam Razi contri

buted to change considerably the earlier view of philosophy 

1. Ibid, p.63 . 2. Ibid. p.64. 

3. Ibid. p.65. 4. Ibid. p.69. 
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and logic and made them independent and respectable 

subjects. Before him logic was considered as a part of 

'Uliim-i Aliyah. So the style of present day philosophy 
_ — 2 

and logic was given by Imam Razi . 

At the time of Imam Razi there were many issues and 

problems of philosophy left behind the Greek philosophers, 

but later on Muslim philosophers, in the light of Islamic 

faith, added to them some more problems of metaphysics e.g. 

prophecy, miracles, revelation, resurrection etc. Ibn-Sina 

has discussed, in his book I^harat, all these problems. 

Imam Razi himself accepted that this book is very important 

but at the same time he said that philosophical questions 

cannot be solved in accordance with the philosophical 
3 

doctrines themselves. 

In the philosophical discussion the Maulana took the 

following topics e.g. proof of existence of Allah, oneness 

of Allah, transcendanne, the problem of good and evil, 

visibility of Allah, predestination and free will, prophecy 

and life hereafter. The Maulana also gives the contentions 

of Muslim philosophers and ImFm Razi both. 

At the end of the book he discusses about Tafsir. 

In the beginning taf sir was a part of faditJl but later it 

developed and became an independent branch of learning. 

There are two types of taf sir, (i) 'Aqli (RationalJ^ (ii) 

Naqli (Traditional). 

li Jhi^. p.73. 'Ulun-i-Aliyah: learnina regarded as means 
of kna;ledyQ an^ inferior to%li5n-iAliya( j<JU.^^ ) i.e. learning 
rogard̂ l as an end in itself. 

2. Ibid. p.74. 

3. Ibid. p.77. 
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The author writes that Im^m Razi inclined more 

towards the rational school ('Ulum-i '^Aqliyah) . He often 

compiled the sayings (Aqw'al) of |?ukma' and philosophers in 

Tafsir-i Kabir. So many scholars think that this is a book 

of 'Ulum-i Aqliyah than tafsir and for this he was 

criticised by the scholars such as Hafiz Suyuti. Imam Razi 

himself said, 

"Some people came to me and said that you 

wrote about astronomy and astrology in your 

book Tafsir-i Kabir. 

Imam Razi replied to them that Allah Himself used 

astronomy and astrology, e.g. formation of day and night, 

changing conditions of sky and earth, quality of bright and 

dark. Allah Himself stresses the use of intellect and 
2 

praises to those who use intellect. 

The "aulana highlights the views of Im'am Ra"zi 

regarding the existence of Allah, Risalat and Prophecy and 

life hereafter. 

Sources : 

The Maulana took help from the following books in 

the compilation of this book : yabagat al-A^ibba, 

Vol.lK r^>^^^'v-^^)' Tabaqat al-§hafi'yah( ̂ %JAjf ^ ^ L ^ )/ 

TarT)^ al-Huka^ ( ^ L A ^ ' ^ ^ " ) , Muqaddi.mah ibn Khaldun 

( ^^jyX^^^\f^J», Akhbar al-Hukama ( ^l^jfyti/)/ Lisan 

al-Mizan, Vol.IV( (uh^i(*ji ^ ) ' Ibn AUlTr, Vol .XII 

( If l'J^\(*/J)' Muntakhab al-Tawarllili/ Vol -K /yyl!!!JK . ,>^) / 

M'ujam al-Buldan( ^^ ^Aj)/^ ^' T a f s i r - i Kabir,Vo.ll,lV,Vl.VII 

1 . I b id . p . 2 7 1 . 

2 . I b id . p .272 . 
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( < H ri r ^ ^y'-^^^rf^ )i SJiadhart a l -Dhahab, Vol .V 

( ro & (_>i>* jJf .^i^^jJ^ ) / Kashf a l -gunun, V o l . 1 , I I 

( flC-r-^^J^fLJ^^ ) , Mizan al-'Mtc&aK ,^\;:s\^l(^l^^ ) , 

Sharh Isi?"arat( '^t-1^ ( ^ I C ^ j ^ ) , Mub'abitll Mashruqiyah 

^ r ^ y ^ '^S^^^ ) » Asas a l -Taqd i s ( ifJZ:D I o - ' L - ^ I ) ' 
?ahih Muslim( ^ ^ ^ ^ ) , s iu f â  al-"^Alil ( ^ / ^ / > /JL;;^ ) , 

Nehatiya al-Aqdam( ^ j " 1 )* ^ 

( (3^^^/«^t!>^^ ) ' Itteqln( 
V ), Kitab al-Haywan 

(î l:vl )' Fatb al-Bari 
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2.7: TARISH-I ASHLAQ-I ISLAMI, VOL.1 

Tarikh-i Akhla"q-i Islami, Vol.1 by Maulan'a 'Abd 

al-Salam Nadvi, is an attempt to bring about the history of 

Islamic ethics. The Maulana felt the need to write the 

Islamic ethical history after going through the book of Likee -

( ^J^ )"Tarilih-i Akhla"q-i Europe" • By this the Maul'ana has 

also tried to fill up the void in Islamic literature. Till 

his day, there was no book available on the history of 

Islamic ethics. The book is published by Dar al-Musannefin, 

Azamĝ rh in 1939. 

The book discussps in detail the manners and 

behaviour of Arabs and Non-Arabs before and after the 

advent of Islam. It deals with the social, political, 

religious, economical and educational ethics in the light 

of Quran and haditji. 

In the preface the MauTan"! writes that ethics plays 

an important role in the history of nations and societies. 

But to demonstrate ethical changes is very difficult. As 

such there is very little contribution by the scholars 

towards the history of ethical development. It is easier 

to compile the political history of a nation because the 

stories of its rulers and their social and political 

contributions are often available in the historical 

records. But the elements and factors which affected their 

ethics were scattered in various places and not easily 

available. The characters of kings, officials, philoso

phers and sufis were different from each other. The author 

states that these changes of ethical values were made 

possible mainly due to political, religious and educational 

reasons. 
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Arab's behaviour and manners before Islam i 

The author writes that climatic condition, 

political system, religion and law, culture and civiliza

tion and mode of life have lasting effects on the ethical 

character of people. The Arabs were also influenced by 

the Christians, Romans and Iranians Culture and 

Civilization! The author describes the virtues and vices 

of the Arabs. The major vices of the Jahiliyah period 

were as follows: betting, gambling, usury , illegal grati

fication, immoral activities, shame lessness, immodesty, 

cruelty, robbery, treachery, begotry, revenge, malice, 

pride, ferocity and slaughtering their daughters. 

There are many immoral and sinful activities 

prevalent in the Jahiliyah period, such as: (i) Some 

wealthy people forced their slave girls into prostitution. 

Abd-Allah bin Abi Salul, was a wealthy man of Madinah and 
2 

he had s ix s l ave g i r l s for t h i s purpose . ( i i ) Ist ibgiS' 

marriage ( ^4S1>.J> ; )-". ( i i i ) A woman could have sexua l 

r e l a t i o n s with many men. Af ter pregnancy, she would p o i n t 

out one of those as the f a t h e r of a c h i l d and he had t o 
4 

accept i t . ( iv ) Occuption of p r o s t i t u t i o n . (v) Khadn 
( ^ > * ) marriage (secret relation with women) (vi) Muta(marriage for 

a f ixed p e r i o d ) , ( v i i ) Swapping of wives or mutual exchange 

of wives . 

1. T a r i k h - i Akhlaq-i I s l a m i , B o l . I , 'Abd a l -Salam Nadvi, 

Dâ r a l -Musannef in , Azamgarh, 1939, p . 2 . 

2. I b i d . p . 9 . 

3. Istibda marriage: In order to get noble heir, they 

used to send their women to nobler persons in order to 

have nobler dp'-cendants. Afterwards these women were 

called back by their husbands. 

4. Ibid. p.10. 
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The Maulana writes further that they were so 

immodest that hundreds of women and men performed tawaf 

( L-!-̂ /̂ ' ) °f th^ Kabah naked. Islam prohibits these 

shameless activities. 

The author says that due to continuous tribal wars, 

affiliation with their own tribe had become of supreme 

importance for them so much so that they would support 

their tribe in every condition - be it right or wrong. 

This can be seen in the verse of Jandab bin ̂ r bin Tamim 

who said, 

"Help your brother in every condition whether 

he is the perpetrator of cruelty or its 

victim." 

The author also says that even after tho death of 

the Prophet (PBUH) there was conflict^in the beginning between 

Muhajerin (migrators) and Angar (Madinah people) for 

leadership. Because the people of one tribe were not 

ready to accept a leader from the other tribe. Due to 

continuous conflicts and wars they nurtured sense of 

revenge and malice. To them blood called for blood. No 

punishment other than that of blood was acceptable to 
3 

them. Further he says that the majority of the people 

used to live in desert areas and in temporary settlements. 

They were called "Ahl al-Badawah". Their mode of life is 

differed from that of the "Ahl al-Haz'arah. They were full 

of vanity, uncultured, uncivilized and of rude behaviour 
4 

and harsh tongue . 

1. Ibid. p.13. 

2. Ibic. p.21. 

3. Hamdard Islamicus, The Pre-Islamic Arab Mentality- A 
Reassessment, Abdul Ali, Vol.IX, No.l, 1986, p.59. 

4. Op. Cit. p.28. 
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At the same time the author also focuses on their 

virtues and positive points, such as their intelligence, 

keeping of promise, bravery, loyality and generosity. The 

MaulaTna writes that the Arabs were intelligent and had 

intense sense of self respect. They respected their women 

and safeguarded their honour. A poet composed that my 

female neighbour has only complaint that I do not go to 

her house in the absence of her husband . They showed 

cruelty in wars and same times even broke treaties, but 
2 

they, generally, kept promises and agreement . The author 

writes that usually uncultured people are brave and strong. 

To them, it was a matter of pride to sacrifice their life 

in the battle field. This Arabic jahiliyah poetry 
— .- 3 

reflecting war pathos is also known as gamasiya"t( ^*t>'\^-^ ) . 
They were generous and ambitious people. One poet 

of Jahliyah period said. 

"We mixed our gold with silver and our wealth 
4 with poor." 

The Maulana further says that their generosity can be seen 

in their hospitality, gambling and drinking. Those who 

did not participate in these activities were considered as 
5 

miser . 

Apart from this the author has also described the 

mode of life and manners of the non-Arabs and compared 

them with those of the Arabs. He writes that the Arab's 

1. Ibid. p.34. 

2. Ibid. p.34. 

3. Ibid. p.36. 

4. Ibid. p.39. 

5. Ibid. p.40. 
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way of living was spiritual whereas the non-Arabs (AjinTs) 

were generally materialistic. Non-Arabs lost their 

spiritual quality due to their worldly position and 

luxurious lire. 

Quranic Ethics : 

The Maula"na says that the history of Islamic fiqh 

started after migration to Madinah. But the constituents 

of basic Islamic faith, i.e. Oneness of Allah (Tauhid). 

Prophacyf (Risalat) resurrection (Qay¥mat) had already 

been perfected in Makkah. With these basic beliefs 

Muhammad (PBUH) had focussed on ethical values. The 

author highlights the moral teachings of Holy Quran. For 

example respect for human beings, chastity, sympathy high 

morals of the Prophet, good modes of living and dealing of 

affairs and a regular check over evil doings (al-Amr bil 

Maruf). 

The Maulan"! writes that Arabs killed their 

daughters for the sake of their vanity or to get rid of 

their poverty. They used to kill people for revenge and 

sacrificed a male child to gain the blessings of their 
_ 2 

gods and goddes . But Quran prohibits human sacrifice . 

Along with adultery the Quran also prohibits all types of 

immoral deeds. There are many injunctions and punish

ments in the Qur'an and hadith. 

The Maulan"a writes that sympathy includes treaty, 

good relation with human beings, visiting patients, to 

attend the funeral prayer, talk with humbleness and low 
3 

voice and linient attitude tov̂ ard animals . He says that 
Qur¥n also discusses the right of parents and respect to 

1. Ibid. p.41. 2. Ibid. pp.48-52, 

3. Ibid. p.71. 
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parents and those who are in authority should use it only 

to the extent that Allah's commandments are not affected. 

There are many Quranic verses which highlight the relation 

between two Muslims as well as between a Muslim and a 

non-Muslim . It also guides us towards a better life. 

The people of Arabia changed their mode of life in 

accordance with the Qura"nic injunctions. 

The Maulan"â  says that after migration the Prophet 

(PBUH) taught them the manners regarding talking, meeting 
2 

and the conduct in society . In connection with the 

dealings in society and day-to-day life, he writes that 

the Quran lays great stress on keeping up of promises and 
3 

values of justice and honesty . It is not however enough 

for a Muslim to become a man of good manners and character. 

It is also a part of his moral duty to guide other people 
4 

to the same path . 

Ethical teachings of l;iadî  : 

After Quran the Maulah'a substantiated the teaching 

of ethics from the sayings of the Prophet (PBUH) . He 

writes in detail about the first pledge of ^Uqbah( -,^J^ ) 

and describes how the Prophet(PBUH) after preaching the 

Islamic message, took oath from the believers that they 

would not indulge in idol-worship, robbery, adultery, 

killings and defaming any one.. 

Moreover after migration, the author says, the 

Sahabah (companions of the Prophet(PBUH) often asked 

1. Ibid. pp.91-102. 

2. Ibid. p.110. 

3. Ibid. p.121. 

4. Ibid. p.123. 
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questions from the Prophet (PBUH) regarding moral 

behaviour and good manners and he would reply to their 

satisfaction. For instance, Muhammad (PBUH) said, 

"Do not call any one by his nick name so as 

his demerits are exposed." 

The Maulana divides the moral teachings of the Prophet 

(PBUH) into three parts; 

(i) Ugul-i Akblaq; The moral teachings which have been 

discussed in the Quran and form the basics of all 

high morals. 

(ii) Adab (Manners): The moral teachings by which a 

person would become religious, humble, polite and 

dignified. 

(iii) Makarj.m and Fadail (Nobility of character) : In 

this the moral teachings related to abstinence, 

continence and aloofness from worldly desires. By 

practicing the Prophet's teachings a man becomes 
2 

superior in character to common people . 

He further writes that the Prophet(PBUH) strongly 

condemned murder. Although Quran has not prohibited 

suicide in clear terms but Muhammad(PBUH) also prohibited 

abortion because it is a way to eliminate human race. He 

also prohibited all those acts by which the modesty of a 

woman is endangered. For instance - participation of 

women in outside meetings and taking bath in public 
3 bathrooms (Hamara) . The Prophet (PBUH) emphasized the use 

1. Ibid. p.141. 

2. Ibid. p.146. 

3. Ibid. p. 55. 
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of veil by women in the presence of even blind men. In 

addition to this the author writes that Muhammad (PBUH) 

taught sympathy and kind attitude towards human beings and 

even animals. He prohibited all acts of brutality and 

taught mercy and pity. 

Etiquettes : 

The Maulan'a writes that Muhanriad (pBUH) taught good 

manners and etiquettes both as a Prophet (PBUH) and as a 

father . He (PBUH) taught his followers how to act each 

and every sphere of private and public life. Such as the 

good manners of conversation eating, sleeping or attending 

assemblies or business. Regarding the moral teachings 

related to individuals, the author says, MuhadditJain have 

compiled all these teachings into a chapter entitled 

"Al-Zuhd wal Raqad"( J[yi^^^^\ ) . Sufis and pious 

men opt this way of life to save themselves from spiritual 

and social evils. 

In relation to political ethics, the author 

confines all those instructions of the Prophet(PBUH) to 

amirs and sultans particularly with regard to the 
2 

establishment of justice . 

The Maula'na highlights that how Muhammad (PBUH) use 

to teach ethics. He say^ that: 

(i) It is a very old tradition to teach ethics through 

ancient stories. But the Prophet(PBUH), in the 

beginning, prohibited even to see the Jewish and 

1. Ibid. p.178. 

2. Ibid. p.232. 
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Christians ethical teachings. But after the 

complete adoption of Islamic injunctions by his 

followers, he permitted to narrate from these 
1 

sources . 

(ii) Muhammad(PBUH) used to teach according to one's 

individual behaviour. For instance an angryman was 
2 

taught to control his anger etc. 

(iii) The Prophet (PBUH) used to give instructions after 

the occurances of some unusual events. For 

example, once in Madinah when a house got burnt up 

during night time, he advised to take the precau-
3 

tion of putting off the lamp before sleeping, 

(iv) Whenever the Prophet(PBUH) was impressed by 

something good, he taught it to his followers. 

(iv) The Maulana says that Muhammad(PBUH) taught even 

minor things in great detail. On some aspects his 

teachings were so comprehensive that they touched 
4 

upon all the ethical virtues and vices. 

The author writes that Islam is the combination of 

religion and temporal affairs (Din and Duniya). The 

ethical teachings of the Prophet(PBUH) are beneficial for 

both temporal and spirî tual salvation. He further says 

that in Islam din is predominant over duniya. So the fear 

of the punishment in the life hereafter and the hope of 

1. Ibid. p.232. 

2. Ibid. p.238. 

3. Ibid. p.240. 

4. Ibid. p.241. 
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reward in paradise stimulates positive ethical behaviour 

m human beings . 

The Maulana writes regarding the effects of Qur'anic 

teachings that it brought about a revolution in the life 

of the Sahabah (companions of Muhammad (PBUH)). They 

changed their lives and acted according to the Quranic 

injunctions. The Sahiabah were so deeply influenced by the 

ethical teachings and practices of the Prophet(PBUH) that 

they keenly observed his every movements and practised 
2 

them m their daily life. 

The Maula'na writes that the Makkan period was a 

period of trial for the Muslims. The qualities of 

patience, uprightness and steadfastness were developed in 

this period. Due to their steadfastness they tolerated 

every tyrannical attitude shown by the infidels (kuffar). 

For instance Jafar bin Abi Talib showed his steadfastness 

in the court of NajeTshi while replying to his questions 

regrding the status of Prophet 'Isa according to Quran. 

After migration to Madinah the qualities of 

sympathy, selflessness and hospitality developed further 

more. Angar(The people of Madinah) gave support to the 

migrators and through l̂oakliat (Islamic fraternity) 

they became brothers. The'̂ vpeople of Madinah (Ansar) 

shared their properly equally with the migrators 

(Muhajir). Those of them who had two wives, were even 

ready to divorce and give one wife to their M(3a]̂ hat 

brothers , if any one of them was left without a wife. 

1. Ibid. p.244. 

2. Ibid. p.253. 

3. Ibid. p.268. 
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The SaHabah and Sahabiyat showed their bravery 

during Qhazwat. They were always ready to sacrifice their 

lives for the sake of Islam. The Sahatiyah served food, 
2 

water and medicine m t h e b a t t l e f i e l d . At the end t h e 

Maullna" w r i t e s t h a t a f t e r see ing a l l t hese we can say t h a t 

Is lam shows man the h ighes t s t andards of e t h i c a l 

t e a c h i n g s . 

Sources : The Maul"ana used the fol lowing books a s source 

m a t e r i a l in the compi la t ion of t h i s book: 

Huj j t -Al lah al-BalagJiah( f ^ ^ i ^ f / ^ ) > gat i lh-

Bukhari( Cf/l^ /^^ ) ' ?ahiti Muslim( A.^ ^^ ) , Sunan 

Abu Daud( (^.fi>Ji'o^"^ ^ ' Sunan ibn-MajJh( f^CX^Cs^— ^ ' 

Mu^ttalmam Malik( i^L ^L-\Ab j ^ )/ Majma* al-Amtljal 

( ^iJ>^S)\^^ ) , Tabaqat ibn ga"d( ,,^^c*/f V^\XJ' ) , Usd 

al-Ql]iab"ah( ^ b / l » y ^ ) ^' Bulugjj a l -Arab f i A^iwal a l - A r a b , 

V o l . l K t ^ / c y - y ^ / J /^ j J ^-^J^} hj-)' Fattj a l - B T r i , Vol.V, 

VI, VII , IX, X, XIK,^^ IP c^ ^ i^G^.a^y^^ ^' T a f s i r Fatb 

al-Bay'a'n, Vol.IX, X( io q <7/:. \,_^i/^^->^'^' Jame* Tirmicjjii 

( 0.>y^^^ ) ' T a f s i r ibn Kath i r , Vol. VII I ( 

A f *^it "cT) / Nuvavi Sharh Muslim, V o l . 1 1 , XVIII 

/A , r \ l^'i/iycs^J ^ • Tafsir- lKabir , V o l . I l l , IV, V, VI, 

VII ( r j ^ _ ^ ^ * ) ' Tarikh al-Khulafa Sayu t i 

( j t ^ ^ ^ t r ^ / ^ ' ' ' ' ) - - £ H M n _ N e s a i ( I^KJKJ-^ ) • 

Al-Muwafeqat f i u§ul al-Aljkam( ^^^)\<^f^J(^^\^;iJ\J\ ) ' Adab-

al-Mufarrad( > l V i ^ - ^ ^ f ^' L i ^ J ^ ^ f^\j>) ^ ^^^-
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2.B: SEERAT ̂ UMAR BIN 'ABD AL-AZIZ 

Seerat'Umar bin Abd al-Aziz by Maulana Abd al-Sal'am 

Nadvi first appeared in 1920 from Dar al-Musannefin, 

Azamgarh. The Maulana writes that there were many books 

available on Umar bin *Abd al-Aziz in Urdu. But in these 

the authors discussed only his period's politicl history. 

On the other hand this book deals at length about his 

religious, political, social, moral and judicial aspects 

of his reign. 'Abd al-Salam himself said that if we talk 

about any personality then we have to see that what it has 

given to the world and we evaluate the society before and 

after that personality, that, how much, it has raised the 

society to higher level. On the other hand the author 

says, as regards Islam, we evaluate that how much he succeeded 

in bringing the Islamic society closer to the period of 

Muhammad (PBUH) and {jjiela'fat-i Ra'sh.idah. In addition to 

this he writes that *Umar bin *Abd al-Aziz was the only 

person who followed the model life of Prophet {PBUH) as 

closely as his Sahabah did. 

In the preface he discusses the Umayyac3>s position 

before Islam and their dominance over Banu Hashim. After 

Isl'am in the reign of Hedrat Utliman (RAD.A) many important 

government posts were held by Umayyads, but actual power 

came into the reign of Amir Muawiyah. After giving this 

back ground the Maulan'a took up 'Umar bin 'Abd al-Aziz and 

writes that in the history of Islam his reign is wel-known 

because he revived the model rules of the KJiulafa-i 

Rashedun. For a time the people started to feel as if 
- 2 

they were l i v i n g in the t ime of Sahabah(RAD.A) . 

1 . Seerat I'har bin Abd al-Aziz, Abd al-Salam Nadvi, Dar al-»lusannefin, 
Azamgarh, 1920, p.2. 

2 . I b i d . p . 5 . 



This book comprises of ten(10) chapters and the 

author tried to portray the ov̂ er all pictures of Umar bin 

'Abd al-AzTz with all the qualities of his personality. 

Chapter first deals with his family and geneological 

table. In which the author discusses his family 

condition, birth, education, marriage, governorship to 

Madinah construction of Masjid-e Nabvi & other mosques and 

his services as Amir of al-Hujj¥j. 

In the second chapter he discusses as to how he 

became caliph and accomplished his achievements as a 

caliph. He also focuses on the attitude of Kbawarij and 

the Umayyads. The author writes that Sulaim¥n bin Abd 

al-Malik had too much trust in Umar bin 'Abd al-Aziz that 

he appointed him as his vizir and nominated his successor. 

The Maulana focuses all the obstacles and hindrances which 

came in the v;ay to his nomination as his successor. From 

the first day of his caliphate he abandoned all the 

luxurious things which were only used by caliph and 

deposited all the things left by Sulaiman in the treasury 

(Bait al-Mal) . He emphasized greatly on fear of Allah 
- — 2 

(Taqwa), life after death (Akherat) and death . The 

MaulaTnâ  says that he returned all public property taken 

since the time of Amir Muawiyah. Due to this, he writes, 

khawirij, who always acted against the caliph, considerea 

that it is not good to fight against him. On the other 

hand Umayyads showed their anger and displeasure in many 
3 ways. 

Umar bin ̂ Abd al-Aziz instructed, the author says, 

to all governors that to have a liberal attitude to with 

Khawari j. In addition to this he writes that those 

1. Ib^d. p.22. 

2. Ibid. p.23. 

3. Ibid. p.31, 
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officials and governors who did not act rightly he 

dismissed them. The author writes that due to his 

straight forwardness Uraayyads felt discomfiture. They 

made a plan and poisoned him . He was died on 25 Rajab 

101/720. At the time of death he had only 25 Dinars and 

by this his funeral clothes & grave land had been 

purchased. The remainder of the money was distributed 
2 — — 

among his heirs . Then the Maulana focussed on the 
reverence and devotion of the people to him such as Ulama 

. 3 
visiting his grave and poets composing odes to him . 

Chapter three deals about his wives and children. 

He had four wives and sixteen children. The author writes 

all the names of his wives and children. Among his 

children he liked more Abd al-Malik and used to consult 
4 

him often . At the end of the chapter the author 

described his physical feature, that he was a man of whito 

complexion, thin face, dark eyes and had a spot on the 

forehead . In his last days his body became lean and 

emaciated perhaps due to his ascetic way of living . 

Chapter four deals with the moral practices of'Umar 

bin Abd al-Aziz. The Maulana vividly portrays his 

moralistic and sweet speeches, politeness, patience, 

prestige, modesty, fear of Allah, trust in Allah, 

affection to relatives and kind attitude towards his foes, 

visiting to sick and respect and company with 'ulama and 

intellectuals. 

The author writes that before he became caliph he 

was like a proud prince and man of rank and position, who 

1. Ibid. p.51. 2. Ibid. p.58 
3. Ibid. p.57. 4. Ibid. p.59. 
5. By the leg of horse in the childhood. 
6. Ibid.p.63. 
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wore costly clothes and used scents. But after becoming 

caliph he changed his whole attitude and adopted polite 

and humble manner . He never thought himself above a 
2 

slave and did not like his eulogisation . As regards 

honesty the author writes that the real trust and worth of 

a man can be tasted through public treasury (Bait al-Mal) . 

The Maulan'a keeps him on the top and writes that he never 

used a single paper or a light at the cost of Bait al Mai 
3 

for his personal work . Concerning his family relations, 

the author says that he loved very much his family members 

but his first preference was the caliphal work and public 

interest. His wife Fatrnah said, "after becoming caliph he 
4 

needed no obligatory bath" . He often instructed his 
officials that if any one was not able to approach him 

they ought to inform about such a person. He extended 

every possible help to the needy and poors. He had 

little interest in poetry particularly to moral poetry. 

He also used to compose, recite and listen from "others . 

Chapter V deals acts and prayers of Umar bin *Abd 

al-'Aziz. The Maulana describes about his salat, zakat, 

recitation of Quran supplication to Allah and the fear & 

punishment of Allah and the day of judgement. Here he 

also gives expression to his love to Ahl-e Bait & to the 

city of Madinah Refering to his fear of Allah the Maula'na 

writes that he feared by status, rank and wealth which 

made people to forget the fear of Allah . The Maulana 

1. Ibid. p.64. 
2. Ibid. p.66. 
3. Ibid. p.71. 
4. Ibid. p.85. 
5. Ibid. p.92. 
6. Ibid.p.97 -Muhaddith. ibn Jsuzi callected this type of 

poetry in the 30th chapter of his book and 
in 32nd chapter he collected his speeches & 

, . , ,„^advises. 
7. Ibid. p.103. 
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writes that due to political circumstances Banu Umayyah 

did not want to relate with the name of Hadrat *Ali, But 

'Umar bin 'Abd al-'Aziz said that the most ascetic man was 

Hadrat Ali . He loved the city of the prophet that once 

he said I can tolerate a wine drinker but not a grass 
2 

cutter of the Haram . 

Chapter six deals with reforms in socio-political 

and economic system of these days. The author writes that 

it has been observed that religion, politics^ morals, 

culture and other aspects of human society are corrupted 

and polluted by the end of a century. Hence the necessity 

of a reformer. Therefore, Jalal al-Din Suy'uti has rightly 

said that Hadrat ̂ Umar bin *Abd al-*Aziz was the foremost 
• • 

reformer, who was born to fulfil the task of reform and 

renewal . 

'Abd al-Salam says that although: he could not 

revive the earlier democratic spirit regarding the 

selection of a khalifa, yet at heart, he was in full 

support to it. As such he did not nominate any of his 
4 

sons as his successors . He insisted and ordered the 

believers to perform sal¥t on time. He reformed many 

short comings in levy and distribution of zak"at and taxes. 

Along with these he v̂ as very concious about the safeguard 

of Bait al-Mal and carefully watched the expenditure of 

every single dinar from it. The author writes that it is 

extremely necessary to av/ard exemplary punishment to the 

wrongdoers and law brokers in order to run the state 

smoothly. But he also gave many facilities & privilages 

to culprits. The Maul'an'a emphasizes that many people 

1. Ibid. p.109. 
2. Ibid. p.110. 
3. Ibid. p . m . 
4. Ibid. p.112. 
5. Ibid. p.119. 
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Chapter IX deals with the state administration. 

The author emphasizes on the obligatory duties of khilafat, 

main fetures of the state administration, principles of 

appointment and dismissal of the officials, dilim-nis rights 

and privilages of ĥimiiis and the revolutionary changes 

in the administration after him. The author writes that 

he was very committed and prompt with regard to the 

religious works as well as in the duties of ĵ il'afat . 

'Abd al-Salam has focused on the characteristic features of 

his administration and pointed out mainly thee peculiari

ties. 

(A) He revised the whole governmental mechanism and 

established it in accordance with ]̂ ljulafa-i 

Ra"shedu"n which was based on Quran, sunnat and 

Athar-i gahfabah. 

(B) He revived the democratic spirit. He did not give 
2 

any opinion and decision without consultation . 

(C) He respected the 'Ulama and men of high character. 

The author further writes that he laid down the 

principles regarding appointment and dimisal of the 

officials. On the other hand he often used to give advice 

and instructions and carefully watched that they not 
3 deviate from the path of truth and justice . Along with 

this the Maulana emphasizes the rights and privileges of 

dhim"ds , such as he safeguarded the life and property of 

dhimmis and gave their religious freedom. There was ho 

partiality in the court and he was very liberal in levying 

the Jiziya. He was always anxious for the welfare of the 

people. 

1. Ibid. p.150 
2. Ibid. p.154. 
3. Ibid. p.163. 
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He further discusses vjhy people of his reign were 

happy. He writes that Umar bin 'Abd al-Aziz awarded 

scholarships and gave monetary support to the needy & 

poors. On the other hand, people were poor and helpless 

because the earlier caliphs had captured the public land 

and property illegally. But'Umar bin'Abd al-*Aziz returned 

all public property which was taken illegally , 

At the end of the chapter the author writes about 

the revolutionary changes in the administration after 

Yazid bin Abd al-Malik succeeded him and made alterations 

in the administrative system particularly in taking the 
2 

jiziya and in the appointments of officials . 

Chapter X deals with memorable deeds of Banu 

Umayyah. The author writes that they contributed much in 

the social, agricultural and educational fields. Walid 

constructed many beautiful buildings and is famous for his 

construction v̂ ork . Abd al-Malik established taksal and 
4 — c 

struck the com first time . Yazid bin Abd al-Malik was 

the first who ordered to measure land after Hadrat ̂ Umar 
- 5 . - -

bin Khattab . After this the Maulana emphasizes their 

contribution to religious sciences as well as rational 

sciences. He writes that nuqta (dotts), 'airab had been 

introduced during Umayyads. Compilation of t?adith was 

started during *Umar bin *Abd al-'Aziz reign and Sayyed ibn 

Jarir wrote the first tafsir in the reign of ̂ Abd a-Malik . 

On the other hand many books had been translated from 

Greek to Arabic. Kh'alid bin Yazid was a renouned Hakim 

and expert in medicine and chemistry. 

1. Ibid. p.180 2. ibid. p.183. 

3. Ibid. p.190. 4. Ibid. p.192. 

5. Ibid. p.187. 6. Ibid. p.193. 
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The author compares the Umayyads & Abbasids and 

writes that Umayyads preserved the Arab's manner and 

custom. They were straight forward in their administrative 

Policy. But the *Abbasids failed to preserve their culture 

and even their purity of blood. Their administrative 

policy was diplomatic. No doubt the caliphs were ^rabs 

but most officials were non-Arab. 

At the end of this book the Maul'ana discusses the 

causes of the down fall of the Umayyad dynasty. The 

author asks whether ̂ Umar bin Abd al-Aziz is responsible 

for its downfall and then replies that *Umar bin '̂ Abd 

al-Aziz was not responsible for its downfall. From the 

very early times there were feudal wars between Banu 

Umayyah and Banu'"Abbasids. Due to these wars Ajmis got 

the opportunity to revolt against Umayyads & support the 

Ahl-i Bait. At that time a man named Abu Muslim became 

powerful and when the last scion of Umayyad dynasty, 

î arwan bin Muhammad, was killed in Egypt , the Umayyad 

dynasty came to an end. 

Sources : 

In the writing of this book the Maula^na took help 

more particularly from two books; Seerat Umar bin ̂ Abd al-

Aziz of ibn Janzi and the yabaqat Ibn ^ad . The other 

sources of this book are as follows:-

Hasan al MahadhJrah,Vol. I ( 1^^^1Jj(*r )# Seerat-

bin *Abd al-Hakam( xJ^Aj^i^^^^^^y^^ ) ' Ta(3hkerat al-^uffa?, 

Vol.K J?U_^I ̂ ->'••)' Tirikh. al-Khulafa( ^\-S^\t/}^''>' 

Yaqubi vol.lK j/ ̂  (J'k^. ^ • Tarikh-i TabariC (jy^'vA^) / 

Fath al Bari, Vol.I, III( (j/tJ^f^ )' Abu Daud 

( -^t^y^ '̂ Futuh al Buldan( jiy^^ ^' ^J-^^^" 
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al-Kharaj ( < 5 j ^ / ^ b j ) . Miijam al-RildaTi ( (^^J^^/^ ^' 
fluwatl;a Imam iria^likl (^t-r't^t tA^^ ^' Maqri(g|^i, Vol .1 

( CJJ/^ )> gatiib BuljhirrK 0/\j:^''^ ^' Jame^ a l -

Bayan a l - ' I l m ( A^^(^^^-f^^C:^Y ^ • ^Kbbar al-gukama( 

l/jh\>^i)> Thrllhri 'Mamlekat( «. Ju^ JO t ' ) , Isabah 

( n^^f ) ' Muruj a l dhahab, Vo l . 11 , H K ^ ^ V y ^ ; ^ ) 

Zarqani Sjjartt Muwatt;a( "^^Z"^^^^A^/J ^' Wafa'^al-wafa! 

V o l . l K 1̂  ̂ ,> ( J ^ ^ > 1 L ? )/ Adab a l - S u l t a n i y a h ( ^ . ^ ^ / . / | ^ l ^ 7 ) / 

Ibn Kha l l ikan , Vol .K V ?. (tf^^ (*/J ^' Mrzan a l - ' A d a b 

( ^-^J^^ (tfy-^ ) ' Kitab a l F e h r i s t ( .^^-'^^^^V^ ) ' 

Ki tab al-Bayan, Vol. I I ( j ^ ^ , / . / L V ^ - i ^ ^ ^ ' Kb^lagat al-Wafa,Vo.II 

( ^ Z >\^^iA>'^'>' TahOiiib a l Tahdl?lb( ^_^^^i^^U^"l 

( t r a n s l a t e d by Asim bin 'Umar bin Qatadah), Nasab a l -Rayah 

f i TaJihrijC ^^y-^Or^l^^^-^ ^' Aljadith a l -Hediyah 
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2.9 : TARIKH AL-HARAMAIYN AL-SHARIFAIYN 

Despite the paramount importance of the two holy 

places for Muslims namely Makkah and Madinah, which are 

known as al̂ tlaramaiyn al-̂ h'̂ rifaiyn (the two honoured 

sanctuaries). No authentic and serious effort was made to 

write a history of these places upto the twelfth century of 

hijrah. In 1307/1909 an Arab pilgrim Muhammed Labib al 

-Batnuni( AlCJ^^-^^ /^ ) wrote his famous travel book 

entitled al-Reblah al-gi jaziyah( y^\<^I^^^^^^^ ^ • Muljammad 

Labib al Batnuni was a friend of the khadiev of Egypt 

'Abbas Halmi Pasha-II who accompanied the latter in the 

bajj of 1307/1909. Al-Ret)lah al-gijaziyah is a detailed 

account of the various rituals of hajj with rather philo

sophical discussions. It also includes the history of 

various places where rituals of hajj are performed. In 

this way the book has become a history of the two cities. 

The Maulana' s book "Tariĵ h al-Haramaiyn al Sharifaiyn" 

is based on and inspired by the book "al-Reblah al-

tli jaziyah". The Maulana translated, abridged and edited 

some part of al-Reblah. He also added some more informa

tions particularly about the Madinah. The author writes, 

"In the book "al-Re};)lah al-gijaziyah" apart 

from Makkah and Madinah some other histori

cal accounts and events have also been 

mentioned. But an ordinary Muslim may be 

interested only in those events which are 

directly related to Makkah and Madinah. That 

is only I have translated some parts of 

those sections(in Urdu) whereas some of them 

I have abridged and others I have re-arranged. 

I have added more details to particularly 
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those aspects which are related to 

Madinah." 

As regard the objective and validity of the book 

the Maulâ na writes, 

"In this way an extremely " authentic reli

gious, political, cultural and scientific 

history of Haramaiyn has been completed. On 

the one hand it will go a long way to 

generate everlasting faith in the heart of 

the Muslims regarding hajj and the secrets 

and principles of its rituals. On the other 

hand it will guide them in the days of Ija j j; 

through this they will and can protect 

themselves from many diseases, risks and 
2 

superstitious of those places." 

This book first appeared in 1342/1923 from Sufi 

Pindi Baha' al-Din Pan jab. It is divided into two major 

parts relating to the history of Makkah and Madinah 

respectively. These two parts are preceded by a well 

written introduction by another well known scholar Sayyed 

Sulaiman Nadvi which has made the book more useful. 

The introductory part written by Sayyed Sulaiman 

Nadvi has been divided into two parts. The first part 

deals with the faajj and its atikam in the light of Quran. 

Quoting many verses of the Quran, the Maulana says that 

Quran prohibits the entry of infidels in the garam. The 

1. Tarikh al-Haramaiyn al Sharifaiyn, Abd al-Salam Nadvi, 
Sufi T̂ rinting and Publishing CCmpany Limited, Baha al-Din, Panjab, 
19?37"p.5. 

2. Ibid. p.5. 
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The second part deals with the land of garam and its 

religious significance. He has emphasized that the place 

of îaram is only for those who have come here for religious 

purpose and it is the property of the whole Muslim 

community . It is a place of peace and cannot be made a 
2 

seat of political power . 

As mentioned above the book has been divided into 

two parts. The part first deals with the detailed history 

of Makkah and its territory and geographical position. The 

author states that Makkah is also called Bakkah and Umm 
/ ' 3 

al-Qura( (j,*^\r'\ ) • The people came here from all over 

the world for commercial purpose and also settled here. 

However, they were gradually absorbed by the local popula

tion. Because of this the people of Makkah lost their pure 

blood and adopted the settlers ways and life-style. So 

much so that they even used to speek a language of mixed 
4 

words of Arabic, Persian and Turkish . 

Giving a brief account of pre-historic period the 

author emphasizes that the earliest inhabitants of Makkah 

were the Prophet Ibrahim who migrated to this desert with 

his wife Hajirah and son Isma*il. Before them there was 

nothing but wilderness However gradually it become 

populated mainly due to Zam-zam, the sweat water spring 

amidst the barren hills. The other major reason of Makkah 

attracting inhabitants was its religious significance due 

to construction of Ka'bah by Prophet Ibr'ahim and 

subsequently the tradition of Ijajj every year. 

1. Ibid. p.20. 

2. Ibid. p.25. 

3. Ibid. p.27. 

4. Ibid. p.32. 
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The author says that the word Makkah{ r-*̂  ) o^ 

Maka( \^^ ) is the word of Bible which means house . Then 

he discusses the history of those who supervised the Ka'bah 

such as Qusayi bin Kilab, Abd al-Dar etc. After eight 

years of the Prophet's(SAW) migration to Madinah, Makkah 

was conquered and 'itab bin Usaid( j>*^}(zX^<-^X^ ) was 

appointed the first governor. Since then several governors 

were sent during the period of pious caliphs. When Islamic 

caliphate passed into the hands of Banu Umayyah and the 

caliphate turned into sultanate, they sent their governors 

from Darauscus. The author writes almost all the names who 

were appointed as the amir of Makkah and the ^arif of 

Ka'bah. At the end a brief account of Wahhabi movement and 

the conflicts between the followers of Muhammad ibn 'Abd 

al-Wahab( ,, c^^l -^ ) ^^^ Muhammad Ali Pasha is also 

given. 
^^i>^(^^^" 

A brief account of the construction of Ka'bah from 

time to time, is also given specially the construction and 

extension by Hadrat'^Umar, *Abd-Allah ibn Zubair and Walid. 

The inner part of the haram is square and in the 

centre there is Ka'bah. He gives very minute details of 

the length and breadth of Ka'bah into metres and 

centimeters . The governos (wali) of Makkah usually was 

the Shaikh of Haram. There was an assistant gjjarif and 

Mubtamim. The service of haram is considered as honour, so 

sultan and caliphs came to do this service. Ottoman sultan 
_ 3 

earned the title of Khadim al-^aramain . 

1. Ibid. p.57. 

2. Ibid. p.91. 

3. Ibid. p.87. 
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Ka'bah: Before and after Islam : 

This chapter deals regarding the respect and honour 

of Ka'bah before and after Islam. The author says that 

before 27 centuries not only the Arab idolaters, Arab Jews 

and Christians paid respect to Ka'bah, even the Hindus of 

India regarded it as a sacred place. According to the 

Maula'na, 

"Hindus believed that once as God Shiv visited 

Makkah with his wife and his wife's soul 

transmigrated into the Hajr-iAswad" 

Ka'bah was also one of the sacred place among seven houses 

of Sabiyah. The Maul¥n*a describes on the authority of some 

historians, 

"The Sabiyah used to put a circle around their 

place of worship in order to prevent the 

entrance of others. They used to do this 

probably because every star has its own 

circle. They used to go around their place of 

worship seven times (Probably because there 
2 

are seven stars), each round for one star." 

The Prophet Ibrahim also maintained this, the author says, 

but the rounds are only for Allah, the real creator. This 

is because an Apostle does not wipe out the ancient traditions 

all at once. Such as in Islam drinking of wine was 

prohibited only gradually. On the other hand, he writes, it 

is not strange that every ghariah is based on some ancient 
f- 3 < 4 

religious sJjariah . Quoting Masudi , the author says that 

1. Ibid. p.99 2. Ibid. p.100. 

3 . I b i d . p .100 . 4. M^^djCd.g'ifi) was a wel-known _ 
historian & geographer of Baghdad. 
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before the Prophet Ibrahim, Arabs respected the place of 

Kabbah which had but only a heep of red soil. Perhaps it was 

the religious place of 'Amaliqah( ^^^If ) which was 

demolished by the Prophet Ibrahim . Even some historians 

had the views that before Prophet Ibrahim the Prophet Adam 

laid the foundation of Ka'bah. Iranians also respected it 

because they believed that the soul of Hurmuz( y^'^V^ ^ 

transmigrated into Ka'bah. The Jews and Christians also 

paid respect to it. 

After Jahiliyah period Allah kept alive the honour 

and dignity of Ka'bah during the Prophethood of Muljammad 

(PBITH) In second hijrah Allah further enhanced its respect 

after declaring the eternal Qiblah towards Ka'bah from Bait 

al Muqaddas. 

After discussing this back ground, the Maulana writes 

that many rulers from the very beginning tried to divert the 

attention of the people away from Ka'bah and even tried to 

destroy it. Firstly a himyar king of South Arabia Taba' bin 

Hassan who \vas a jew tried to demolish Ka'bah. But his 

followers stopped him. A century beforfe hijrat(migration) 

the tribe of Gjiâ fan made a Ijaram like Ka'bah in order to 

divert their attention from Makkah but an Arab king Zahir 

It 
4 

3 
bin Habbab stopped him . Abraha also erected a church at 

Safa for Ijaj j and invaded Ka'bah. Abu Tahir Qaramati 

erected a house at Hijr( /~^- ) called "Par al-Hijrat" and 

tried to divert the people for Ijaj j here and also attacked 

the pilgrims of Ka'bah . In 1411 Af) a person entered Ijaram 

disguised as a sufi and tried to damage it . 

1. Those who settled in Northern valley during Hadrat Ibrahim 
are called *Amaliqah. * ' 

2. Ibid p . l Q l . ^ 3 . I b i d . p.110 
4. During the Abbasid caliph Muqtadii: a sect known as Qarainatah emerged 

at "Iraq. They had cooperation with Muhammad bin yanafiyay b in 'Al i . 
They used to say infidel {kafir) to those v*>o did not follow thei r 
religion. 

5. Ibid. p,.113. 6. Ibid. p.113. 
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The Maulana writes that Umayyad caliph Abd al-Malik 

bin Marwan erected Bait al-Muqaddas so beautifully, when 

'Abd-Allah ibn Zubair captured Makkah, that some people began 

to think that perhaps he wanted to turn the people towards 

Bait al-Muqaddas. Like-wise al-Mansur was also blamed when 

he laid the foundation of Baghdad . Many people in 1088/1676 

1143/1731, 1155/1742 tried to defile Ka'bah and wanted Muslims 

to give up their religious and spiritual attachment to 
2 

Ka'bah . 

The tradition of throwing stone at Satan was very old 

coming down from the time of Prophet Nuh. It continued to 

the time of Prophet Sljoeb, Banu Israel, Prophet ^Isa and the 

Islamic period. Regarding sacrifice (Qurbani) the Maul'aha 

writes, 

"Qurbani was . started from the time of the 

Prophet Adam's sons (Ain and Abel). It was 

continued by the Prophet Nuh^ Prophet Ibrahim, 
3 

Prophet Moses, the Greeks and Romans." 

"Slaughtered was not limited to animals only. 

But the Romans, Iranians, Egyptions and others 

used to salughter human beings also. This 

tradition was also practiced in Europe from 
4 ancient time". 

In 657 AD The House of Lord of Rome passed a resolution and 

banned the human sacrifices. In spite of this in France and 

Germany the practice of human sacrifice was continued for a 

long time. 

The second part of the book deals with the detailed 

history of Madinah. First, the Maulana describes different 

1. Ibid. p.114. 2. Ibid. p.115. 
3. Ibid. p.158. 4. Ibid. p.158. 
5. Ibid. p.158. 
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routes which go to Madinah from Makkah. These are 

mainly four routes; Sul^ani, al-Faree, al-Qjiair and Sharqi . 

He also discusses about all the stations which come in the 

way at every route. He points in this book a vivid picture 

of these routes. 

In the chapter "Madinah" the author says that Yaqut 
5 — 

Hamavi counted 19 names of Madinah in his book Mu'jam al-
Buldan( t*j^Jji/^ ). But in the book Wafa' al-wafg^ 

( S-l^J/\^^ ) of Tbn Jauzi there are more than ninety 

names and the author gives the reasons behind every name. 

The Maulan'a discusses the settlement of Jews, An$a'rs(people 

of Madinah) and the condition of Madinah during migration. 

Then he writes about the socio-political condition of 

Madinah after migration. Along with this he also gives an 

account of the architectural development of al-Madinah 
4 5 — 5 7 

describing buildings , mosques , Zawiyahas , markets, wells 
o 

canals , gardens , valleys, madra sas etc. 

The author says that the many people of other 

countries also lived in Madinah. The more important 

families of Madinah are as follow: 

1. I b i d . p .158 

2 . Yaqut Hamavi( 1178-1229) - was a v;el-known geographer & t r a v e l l e r who 
wrote M'jam al-lJdabah and M'uiam al-Bu]dan. ^̂  =" ^ ""^ 

3. Ibid. p.172. 
4. Buyu"t al-Nabi, _Buyirt al-Sahabah and other important 

buildings of Madinah. 

5. Masjid-i. Qaba, Masjid-i Nabvi, Masjid-i Banu Qaraijah, 
Masjid-i' Banu Zafar. 

6. There are 8 important khaTncjah, Egyptian khanqah was more 
importnt. There are many small khanqahs called Raba't. 

7. Bi'r *Awaf, Bi*r Una, Bi'r Anas bin Malik, Bi'r Ayy"ub, 
Bi'r Ahab. 

8. Kahaf Khiff, wadi, Sult"an etc. 
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(A) Family of Asad- They are Sayyed. 

(B) Family of Barri; They are from the West (North 

African Muslims). 

(C) Family of Samh'udi; They are Egyptians. 

About the political status of Madinah he states that 

in the earlier time Madinah was a province of al-Hijaj. But 

now Madinah is a commissionary. There are two important 

posts; ghaikl) al-Ijaram and Muhafi^. There are many 

districts under Madinah e.g. Dumatah al-Jindal, Fru', Wadi 

al-Qura, Fadak, Khaiber etc. 

At the end of this book the author describes main 

characteristics of Madinah and also the , piculiarities of 

Makkan and Madinese verses in the holy Quran. 

In this book the Maulana also attached fourteen maps 

which are as follows. 

(i) Map of Islamic world. 

(ii) Map of Makkah, p.27. 

(iii) Har̂n-i Sh.arif and the city of Makkah, p. 28. 

(iv) A design of the house of Khadijah, the birth 

of Fatmah and the house of *Abd-Allah ibn *Abd 

al-Mutallib(where Muhammad(SAW) was born,p.40 

(v) Design of Haram of Makkah through Safah and 

Marwah, p.80. 

(vi) A scene of throwing stone on jamrah 

al wusta( 

(vii) Map of mount Arafat, p.156. 

(viii) Design of Arafat field, p.156. 

(ix) Map of Madinah, p.160. 

(x) The way of Haramayn from Syria, Egypt and 

surroundings of jazirat al-Arab, p.160. 
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(xi) General scene of Madinah, p.172. 

(xii) Map of Madinah/p.17. 

(xii i) Bab al-Islani Haram Nabvi 

(xiv) Bab al-Rahmat Haram Nabvi 

Sources; The Maulana refers in the compilation of this 

book, to the following sources; 

Mu'jam al-Buldan, Vol.VlK < c ^ ( v ^ A ^ ). Wafa' 

al-Wafa", Vol.1, II( Ki ^ ^D^h^^ )< al Refalatah a l -

gijaziyahC LCJ^U>%^^ ^' Tabaqat ibn S'ad Vol.11, IV 

^c*,fZ^y^^y^\:^^' ?at?itj Buyjiri( G9i^<f^ ) ' Muruj 

al-|2]3ahab( * e . ^ " > i ^ ^ - ^ ) ' Fath al-Bari, Vol.1, VII 

( / , [^S^ ) ' gahTb MuslimC X^A^£>^ K DeTr Qatni 

( * i y yf^ ^' Igabah( ^lj>i ^' Muwatta Iniam Malik 

( ^^yt^^Wj^/- ) ' KlLuli?at'al-wafi( > b ^ / > ^ A > ). 

Muqaddimah ibn Sbaldun( »if:^('y^/^;>^ ^' ffasan a l -

Matia(jarah( 7>\fi\J\u\ ^^ ^' Jamê  TirmidJ3i( <J>^^^ )» 

Sunan Abu Daud( >j A/yt*^ ), Usd al-Qliabah( ^Ujj^^^j ), 

Hujj at-Allah al-Balaqhah( ljS\ji\ dij) »'i^ ) ' Rasa'il-i Shibli 

( c i ^ J * ^ ^ ^ ' Kitab al-Buldin( c;^l>ui I ^ ^ ^ ^ ) ' 
Dayar-i Ijabib( ,̂  ^^,^^1^ ), al-itteq'an al-Sayuti 
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2.10 : AL-QApAFI AL-ISLAM (JUDICIAL ADMINISTRATION) 

Al-Qada fial-Islam is an other important work of ̂ Abd 

al-Sal¥m Nadvi. It was published by Dar al-Musannefin, 

Azamgarh in 1929. The main source of ̂inspiration for this 

book was "al-^uruq al-gikmlyah" ( -,,û ĉ3>ŷ ) ̂  °f ^^^ Jauzi. 

This book furnishes a good deal of information about the 

judges, courts, cases, witnesses and Islamic Laws and 

Principles. 

The Maulan'a stresses that in an Isl"amic system of 

administration the post of q'aji (Judge) is very important 

because in order to establish a peaceful social order, 

justice is necessary. Quoting the verses of Qura'n, the 

Maulan'a emphasises that a quite large number of Quranic verses 

speak of justice ('adl) which in turn also describe the 

concept and basic characteristics of justice in Islam. There 

are some verses which even go to describe those disbelievers 

who do not decide cases justly and in accordance with the 

revealed laws. Moreover the Mauran"a insists that the justice 

require a just set of laws which only the divine power can 

provide. The IslFmic Ŝ arî ah is the divine - law revealed by 

Allah. The IslTmic laws are not meant for only Muslims but 

also the non-Muslims. 

The concept of justice in Isl^m requires very high 

moral qualities of honesty, uprightness and courage in the 

q"aclis. It was because of this reason that the God-fearing 

people including even §aHabah were not often ready to accept 

the post of q¥ji. He describes the case of 'Ali, the fourth 

caliph, who refused to the offer when the Prophet (PBUH) 

wanted to send him to Yaman as q'a<ji. 

1. Al-Qaga fial-Islam, 'Abd al~Salam Nadvi, Dar al-Musannefin, 
Azamgarh, 1929, p.5 
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The author also mentions several aljadith in which 

Muhammad (PBUH) has instructed the q'a<gis to decide the 

cases justly without fear. He warned them to keep away 

from bribe or any other such corrupt practices. Every 

body is equal before law. So every body should be treated 

on equal terms, no partiality and favour should be shown 

to the rich and powerful. Therefore those who were not 

rich enough were not appointed as judges, so that they may 

not be, "Inclined towards wealth and they may not be 

impressed by the wealthy and powerful." 

The author has also mentioned the famous baditil of 

the Prophet (PBUH) in which he stopped the gTglis to accept 

gifts from people. Carrying on the same line the fugahaT 

(jurists) even restricted the q?jis to accept any 

invitation to dinners. Apart from this certain other pre

conditions have also been laid down. For example, the 

Prophet (PBUH) stopped qaglis to decide cases in a state of 
2 

anger and so on. 

Regarding the qualifications required for appoint

ment of q̂ cji, the Maul'an'a writes that fugaha^ have laid 

down certain criteria for appointment of q'a<gi. For 

instance a qlji must be honest, reliable, just, upright, 

noble and having deep knowledge of Shar^iah. He should 

know the day-to-day habits and characters of human 

beings. 

The institution of qaja developed rapidly during 

the period of the Prophet(PBUH) himself who sent qaglis to 

various cities and towns. Later on, much larger number of 

1. Ibid. p.6. 

2. Ibid. p. 7. 

3. Ibid. pp. 9, 10. 
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qaijis were appointed due to the expansion of Isl'amic 

domain. There are also a chief q'agli who used to supervise 

the whole corpe of q'a'cgis. This q'acgi was called Q'acji al-

Qu(j(i[at(Chief Justice). Imam Abu YiTsuf, a prominent faqih 

of Hanafite school of fiqh> was the first Q'acgi al-Qu(j[(^t 

appointed by the Islamic caliphate . 

Besides q'aglis there were also separate courts for 

administrative and state affairs, just like the 

commissions or special courts in modern times. Such a 

special court was for the first time established by Sultan 

Nur al-Din in Demuscus when he received complaints from 

the people about the atrocities and corruption of state 
2 — 

officials . Moreover usually only one qacgi was appointed 

who delivered judgement according to any of the various 

schools of fiqh. Later on more than one q'aji belong to 

different schools of fiqh began to be appointed. Malik 

Zahir Beybars, the famous Mamluk Sultan started the 
practice of appointing four qa(gis belong to four different 

_ 3 
schools of Islamic fiqh . 

About the duties and powers of a qaji the author 

says that apart from deciding cases , a judge also looked-

after and regulated the use of Islamic endowment, estates 
4 

of the orphans and unclaimed property . Regarding 

criminal cases, he describes that in the period of the 

Prophet(PBUH) a Sahabi had been appointed as a police 

officer. Later Hadrat 'Umar established the police 

department and appointed many officials who were called 

gatiib al-Ahdatll or Wali-i Magalim or Wali-i garb. These 

officials also took decision in all criminal cases in 

which witness was not required . Hadrat 'Umar also 

1. Ibid. p.11. 2. Ibid. p.14. 

3. Ibid. p.10. 4. Ibid. p.19. 
5. Ibid. p.26. 
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established the department of H;itisab to check the day-
2 

to-day irregularities. 

The Maul'anâ  gives a detailed account about the 

procedure for pleading of cases. He writes that in Isl'am 

legal cases can be pleaded by lawyers. But in Islamic 

courts largely there was no such tradition. Nevertheless 

there are some instances when services of advocate or 

lawyers were utilised as in the case of 'Isa bin Ab'an who 

when appointed as the qaji of Basrah allowed two brothers 
4 

to serve as "lawyers" or "advocates" in his court. 

Regarding witness (S hahadah the author gives vivid 

account about the witness of child, infidel, slave girl, 

blind person, relatives and women. He writes that the 

witness of infidel is acceptable in an infidel's case 

only. But for a Muslim his witness is acceptable in one 

situation only i.e. if a Muslim died during a journey and 

there was no Muslim available, then the Muslim can make 

the infidel as his witness for his will . Regarding the 

number of witnesses (Shahid), the author writes that it 

depends upon the particular situation and condition. 

Generally it is said that the witnesses of two men or one 

I 
7 

man and two women is enough . In the case of fornication 

Islam has fixed four witnesses, 

1. Iljtis'ab; Evaluation of appraisal of_beliefs and deeds 
to asses their conformity to the Islamic way of life. 

2. Ibid. p.26. 

3 . 'Tsa b in Aban was a contemporary of Imam S h a f a i e . 

4 . I b id . p .29 5 . I b i d . p . 4 4 . 

6. I b id . p .61 7 . I b i d . p . 5 9 . 
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Although in the beginning, the MaulanH writes, the 

process of witness (Shahâ dah) was quite simple. But very 

soon in the period of Khulafa-i Rashidun itself it became 

a little complicated. He further says that in Islam there 

is no system of oath but if the Petitioner could not 

produce any witness, the qa'tgi can decide the case after 

taking oath from the petitioner and respondant . In 

taking any decision a qa^i must follow primarily the Qur'an 

then badi^h and then his own opinions in that order. 
_ 2 

Individual opinion should be based on ijtihad. 

Sources : The main sources of this book are following: 

al-yuruq al-gikmiyah( ^v>X5?)o^^J ), Kanz al-

*Ummal.Vol.III( ^ ^clUJi>^^ )/ Hidayah, Vol.III(rg^lr) 

Sahib Bukhiri ( (^^\!^ / ^ )> gahih Muslim( /^^/^^ ^' 

Sun an Abu Da\id( ->̂ 1?̂ | (.Ĥ -̂  J' Sunan Nasaie( A^._lJ (*j^""^ ) > 

al-ri.:iqri(aiii, Vol.lK t^ ^* C^*>JX^} ), Kitab al-Kharaj 

( ^ l ^ l w b u ), Muwatta Imam Malik( i^L^l-l^^y ) , 

Hujjat-Allah al-Balagl̂ .ah/ Vol .iKr'^ ̂  ̂i ̂ l,>̂ ii •̂ Jĵ ) / Musnad 

Darmi ( ^ ^ b >^-^ )' al-Tashr^ie al-lslam( i>»>̂VI e^<g;!^>), 

al-Muqa"rnat wal Muq'abalat( i^AV^^J^^v^L^l^M / Matiaqlarat al-

Awail ( <3*-)̂^̂J 5;^^ ). Kitab al-Walal( ' o N y i V ^ )/ 

Par Qa^nK A1LV^4;> ) etc. 
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2.11 : FUQARA-I ISLAM 

The book Fuqara-i Islam is a biographical work on 

some important personalities of IsrSm including 'ulama, 

]^ukama, leaders and intellectuals. This book was 

published from sTIfi Pindi Bahk al-Din, Pan jab . The date 

of publication is not given. The book is based on a 

famous book on the same subject entitled al-Falakat wal-

Maflukun( (^Jj^^Z^i\^^^ ) written by ̂ Allaraah Shih"ab 

al-Din Ahmad bin 'Ali Dajli. The Maula"n"a himself admits 

that he got the idea of writing this book after he read 

the said book. In his book Sh_ihab al-oTn had focused on 

those intellectuals and scholars of Islam who lived a life 

of poverty and hunger. The Maula'n'a has taken many of the 

'ulama from al-Falakat wal-Maflukun( Qjylj^f*^)Xxi)) and 

added to it some more names. He also has included in it 

those *Allamah whose early life was full of poverty and 

hunger but who later achieved wealth as well as rank and 

status. 

The author starts this book with detailed informa

tion about the life of Muhammad (PBUH). He focuses on his 

humbleness, poverty and simplicity. After this the 

Maul^ni selects some eminent scholars from the great 

Sahabah, Ahl-i Bait, Ashab-e Suffah, general Sahabah and 

from the prominent scholars of Islam. Among' the great 

sahabah, he focuses on the lives of'utbah bin Ghazwan , Sa*d 

bin Abi Waqqas and Khattab bin Al-Art etc. whereas Had^at 

•Ali and Abu Hurairh have been picked up from amon'g'the 

Ahl-x-Bait and Ashab-e Suffah respectively. Among the 

eminent scholar, of islam he has selected as many as 60 

12TVT'- '"'̂ '̂''' '̂"'"̂ ^ ''^ "̂̂ ^ ^̂ -̂ 1-, 
Malik, imam Abu Hanifah, imam Ahmad ibn Hanabal, imim 
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Bukhari, Imam Nasai'e and Ibn Hazm Zahiri etc. 

The Maulaha writes that knowledge and money are the 

things of opposite nature, which very rarely meet in one 

place. Sultans and amirs had shown their generosity in the 

develoment of Arts and Sciences, but even then there were 

hundreds of 'ulama who were leading the life of poverty 

and misery. Many of the scholars were ascetic and did not 

like fame, prominence, posts and ranks in the state 

administration, some of them did not even want to meet 

Sultan ari'S did not come near the estates in which the 

wealth of Sultan was found. For example Muhammad bin 

Yusuf 'Ali, Imam Mohi al-Din Nuwi and Abbas Marusiti etc. 

The Maul^n'a also mentions those scholars who spent 

the greater part of their money on education. In Islam, 

'ulam'a had not collected money through their knowledge. 

On the other hand, often, they spent money in the way of 
2 

education . A prominent example m this regard is that of 
- 3 -

Hafiz bin al-Jauhar. Mention is also made of qadis, 
muftis, teachers and muazzins (person calls for salat) 

4 
whose income was often very low. 

The Maulana considers the following as some of the 

reasons of the poverty of the 'ulama in general: 

1. Fuqara-i Islam; 'Abd al-Salara Nadvi, Sufi Printing and 
Publishing Company Limted, Baha al-Din, Panjab*, p.77. 

2. Ibid. p.83. 

3. Hafiz bin al-Juhar was a Mutiaddif̂  who spent almost all 
his money in the compilation & writing of badi^. 

4. Ibid. p.86. 
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(i) 'Ulama could not become governors or government 

officials. They also did not participate in 

agriculture, trade and commerce, as they considered 

it below their dignity. 

(ii) They, only because of their learning, considered 

themselves worthy of honour and respect. 

(iii) Due to their purely academic approach, they find 

practical matters of different professions of the 

world, very difficult and unsound. 

(iv) Some 'ulama were experts in rational sciences but 

not in religious sciences. So they did not pay 

respect to Shari'ah.. Since the people associated 

'ulama with knowledge of fiqh and sharî ah, these 

'ulama were some time castigated, abused and even 

exiled. For example Ibn— Rushd was an eminent 

Philosopher and Scholar but he was exiled. 

(v) Due to their philosophical pride, philosophers 

failed to succeed in worldly affairs. They thought 

that the main excellence of man lay in understand

ing the reality of knowledge and all other worldly 

things (wealth and rank) were fenciful and 

imaginary. For instance Farabi was a great 

Philosopher but he laid a Sufistic life in the 
2 

court of Saif al-Daulah. 

(vi) Scholastic philosophers (Mutakallim) followed 

religion through logic and rationality. But due to 

philosophical influence their beliefs (̂ aqa'id) 

1. Ibid. p.92. 

2. Ibid. p.95. 
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differed from those held by the people of fadith 

and Ahl al-gahir. On the other hand they among 

themselves tried to proof each other infidel. Imam 

Ahmad ibn Hanabal used the term zanadiqah 

(unbelievers) for Ahl al-Kala'm. 

(vii) Islamic knowledge was regarded as an occupation 

from Muhammad's(PBUH) period upto the 'Abbasid's 

period and many 'ulama appointed as qajis, muftis 

and governors etc. But gradually respect of 'ulama 

diminished. In the Tatari period these Islamic 

institutions came to an end. 

At the end the Maullan'a concludes that due to some 

or all of these reasons 'ul'am'a were forced to led a life 

of hunger and poverty. In spite of all these they served 

'ilm and religion. 

Sources : The main sources of this book are 

following: 

Muqaddlmah ibn ̂ yialdun ( G'-'Ĵcĵ/'l f^J>^)' Seerat al-

Nabi, Vol.K I ^^^^S/^^ ) . ?al3il3 Butoaril (>^(^ <t^ ) . 

gatjih Muslim( A-^/V^ '̂ ̂ emal Tirmi^bK (j^Ji^^^\Ji^ ) , 

Musnad ibn ganabal, Vol.II( x7./V^Qf^x ^^' Targjiib wa 

Tartiib, Vol.lK - .̂  ̂ < ̂ -̂ "̂V. y^_*> ) . Sunan ibn Majah 

( rZ^C^^^-^ )' Sunan Abu Daud( ^ *y\^ jJ^}(^y-^), Usd 

al-Ghabah( /̂ Uj)>/--J )/ Tabaqat ibn â"d(:>»/̂ K̂̂ v»>A'X̂  ), 

l£teab( ^^X^\ ) , I.?abah( /-^l^/ )> Musnad Darmi 

( (Jj^^:y -^ )' Baqiatah al-Waat( 3 byl/t-^ ) , 

Tadhkerat al-guffa^( itJS'z/*^ ) , al-Dibaj al-Mud|̂ ahhah 

( \,^-*:JS^\^^\ )/ Akhblr al-pukama ( A A | j^i ), 

1. Ibid. p.97. 
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Tabaqat al-Atibba( •Lb'̂ l .1*^ ̂ -^ )/ Kitab al-Farg Bain 

al-Farq( (J> \Jhr^rj%J^^^^ ^ ' Tabaqat al-Si)afaiyah, 

Vol .V( „,x̂ > I •-^T'-''^ l i ^ ̂ ' al-Fal'akat wal Maflukun 
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CHAPTER - I I I 

*>̂ BD AL-SALUM'S TRANSL?^TKD WORKS ON ISLAMIC STUDIES 

3.1 : TARIKH-I FIQH-I ISLAMI 

( H i s t o r y o f I s l a m i c J u r i s p r u d e n c e ) 

Tari}ch-i F i q h - i Is la imi i s t h e Urdu t r a n s l a t i o n of 

"Ta r ikh a l - T a s h r i ' a l - I s l a m i " ( ^^^X^S)) c^y^t l^^*) of 
< - 1 *^ ** 
Allamah Muhammad al-Khadri. The book has been published 

by Dar al-Musannef in, Azamgarh in 1346/1927. The book 

provide a good deal of information on the development of 

Islamic jurisprudence and focuses at length on its chief 

characteristics and features. 

In the preface the Maulâ n'a points out the lack of 

some comprehensive work on this subject. A brief history 

of Islamic jurisprudence is found in some classical books 

like Muqaddimah ibn ^̂ alduTn and Kashf al-guniln of Haji 

Khalifah. However these do not suffice, hence the need 

for more comprehensive works. In the Maul'a'n'a's opinion 

the main questions regarding Islamic fiqh is whether it 

has reached to its perfection and become immutable or is 

it in the process of development and modification in order 

to meet the evergrowing needs. To solve all these 

questions it had become necessity to compile a history of 

Isl'amic jurisprudence in Urdu. The Maul'an'a states that 

since the book of Allamah Khadri addressed to these 

questions he decided to translate it. 

The book divides the history of Isl'amic jurispru

dence into six periods and gives a vivid account of its 

development, charcteristics and distinctive features of 

1. "̂ Allamah Muljammad Khadri was a famous scholar and 
historian of Egypt. 
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each period. From these accounts it is evident that many 

variations took place in Islamic jurisprudence. 

According to the book the main sources of fiqh are 

Quran, l;)adith- and opinions of the fuqaha or jurists, i.e. 

I jma(consensus). The book provides a deep insight into 

Islamic jurisprudence with regard to the various aspects 

of human life such as sal^t/ zakah, booty, treaty, 

captives of war, marriage, divorce, inheritence and penal 

laws. 

The book begins with fuqaha present during the time 

of the Prophet(PBUH) and gradually progresses through the 

periods of the Sah"abah, the tabiun, upto the periods of 

four Imams i.e. Im"am Abu Hanifah, Imam Malik, Imam 

Shafai'ee and Imam Ahmad ibn Hanabal. After this, it deals 

with the development of fiqh under the ancient desciples 

and the followers of each of the four Imam and continues 

right upto the Modern time. In the later days, after the 

tenth century it was the Sultans and Amirs who organised 

the discussions related to fiqh in almost all the big 

cities. The Shiah also developed their fiqh and drew the 

laws according to their own principles and sources. 

The book Tarikh-i Fiqh-i Islimi shows that Islamic 

laws are relevant for all times and for all people. It 

possesses the flexibility to adopt to the needs and 

requirements of Modern Age. The Maulanii though has not 

given his own point of view in Islamic fiqh, but has given 

us a lucid, transparent and easily comprehensible language 

in the form of this translation of Ta"rilth-i Fiqh-i Islami. 
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3.2 : Inqilab al- Umam 

A wel -known French scholar Gestaw Liban wrote a 

book on "The psychological laws of the rise and fall ofthe 

nations" under the title "des dois Psycholoqequis delevo-

lution despeuptes" into French., An Egyptian scholar Aljmad 

Fathi Zoglol Pa"sha translated it into Arabic under the 

title "Sirr Tatavvur al-Umam"( /'\)S^Ja^^—^). *Abd 

al-Salam has translated this Arabic version into Urdu 

under the title "Inqilab al-Umam"( (^\))%-JiiXJJ )• It 

has been published by Dar al-Musannefin, Azamgarh in 1917. 

The book deals with the glory and downfall of 

nations. Just, as a man has soul which is the driving 

force of all his actions, every nation has also a spirit 

with certain ethical qualities or absence of them, it 

becomes the basis of that nation's glory or downfall. 

Thus the book explains the basic laws on which the rise 

and fall of a nation is based. 

The book is preceded by on the introduction part to 

the life and works of Gestaw Liban including his family, 

birth, education, moral attitude. 'Abd al-Salam counted 

nineteen books of Liban and gives some brief information 

about them. 

In the introductory part the author says that every 

civilzed nation has its own culture, ethics, politics, 

religion and education. These are the constituents of the 

civilization which makes the history and provides the 

basis of importance and prominance to the nation. The 

1. Maulana 'Abd al-Salam Nadvi Ki Yad Mein, Prof.K.A. 
JSlsi, Shibli Degree College, Azamgarh, 1958, December, 
p.9. 
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Maul^na writes Dr.Liban is the first man who has provided 

historical arguments in favour of culture, scientific and 

community development of originating from the implication 

of psychology. Dr.Liban based his discussions on the 

following principles; 

(i) Every nation has a behaviour and its own 

psychological pattern. 

(ii) The nature of psychology remains unchanged. 

The Maulan"! says that the description of Dr.Liban 

regarding amalgemation of two nations is based on the 

following principles; 

(i) There must not be major difference in the 

ethics of the two amalgamating nations. 

(ii) The ethical values of any nation do not 

change in any manner. Only their manifesta-
2 

tions undergo the process of change. 

According to Dr.Liban the piculiarities of ethical 

unchange is based on three reasons; (a) ancentral values, 

(b) influence and genetic inheritance of parents and 

(c) effects of geographical and climatic conditions. In 

these three reasons the third one is physical and the 
3 first two are spiritual factors. 

1. Inqilab al-Umam, Abd al-Salam Nadvi, Dâ r al-Musannefin, 

Azamgarh, 1917, p.10. 

2. Ibid. p. 12. 

3. Ibid. p.13. 
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The whole book is divided into five parts which 

discuss the following aspects. 

(i) Psychological nature of nations. 

(ii) Ethical manifestations in the constituents of 

a nation's civilization. 

(iii) Study of a nation's history as the source of 

its moral. 

(iv) Study of a nation's psychological qualities 

with a view to find out how and why changes 

came about. 

(v) Study of nation's downfall and the decline of 

their ethical systems. 
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3.3 ; Ibn- Kbaldun 

The book Ibn-gjialdun was written by Dr.Taha Hussain 

in 1917 in French language, when he was sent to France by 

Egyptian University. 'In 1925 Muhammad 'Abd-Allah ' Inan 

translated it into Arabic. 

'Abd al-Salam Nadvi has translated this Arabic 

version into Urdu at the suggestion of Sayyed Sulaimian 

Nadvi. It was published by Dar al-Musannefin, Azamgarh in 

1940. 

In fact Muqaddimah ibn-t^ialdun the first scientific 

attempt in the human history towards visualing the natural 

forces working to shape economy and society with their 

various implications. It is therefore the first documen

tation to make the historical events to appear in the 

scientific way. Sayyed Sulaimafn Nadvi writes, 

"My intention was to present the historical 

background of the economical and socio

logical development and make its presence 

felt by the large number of people whose 

mother language is Urdu." 

The book is divided into ten chapters which deal 

with the life, morals and works of Ibn-Kh_aldun. It also 

discusses Ibn-Khaldun's principles as expounded by him in 

his Muqaddimah regarding the social, political, religious 

and cultural factors and forces working in the making or 

unmaking of a state. 

1. Ibr-Slialdun, 'Abd al-Salam Nadvi, Dar al-Musannef in, 

Azamgarh, 1940, p.l. 
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3.3 : Fitrat-i Niswani 

The book Fi-t;rat-i Niswani is a translation of the 

collected lectures of a French scholar Henry Moryan. He 

was a Professor in the College of ethics in Peris. After 

the death of Henry Moryan his lectures had been compiled 

and published. An editor of al-Hilal (a literary magazine 

of Egypt) Amil Zaidan translated it from French in Arabic. 

Maul̂ ana 'Abd al-Salam Nadvi later translated this Arabic 

version into Urdu and published it in 1924. 

Majid/ who published it under his name, writes that 

he had found this book in a very decadent and vermicular 

form and that he rearranged and added many new information"̂  

before publishing it in 1987. But this can hardly be a 

justification for ascribing the authorship to himself as 

he has done. Though he did not conceal the facts and has 

briefly stated them in his preface. 

The book highlights mainly the following things; 

Women's condition in the past; their physical construction; 

their role and status in the society, ethical comparison 

between the two sexes before maturity; feminine feelings; 

Women's wisdom etc. 
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CHAPreR - IV 

ÂHO ATr-SMAM'S OOTER WORKS 

4.1 : SHI'R Ai:.-HIND 

Shi'r al-Hind is written by Maulaha 'Abd al-Sal"am 

Nadvi and published from Dar al-Mu§annefin, Azamgarh in 

1926. The book provides a good deal of information about 

the classical as well as modern Urdu poets and the 

historical process of changes of Urdu poetry. The author 

has made comparisons also between famous Urdu poets of 

every period and given an account of the varios forms in 

Urdu poetry (gjjazal, qagidah, marthiyah, matjinawi, etc.) 

on historical and literary level. 

The Maulana' writes that there have been many 

changes and upheavals in the culture and civilization of 

Muslim Community. In the 7th A.H., the Tatari demolished 

almost all the important features of Islamic culture and 

civilization but poetry remained to a great extent 

unaffected through these revolutions and social changes. 

After Tatari, storm was over Persian poetry developed in 

its various aspects such as romantic, sufistic and ethical 

sides. 

In India Taimurid rule began to decline fast after 

Aurangzeb but Urdu poetry was not much affected. From the 

reign of Shah 'Alam Urdu poetry had started to develop day 

by day and it continued its progress with an increasing 

pace. This is due to its receptive nature that the Urdu 

poetry kept up absorbing outside and indigenous influences 

for its nourishment and progressed even in the face of many 

calmaties. 
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The author laments that the absence of any compre

hensive book about Urdu literature, which throws light on 

the phazes of its development. No doubt in every period 

of Urdu poetry many tâ ĵ k_irah(biographies of Urdu poets) 

have been written. The Maulaha" refers a number of 

tâ hjKirah- books such as, Diwan-i Jahan( C>y^(^^^tf ), 

Gulistan-i Sultan( r^y^ '^(^ ) , Gulzar-i Macjamin 

( o>^\>^^Ir^ "> ' Intiliiiib-i Diwan ( <i,P>. • v^[^7 )' 

Majmu'ah Intil̂ hab( %_^\^ / f^y^ '̂ Tabaqat al-Shu'ara 

( A \ ^ ^f^\^ ) , ^TaOhkirah-'AshiqC (j^^^^X''). 

Tadhkerah-i 'gljaksarl ,A^^3^y^^i Ta4hkerah-i-Na§ir 

( ^J>^tc>/y)< Ta(lhkerah-i Sauda( >^^r^ d^/>/) etc. 

But that, he writes all these ta(̂ hkirahs are incomplete. 

There are only the name of poets and examples of their 

poetry. There are no detailed informations regarding 

their birth, private life,-" their poetic names and their 
, 1 

works. 

In the first volume of the book the Maula'n'a divides 

Urdu poetry into four phases. He discussed one by one and 

focused on its historical changes. He stats that the 

poetry of Lucknow was started in the middle period and two 

schools of Urdu poetry (Delhi school and Lucknow school) 

were recognised separately. The Maula'n'a highlights the 

reforms, changes and piculiarities of Delhi and Lucknow 

schools of poetry. He discusses at length about the 

famous poets such as Momin, Ohauq, Sh'ah Nasir, Glialib, 

Hasrat, Asgjiar, Akbar, Iqbal, Josh and others. In the 

last he turned to contemporary poets and provides good 

information about their poetic characteristics. 

1. ghi'r al-Hind, Vol.1, Maulana 'Abd al-Sal'am Nadvi, Dar 

al-Musannefin, Azamgarh, 1926, p.9. 
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The second volume of this book has been divided 

into three parts. In which he deals at length with genres 

of Urdu poetry such as qJiazals, rekhti, qagTdah, martl̂ .iyah, 

mathnawi etc. He also discusses religious, moral and 

sufistical poetry along with the historical and literary 

aspects. At the end he writes the poetical virtues and 

elements of poetry and shows the Indian influence on Urdu 

verse. In the beginning of the second volume he has also 

surveyed in brief the history of criticism in Urdu. 
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4.2 : Iqbal-i Kamil 

There are many writings on Iqbal which can be of 

much help while working on a selected topic or particular 

aspect. But there was not a single book on Iqbal which 

may be called comprehensive and reflecting every aspect of 

his thought. The purpose of writing of Iqbal-i Kamil 

(complete works of Iqbal) was to provide a critical 

appraisal of all the works by him. It contains the 

biography of Iqbal and evaluation of his religious views, 

moral ideas, besides a criticism of his works. 

The Maulaha divides the history of his poetry into 

different periods and reviews critically both the Urdu as 

well a Persian poetry. Then he highlights the literary 

qualities of the verses and discusses about its popularity 

and its translation into other languages. Along with 

the author also provides a detailed discussion of his 

phyilosophy of "self" or "Khudi" and analyzes on its 

various elements. Apart from this he also makes a brief 

mention and discussion of his philosophy of "Be^judi". 

Then he mentions Iqbal's views regarding community, 

education, politics, moral outlook, fine arts etc. 

It is, no doubt, an attempt to cover each and every 

aspect of the life and works of Iqbal. The Maulan'a writes 

regarding the title of his book, 

"I selected "Mukammal Iqbal"( /jL^'J<4^^ ) ̂ s 

the title of this book. But Sayyed Sulaiman 

Nadvi replaced it with "Iqbal-i Kamil", 

which is certainly better." 

The book was published by DFr al-Musannefin, 

Azamgarh in December 1948. 

1. Iqbal-i Kamil, 'Abd al-Sala'm nadvi, Dar al-Musannef in, 
Azamgarh, 1948, p.4,5. 
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4.3 : Ibn- Yamin 

A wel -known Iranian author Rashid Yasmi wrote the 

biography of Ibn Yamin into Persian. 'Abd al-Salam 

translated this into Urdu and was published by §ufi Pindi 

Baha al-Din, Lahore. The date of publication is not 

given. The book is divided into two parts. In the first 

part, his life from childhood to old age has been 

described at length. In the second part his occupation 

and outlook on religion, culture, etiquettes are 

described. 

In the preface the Maulaha writes that in the 

poetic realm of Iran Ibn Yamin's name is as important as 

that of Shaikh Sa'di. Both contributed greatly to the 

ethical values and cultural aspects of Persian literature. 

Ibn Yamin, however, could not get the prominence as Shaikh 

Sa'di did. In Urdu language also Maulan"a Hali has written 

Sa'di's biography. But there is no biographical account 

of Ibn Yamin pointing his contribution in Persian poems. 

In fact a poet and his virsion should be evaluated in the 

cultural, social and political background of the time in 

which he lived. The author states that since the book of 

Rashid Yasmi addressed to these questions he decided to 

translate it. 
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CONCLUSION 

This is amply clear from the writings of Maula"na 

Âbd al-Salam Nadvi that he had an intelligent and 

versatile interest in Islamic studies. His perspective 

and outlook 'is as wide-ranging as the subject itself, 

which he had made understandable and accessible for a vast 

majority of the Urdu readers. In this field he not only 

contributed through his translation-works but also greatly 

enriched the Islamic literature by his original contri

bution and modernistic style. 

The real worth of 'Abd al-Salam's contribution in 

Islamic studies, made a little over fifty years ago, has 

not so far been realized. As such there is used to revise 

and edit his books and publish them again. 

The Maula'n'a is very open minded scholar. He 

contributed in almost every field and wanted to shape the 

society according to Quran and Sunnah. He wanted to 

highlight the life style, simplicity, good manners and 

behaviour of the Prophet(PBUH) as well as the Sahabah. So 

he compiled Uswa-i gâ jabah in such a way that the model of 

their life should come in full light. The Maulana, at the 

same time, compiled Uswa-i galjabiy'at in order to urge 

women to know, preserve and practise their Islamic values 

and encourage them towards the acquisition of good 

education. He felt the importance and role of women in 

society, so he translated from Arabic Fitrat-i Niswani 

into Urdu, so that women should know their merits and 

demerits in society and safeguard themselves from social 

and personal setbacks. 

'Abd al-Sal^m observed the lack of a comprehensive 

work on fiqh. Many questions regarding Islamic jurispru-
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dence were raised by him, such as, whether f iqh has 

reached its perfection and become immutable or is it in 

the process of development and modification in order to 

meet the evergrowing needs. So he wanted to compile 

history of Islamic jurisprudence and development pointing 

out the alterations that have come about. Since the book 

of 'Allamah Khadri is addressed to these questions, so he 

translated it only to show its chief characteristics and 

features of fiqh in order to bring about greater awareness 

about it. 

During the time of 'Abd al-Salam, particulary in 

the 'ulama's circle, it was a general feeling that the 

study of philosophy weakens the faith and lead astray from 

the path of Islam. But the Maula'n'a through his wider 

understanding realized that it is very important to know 

the philosophy and the contribution of Muslim philosophers 

in this field. So he undertook the task of, compiling the 

biographical details and the contribution of the Muslim 

philosophers. He divided them into three groups, i.e. 

Mutaqaddemin, Mutawassitin and Mutakhkherin. He takes the 

view that Muslim philosophers brought philosophy nearer to 

Islam and tried to harmonize philosophy with Shariah and 

pointed out that every explicit has its implicit also. 

This being the first attempt to introduce 'Abd 

al-Salam and his contribution. I have tried to provide 

mostly a descriptive and synthetic study of his writings, 

covering his major works. However, much remains to be 

done. For example I did not touch upon numerous articles 

published by him, which- show the widest range of Maulana 

'Abd al-Salam's intellectual scope. The limited time of a 

forma] nature did not allow me to evaluate his writings 

other than his books. 
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Even a cursary glance of his books, translations 

and articles is sufficient to show the philosophcal and 

intellectual bent of his mind. He delved deep in history, 

philosophy, jurisprudence, literature, social and 

cultural questions etc. with an Islamic mind and heart. 

At the same time, he never appears in his writings as an 

orthodox scholar who is not ready to concede to the needs 

of changing time and society. His main objective is to 

impart a new awareness to Muslim mind through a review of 

Islamic learning and an understanding of world history. 

This further underlines the need of bringing his 

writings to the print and thus help create the awareness 

so widely and so urgently needed in Muslim society today. 
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The List of Maulana's articles published 

in al-Nadvah 

The articles of Maulana ^bd al-Salam Nadvi which 

have been published in al-Nadvah are as follows:-

Year 

1906 

/ / 

/ / 

/ / 

/ / 

1907 

/ / 

1908 

1909 

Month 

May 

June 

July 

Nov. 

Dec. 

Janu. 

Feb. 

Oct. 

April 

Articles Pages 

Tanasukh ^ ! > " 21-32 

do * » 20-32 

Shaikh Shih"ab al-Din Suhrawardi 1-20 

Iran Ka Qadim Khat i»_>(^j5l^e^' 9-26 

ImcTm Muslim f-^r-^Xy^ '13-32 

§ahih Muslim ^^^(y^ 2Z~32 

do /r " 20-28 

Zakat "^Jj/jr ^~^^ 
Rahbaniyat Aur Islam 25-33 

Philojogy Aur Isla'm (^^S^^y(3}^y^ 20-33 

1910 

Sept. 

Janu. 

March 

March 

April 

April 

May 

June 

June 

July 

Review 'Shi'r al-'Ajam ^^^^^y 8-11 

Ahmad Zaki Beck Aur Qustuntuniyah 17-19 

Ke Kutub b Khane - , •« / /• vi 

20-25 Falsafah Shaikh, al—Isjiraq 

Islam 'Isai Momalik Mein 29-32 

Sh.ukriyah M'a^rat ^^''^^/y'^/-ijj> 32 

Musalmanon Ki gugliraphiyanah 15-33 

Tatbiq Madhhab-o-Sci^nce A " ^ * " -̂ "̂ ^ 

'Ilmi Khabren ^̂"̂'̂  ^^^jf Xut^ 31-32 

Qadim 'Arabi Madaris Ki Islah 18-23 

Turki Mein / / ^ >5-
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1910 July BairTIt Ki Do KY^atunenJ^J\^,;>^J^J^24-29 

, , July Fitart-i Islam: Europe ka Madhhabi 30-31 

T'asub 

Aug. 'Ilmi Khabren (^^^(J^ 32 

,, Sept. Saltanat Ru"s Aur Madhhabi 9-10 

Mudakhlat 

, , Sept. Jadid M'alumâ t Qadim Kitabon Men 11 

,, Sept. Hadrat 'Abd-Allah ibn 'Umar 14-26 

, , Sept. Qasas al-Anbiya Aur Quran Majid 27-33 

,, Oct. Hadrat Salman Farsi Cr>l;CiA>—^z^^^ 3-11 

Oct. Madhhab Aur 'Aql ^^^XJ-j^\^^%r 12-25 

,, Oct. Madinat al-Masihiyyah wal Islam 26-30 

,, Nov. Al-'Arab Qabl al-Islam" 1-26 

,, Dec. Ulum-i Islamiyah Aur Itli 1-02 

Dec. Iliiabren '^^ <2^^ 22-29 

,, Dec. Kya Musalmanon Ne Matabe 'Ijad*' 30-32 

Kar lie The • 

1911 Janu. Yadgar-i Salaf K^^sA~^/y^\, 6-12 

, , Janu. Musalmlnon Ki 'Ilmi . Tarikh 13-32 

, , Feb. Akjibaral-Huka'-iad Q i f t i Per Review 

March Rulj a l - I j t a m a ' cX^*^^C/^ 6-24 

March Firqah-i Sh'^iblyah ^iJ>^^ 25-32 
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1911 A p r i l I s l a m i 'Ulum-o-Funun Aur Purab 13-26 

- - 1 * 'i. 1 —' May Sfiadharat • " \ \i' ^ ' ^ ^ 

S e p t . M a s l a h - i I r t a q a Aur Hukama-i 24-32 

I s l am 

^V^^t/-^^>!^>'-^^^ 
Oct. do---' * ' » 36-38 

Nov. Bid'at (1) ^jj^/: 1~1^ 

,, Dec. do- {2) ->- 6-23 

1912 May Barakat-i Asman Aur Quran MajTd 

1940 Janu. Islami Mamalik Kj. Talimi Halat 26-29 

1940 Janu. Halat-i TJedvah ^^^ :t.^\p 29-32 

1942 April Khutbah-i §adarat ^*-j o ' ' ^ ^ 18-28 
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The List of Maulana's articles published 

in »Ma'arif 

The articles of 'Abd al-Salam Nadvi which have been 

published in Ma'arif, Azamgarh are as follows:-

Year Month Articles Pages 

1916 July 

Sept. 

1917 

1918 

Oct. 

Nov. 

Janu. 

Feb. 

March 

March 

March 

April 

May 

July 

Aug. 

Sept. 

Oct. 

Nov. 

Dec. 

Feb. 

Imarat al-Islam{Masjid-i Naba/i etc.) 

Jept. Jang Aur Akhlaq 

Masjid-i Nab^ Ĉ rCjusJ*** 

Khulafa' 'Abb'asiyah Aur Far'id-i-

Ish'a^at-i Islam 

Fann-i Tarbiyat (1) Kl^^yh)* 

do (2) ff , , 

Ek Jadid Falsafah-i Tarikh 

Muhaddetjhin Ka Akĥ laq (1) 

Fann-i Tarbiyat (3) 

Muhaddethin Ka Akhlaq (2) .-si/i x'-^ 

Fann-i Tarb iya t (3) 

clo (4) 

'islaimi Yatim Klfane 

T a h r i f a t - i Yah"ud 

Mathnawi Khwab-o Khay'a] 

-i^* 

** 9* 

Kya Ijtama Insa'ni Taraqqi 

Kar Raha Hai *^\j/'l!J6^^0>^\v» 
Falsafah-i Liban (1) fe)tJA*^' 

Europe Ka Jadid Tariqah-i Talim 

19-25 

17-24 

43-47 

17-22 

25-32 

37-49 

34-41 

4-06 

7-16 

33-40 

36-40 

33-40 

33-44 

33-39 

26-35 

38-40 

30-40 

33-47 

42-49 

^^r'' 
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1918 March Tarikh-i^,Akhlaq-i" ' Europe 49-52 

, , April Isl'am Aur Nasr'aniyat Ki Kashmakash 17-25 

Mamlekat-i/'Rus Mein (1) 

, , May do (2) >* , , »* 1 3 - 1 8 

, , May Hadir a l - M i s r i n (*//^t^y^ 19-31 

, , July Islam Aur Nasraiiiyat Ki Kashmakash 17-19 

Mamlekat-i'„Ru"s Mein (3) 

do (4) »> »̂  »• »' " 79-84 

Khutbat al-'Arab (1) \,g^^i^\J^ 85-93 

Musalman-i' RiTs C/̂ Vt̂ ti***' 144-147 

Khutbat al-'Arab (2) ^ ^ / i ^ U i ^ 148-157 

Falsafah-r Liban (2) 6>Vt{r***^* 206-214 

ghulafa-i Banu Umayyah Aur 237-243 

Ish"a'at-i Islam ^xMe^^tst^/l^/j^i.UU 
Falsafah-i LTban (3) ( y t j ^ - i ^ 267-274 

do (3) ,. „ » 321-330 

do (4) ?7 J, ,̂ 363-369 

Isla'm, Tatar Aur 'AraU T'^alTm • 370-376 

Feb. Falsafah-i 'Llban ('Aql-o-Naql) 425-432 

April Islam Mein Mukhtalif Firqon Ki 511-531 

Nashv-flNuma Aur uski 'Ilal-o Asbab (1) 

May do (2) f* ». « 593-600 

June Mashriqi Kutub Khane (1) ^UiJ^(j/^ 36-4 7 

Aug. do (2) , , „ „- 110-119 

Sept. do „ „ ^ 200-208 

Oct. Falsafah-i"LibanCT'alim Aur Akhlaq) 278-285 

Nov. do (Nizam-i):,Akhlaq) 359-367 

Cci>»C^*) " " " 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

1919 

1 1 

Aug. 
Aug. 

Sept 

Sept 

Oct. 

Nov. 

Nov. 

Dec. 

Janu 

Janu 
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1920 March ' Isa*! Madh_hab K T Tamadduni 186-193 

Na'-Kamiyan o^::^^^<JyA^^^^^* 

, ,. April Isla'm Ki Tamadduni Karayabiyan 269-279 

, , June Quran Majid Aur Shairi 428-443 

, , July Din-i' Hanifa <_tA>lĴ CiJ'> 51-56 

Aug. Khilafat Ke lie Ittehld 113-124 

Sala"tin-i Islamiyah 

Sept. Bigda Hua Islam ^Vt^-HT^l?^212-215 

, , Nov. Nizara-i Akhlaq (5iJ>l('lî - 331-343 

, , Nov. Khush Qismat Ha"fiz Aur Bad Nasib 344-361 

Khayyam c\J^r.iT!i^\^C^t^iPJ' 
1921 J a n u , Surah Qiyamat Ke chand Nika't 6-051 

S e p t . F i r a q - i Dalah Ki F iqh ' r i ^ J ^ i l A ' c ^ * 188-194 

1922 March Ta laq ' I s a i Madhhab Mein 190-203 

A p r i l Ashraf *Ali F a ^ a n ^ U i c ^ c ^ i / ^ / 2 6 6 - 2 7 8 

, , Dec. Wahdat a l -wuj l ld Aur A k a b i r - i - I s l a m 408-421 

1923 F e b . I s l am Aur ' I s a i y y a t (1) * . 87 -91 

March do (2) »» ». »t 169-179 

, , May Mu'a j iz"at Aur Asba"b-i^ KhtStfiyyah 329-336 

Aug. Shaikh Mu&hafi Ka Tadhkerah -89-112 

, , Sept. Fann-i Tarajim-o Tabaq'at • 202-214 

, , Dec. • NubTjwat K T Ek Aur HaqTqat -416-429 
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1924 June 

July 

,, Aug. 

1925 
Sept. 

Janu, 

Feb. 

,, March 

April 

April 

/ / 

> f 

/ / 

/ 1 

1926 

/ 1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

April 

April 

Nov. 

Nov. 

Janu. 

Feb. 

April 

May 

May 

June 

June 

June 

June 

July 

Aug. 

Sept. 

Tahrim-i-Sud Ke 'T lal-o-Asbab (1)^406-443 

do (2) - - " -

Sept. 

do (3) " " " " 

do (4) " " " '• 

Musalmanon Ke Tanazzul Ki Da'st'an 

Shadharat t±i/t/>^ 

Wadi-i 'Aqiqi(Tamaddun-i,'Islam Ka 

Aghaz) (:>UTutlÎ f6̂ :̂ ^ (J^C^A^ 
Ijtih'adat-i Nabaviyyah 

Turk Jang-e 'Azim Mein Kyon 

Shamil Hua IjfcJ'^u.^CCfi^c^o^* 

Gandhi Aur Ford >j}j>)i0y^^ 

Akhba'r-i 'Ilmiyyah 

Hujjat al-Islam 

Matbu'at-i Jadidah 

"Asy 

Ma'athir - i Siddiqui 

Yad Ga'r-i An i s 

Shadh_arat 

Muhandisin-i Islam 

Shadhar"at 

Nawab'Im"ad al-Mulk 

'Aqiqah Aur Masaleh 

Kulliyat-i Iqbal 

N6shat-i Ruh 

Waqar-e Hay^t 

Imam Ghazili Aur Falsafah-i ' 

Bolshevik Aur Mas!hriq iyj^f>^i^,j^\ 

•10-31 

109-128 

170-184 

09-25 

•82-85 

163-183 

282-287 

288-293 

293-295 

296-299 

395-397 

398-400 

72-77 

152-154 

315-317 

326-329 

330-338 

406-408 

408-411 

412-421 

475-477. 

75-78 

154-157 

168-184 

218-221 
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1927 May 

June 

July 

Sept. 

Oct. 

Oct. 

Nov. 

,, Dec. 

1928 Janu 

Socialism KT Mukjitalif Haythiyaten 358-363 

Aur uski Ishl't-i Asbab (1) 

-do 

-do 

-do 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

n •» 

Nikah Baloli 

Mi'y'ar-i Tawil 

Al-Qada fi al-Islam (1) 

c^y»^ULXif 
do (2) •» » 

Al-Qada fi' al-Islam (3) " 

437-442 

41-49 

203-209 

249-252 

253-258 

329-345 

410-427 

20-34 

Feb. 

May 

July 

/ / Aug. 

Sept. 

1929 Nov. 

1930 April 

May 

June 

July 

Oct. 

do-- (4) W »/ " 89-100 

Musalman Aur 'Isaiyyon Ki Muwaddat 374-381 

'Ulama Ka A^az-i Tanazzuli 12-16 

Athwin Sadi Mein 

Shiren wa Farhad >//*̂ (i/>Cr*' 

M'utazilah Apni Asli Shakl Mein 

Islam Wa Mag_hribi libaTs-o-Tamaddun 328-345 

Islami Iqtadar Ka Athar Europe 

116-121 

168-187 

Ki San'at Per 
,y 

Nuzul a 1-Quran QjK^cf^ 

Ibn Batlan Ki Do Damani Tahriren 

Socialist Sip"ahi /j't̂ ,-»;̂ Ĵ[_̂ y«̂  

M'ujam al Buldah Aur'Yaqut Hamavi 

245-260 

325-331 

405-422 

49-60 

250-273 
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474-477 

69-72 

78-80 
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1931 April Akhbar-i 'Ilmiy^ah ^̂ jî t̂>» • 303-306 

April Tarlkh-i Adab-i Urdu »^^^>f(j^- 311-313 

,, May Akhbar-i 'Ilmifyah ^..AC^^i^f 

, , June Jam-i §ahbai (i\\j>rPrAs' 

July Akhbar-i 'Ilmiyyah ^^^At'j^XSf 

, , July Matbu'at-i Jadidah t5>'x''e«yl*Ĵ  

, , Aug. Falsafah-i Jamil Aur Usk"a Athar 138-140 

Tasawwuf 

Firqah-i Murjiyah /^jC^/^r^A ' ^̂ '̂̂ '̂ ^ 

Mir 'Alam l'L>y-^ • 156-157 

Hisan-i 'Ishq wo Damimah Ihsan-i 473-474 
'Ishq 

Falsafah-i Inbisat J^t^^lVV*^ • 474-477 

Jame' Azhar _-^>f6^V 54-59 

Abu Lahab «^-<^j/f • 64-70 

Europe Aur Asia Per Ek Tanqidi 140-147 

/ / 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

1932 

/ 1 

1 1 

«.uy . 
Aug. 

Dec. 

Dec. 

J anu 

Janu 

F e b . 

,, April Panjab Aur Sindh Ke Athar-i Qadimah 282-286 

April Kulliyat-i 'Aziz yf^KJ:^V1^ -297-314 

1932 June Khasai's-i Quran (^>t^j2^U> 405-427 

, , June Getse. Aur uski Sad s"alah Barsi 464-470 

, , . July Ek Qadim Dakkani Shi'r ** 46-48 

, , July Musalman Aur Fann-i Shishah s^zi 57-59 

July Akhbar-i ' Ilmiyah ,^^>^S 60-63 

,, Aug. Haqiqat wa MJij'az *Aj^K:;^^^^ 58-84 

,, Aug. Sal'atln-i Mamalik Misr Ka Chattar 135-137 

Shahl A/ L 
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1932 

1933 

Aug. 

Sept , 

O c t . 

Nov. 

Nov. 

Nov. 

Nov. 

Nov. 

Janu . 

J a n u . 

J a n u . 

March 

A p r i l 

May 

May 

May 

May 

June 

J u l y 

J u l y 

Aug. 

S e p t . 

A k h b a r - i 'Ilmiyyah t ^ i ^ ^ 

R u b a ' i y y ' a t - i Sahabi (3ljf*vi>t>i>>> 

I s l a m i • I m a r a t e n ' A h d - i Bani 

Umayyah Main 

Dar-ai T a l i f KCLW^J," ' JXK1J>J]^% 

Ek I t a l i a n NazKad 'Arabi Q a b i l a h 

Anda lus Ke ' I l m i A tha r i j - . .». 

Mifr Ke S ikke %^^^^^ 

A k h b a r - i 'Ilmi^fyah ri^^Jt^^ 

F r a n s i s i Sha ' i ry Aur us p e r 

' A r b i Adab Ke At j i a ra t 

- - - '̂  ^^.^^yj I r a n Ke Bank 

Nag]imah-i D i l 

Akhba"r-i 'IlmiyHfah 

Mushai 'rah 

Islam Aur Takmil-i Akhlaq x 

Europe Ki Qadim Tarin University 

Salarno 

Akhbar-i 'Ilmiŷ ah ^.^j^^ 

Qarun-e wusta Mein Hindustani 

Ta hdh i b <r<'*/t3l̂ '̂̂ <̂ î j'̂ ^̂  ^ ^ 
Qissah Adam wa Hawwa Ke Athari 

Taid jc!^/ira>5rir^>C'C^ 
Khulafa-i 'Abba"siyah Ke cjiand 

"Atliar Iraq Mein 

Akhbar-i 'IlmiyVah ^^^\f) 

Islami Fann-i T'amir r^^(f^y 

European 'Aurton Ki Mashriqi 

Sayyahaten Aur unkX Yaddashten 

138-141 

229-235 

301-302 

377-381 

379-381 

381-382 

382-384 

385-388 

57-61 

61-63 

70-75 

231-234 

288-298 

373-380 

385-388 

389-392 

395-396 

464-467 

60-62 

63-66 

146-148 

229-230 

<>^ 
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•Ahd-i Ayyubiyah Ki Do 'Alamat 306-309 

425-440 

1933 Oct. 

,, Dec. Rahba'niyat Aur Islam (1)/>J>î r̂>fc/£lĵ> 

1934 Janu. 

May 

July 

Oct. 

Oct. 

Nov. 

,, Dec. 

,, Dec. 

1935 Janu. 

April 

May 

June 

Aug. 

Sept. 

Oct. 

April 

April 

Aug. 

Sept. 

Nov. 

Nov. 

1936 Janu. 

1937 Oct. 

, / Nov. 

do (2) „ „ ^ 

Jawahir Sukhan ..^^y€^Sf-

Mirat al-Mathnavi O'^^'al/f 
Musalmlnon Ke cĥ and Makhsus Auqaf 

Kulliyat-i Hasan Dehlavi 

Kya 'Ilm-i Jadid per Saltanat Ka 

Athar Pada Hai i 

Khwajah Hasan Dehlavi IJf^> {*y^f^^} 

Mosul Aur Yahan Ka pirqah-iYazidiyah 

Kya Qur'an Majid Ek Musajja' 

Kalam Hai ^y^xj^<-J^^'<-^/^('A^\/^ 

Tasawwuf Ki Ajmali Tarikh (1) 

vys^j6^ do (2) t/'-df'O'^-^ 

do (3) „ , . . • ' • 

do (4) „ 

do (5) „ V „ u 

do (6) ,, , ^ ,. 

Anqarah cV*^) 

Akhbar-i 'Ilmit/jfeh y^^f^^^^ 

Matbu'at-i Jadidah ^^^^-^^/^ 

Sharh Diwan-i Momin 

'Arbon KI Jahaz-rani (J^j^d^^ 

Tadhkerah Mohsin 

Tasawwuf Ka Athar 'ulum-«funun Per 

Siifiyanah Nizam-i Akhlaq CI) 

do (2) 

21-34 

396-397 

63-65 

277-280 

301-312 

325-342 

442-450 

462-465 

46-51 

259-274 

365-371 

446-454 

111-132 

212-218 

276-286 

301-304 

305-308 

158-160 

235-237 

392-394 

395-396 

25-32 

245-254 

350-358 
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1938 March 

1940 April 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

1941 

/ 1 

1942 

/ 1 

May 
June 

July 

Aug. 

Sept. 

Dec. 

Janu. 

June 

Janu. 

July 

/ / 

/ / 

1 1 

1 1 

1943 

Aug. 

Sept. 

Oct. 

Dec. 

March 

1944 

1946 

June 

July 

Aug. 

May 

June 

July 

Sept. 

Tasawwuf K^ Tajdid-o-Islah / 

Maslah Islah-i- T'alim (1) 

do (2)» " 

do (3)* * 

Maula"nai Katibi Nish'ap'uri . d )„,... 

-do-

-do- (3) 

Imam Razi Aur Unki Tasimif 

Baharist"an (i^l!^-^^ 

Matbu'at-i Jadldah c?J>;->/'e>te<̂  

Khutbah-i Sada"rat .J:>j\^ ^^.^jjr 

Andalus Ka Dima'ghi Turkah Kutub 

Khanah Usko Riy"al Mein 

Wasfe Shahid Ya ShahadoLU. 

Imam Razi Aur Tanqidi 

Falsafah (1) ^>jt'(3j^^irO';'^^Lj 

do (2) 

Shamim 'Ishrat 

Kalamat al-S_hu'ar"a-i Sarkhbsh 

Muwaffiq al-Din Abd al Latif 

Bagjidadi <i>̂ >̂VLi«>̂ 'x>C2»'>̂ f̂ y»y 

Falsafah-i Ishraq Aur Islam 

Hukama-i Islam Ka Akhlaq (1) 

do (2) 

do (3) 

do (3) 

185-193 

263-282 

353-373 

439-454 

• 23- 38 

105-117 

184-193 

435-453 

68- 75 

477-480 

27- 43 

56- 60 

58-102 

165-180 

245-254 

474-476 

.232-237 

443-453 

5- 19 

103-124 

325-338 

423-437 

24- 36 

•165-174 
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1947 April 

May 

June 

July 

Aug. 

Sept. 

Oct. 

Nov. 

1948 Janu. 

Feb. 

1949 Feb. 

, / Aug. 

,, Sept, 

,, Oct. 

, , Nov. 

,, Dec. 

1950 Janu. 

Feb. 

,/ Oct. 

, / Nov. 

1951 April 

,, June 

1952 Janu. 

, , April 

/ / May 

/ / June 

Iqbal Ka Falsafah-i Khudi (1) 

r> »> 
ao (2) 

'' ^ r. 

do (3) 
do (4) 

r̂  fr " '' 

do (5) 
" n " tf 

do (6) 
do " (7) 

„ " '• 
do (8) 

__ — I , " t , " 

Islami Tibb Ki Mukhtasar 

T a r i k h (1) 

do (2) 
_ tf t, t , » , • 

Ikhwan a l - s a f a bu>Ji(J^f>J 
Islami Hind Ke Tamadduni 
— — • •. ^ 

Karname (1) ^*jl^G^^X>^^i^f 
(2) 

(3) 

245-265 

347-357 

405-416 

5- 3 

85- 95 

165-171 

256-266 

325-338 

5- 20 

do 
do 

»/ " 

do (4) 

'Arabi Nazm-o-Nathar let Tarikh 

if » /' * 

MiL̂ -itTisiW-i. Qurani Ki 

Nawa'iyyat (1) 

do (2) 

Mirat al-Shi'r, Vol.11 

Falsafah al-Balaqh_at'^;Vu>jj^g^. 

Nawa"!* Baidal 

Unlni Falsa 

Makhaz (1) 

Unani Falsafah Ki Tarikhi 

ao (2) 
>r n " <« '» 

do (3) 
* * '• » " 

85- 99 

85-104 

104-125 

165-186 

245-262 

348-366 

430-450 

24- 42 

125-136 

245-262 

325-336 

309-316 

436-450 

71- 76 

245-257 

325-335 

422-428 
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1952 

1953 

1953 

1953 

1954 

1956 

1958 

Sept. Islam Mein Janvaron Per Shafqat 

Feb. Gulbang ^ ^\j^ 

May Shairy Bataur Peshe Ke 

June Urdu Sha'iry M̂ in Inqilab Kyon 

Kar Paida Hua (1) 

do (2) July 

Aug. 

March 

June 

June 

_ do (3) 

Urdu Ghazal 

Mawa'd-i ShA: 

Dilli Aur Lucknow Ki Sha'iri Aur 

Ek Ka Athar Dusre Per (1) 

J u l y ^*--do (2) 
' ' ' ' t, ft t . Ir 1/ ft n 

Aug. do (3 ) 
- •' <r " " /» '/ r, »» 

S e p t . do (4) 
'• — •, •, — " i.' •' 't 

Janu. Qadim Aur Jadid Shu'ara Aur 

Unki sha'iri per Ek Mabsut 

Nazar 

Feb. --'---l-^ do (2) 130-140 

March do (3) 185-203 
' " f r, t, „ »» • „ », 

April do (4) 262-274 

200-207 

150-153 

341-364 

437-454 

20- 33 

124-135 

224-234 

452-460 

446-461 

43- 59 

115-136 

189-202 

46- 61 


